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Tm  IRRIGATION SYS~  Performance Assessment and Diagnosis Project has been undertaken 
jointly by the International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) whose headquarters are 
based in  Colombo, Sri Lanka. and the International Institute for Land Reclamation and 
Improvement (ILRI) in Wageningen, the Netherlands. Planning and advisory support, have 
been provided by the International Institute for Hydraulic and Environmental Engineering 
(IHE), based in Delft, the Netherlands. 
Staff from both IIMI and ILRI were fully involved in the planning and implementation 
of the project, including extended periods of  direct collaboration in  both Colombo and 
Wageningen. The project started in September 1990 and was  completed by  the end of 
February 1991. A draft of  the Final Report was sent to members of the ICID Working 
Conunittees on Irrigation Performance Assessment and Operations, Maintenance and Man- 
agement of Irrigation and Drainage Projects which met at the Executive Council Meeting of 
ICID in Beijing in April, 1991. 
Manyusefulcommentsandcontributionsresultedfromthismeeting,  and thesehaveken 
incorporated into the final text. 
The output from this project, and any further activities in the general subject area, will 
form partofapresentation tothe 15thCongressoftheInternational  Commission on Irrigation 
and Drainage to be held in the Hague, the Netherlands, in September 1993. 
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xvii EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
THIS  REPORT  DESCRIBES  the work of a project funded by the Dutch Government to lwkat  issues 
of performance assessment and diagnosis in irrigation systems in Asia, Africa and South 
America. It was undertaken jointly by the International Irrigation Management Institute 
(IIMI), the International Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement (ILRI) and the 
Institute for Hydraulic and Environmental Engineering (IHE). 
The issueofperformance in irrigationis of increasing concern to investors, managers and 
water users alike. As population increases in a finite world, the need for more effective and 
efficient use of land and water resources cannot be stressed too strongly. Nevertheless, there 
is a remarkable lack of a good  framework within which irrigation managers can assess 
performance and diagnose ways to lead to better performance in the future. 
Performance is viewed as having two dimensions: the attainment of a specified set of 
relevant objectives, and doing so with efficientresourceuse.  The  framework used in this paper 
distinguishes between operational performance, primarily the concern with water delivery 
and agricultural output, and strategic performance that addresses issues of how well decisions 
are made, given the particular level of physical, financial and human resources available. For 
both of these aspects of performance, however, emphasis is placed on a cycle of objective 
setting, planning  for implementation,  operations, monitoring and control,  and periodic 
evaluation of the management process and review of objectives. Whereverpssible, parallels 
are drawn from the business world where there has traditionally been more concern with 
performance than is the case in the irrigation sector. 
To facilitate comparative assessment of performance across different systems a catego- 
rization is madeof different types of design of irrigation systems. These include fixed control 
systems with few or nolocations wheredischargescan beadjusted, andsystems withdifferent 
densities of operable control structures that permit greater control over both discharge and 
water levels in canals. A categorization is  also made of different ways in which water is 
allocated among potential users, and the rules by  which allocations can be temporarily 
suspended in times of  water shortage. These two categorizations are accompanied by a 
discussion of the institutional and organizational conditions that foster or hinder agencies in 
attaining higher performance. 
This report uses information from 15 case studies where there was reasonably reliable 
information on water delivery performance. It was  not possible to undertake a similar 
comprehensive analysis of agricultural and economic performance as data were not always 
available. 
The evidence from the case studies is that little systematic measurement of performance 
is made by system managers. Much of the data referred to is the result of research or other 
specig projects rather than the result of routine activities of irrigation agencies. This by itself 
is an indication of the lack of importance placed on good performance at system level. 
xix M 
Many of the studies report wide gaps between quantified operational targets and actual 
conditions, suggesting that there is little feedback from the field, or little capacity to respond 
to information if it is available. 
A significant conclusion is that simplicity both in system design and in system objectives 
leads to higher levels of performance than does complexity. Although systems with a high 
density of control structures should achieve higher precision of water control, they rarely 
appear to do so. This suggests that much of the poor performance identified is the result of 
weak management by agency personnel rather than anything inherent in the system design. 
This conclusion is reinforced by  a few successful case studies of managerial intervention 
where performance has dramatically improved. 
Based on the case studies, the paper presents a series of propositions that can guide 
irrigation managers on how to improve performance. Most of these propositions focus on the 
development of a systematic approach to performance.-oriented management. A conclusion 
from the paper is that these management improvements can largely, but not always, be 
achieved without major physical investment. Once managerial capacity has been strength- 
ened and stabilized then the likelihood increases that physical investments will be more 
worthwhile. 
A common thread among almost all the case studies is that there is little evidence of 
concern for long-term sustainability of irrigatedagriculture. Little attention appears  to  be paid 
to threats to the internal resource base of irrigation systems by waterlogging, salinity, water 
quality, health or inequity. Similarly, existing planning processes show little concern for 
competition for water and financing with other sectors, changing water supplies through 
upstream environmental degradation, or tochanges in national policy that may lead to greater 
accountability for inefficient use of resources. 
The report concludes with a brief examination of future activities that can build on the 
framework and propositions provided. CHAPTER 1 
Irrigation System Performance 
Assessment and Diagnosis 
THE GROWING CONCERN FOR IMPROVEMENT OF 
IRRIGATION PERFORMANCE 
IN  WENI  YEARS there has been a growing concern that performance in the context of irrigated 
agriculture is less than had been anticipated. The anticipated potential through irrigation of 
land earlier dependent on unpredictable and unreliable rainfall has not always been achieved, 
and in some respects. irrigation has lost much of its glamour as an investment strategy for 
developing countries. 
The shortfalls in performance can be cited at almost every level of the imgation sector. 
Those concerned with major lending programs for irrigation, notably the banks and certain 
bilateral funding agencies, have begun to feel that the return on  investment is  not really 
justified. Greateremphasis has been placed on other sectors  at the expense of new investment 
in irrigation, or in the rehabilitation or modernization of existing systems. 
Similarly, at system level, there is disappointment in  levels of  cropping intensity, 
irrigation  intensity and  yields from many  irrigated areas. The economics of  irrigated 
agriculture  are  such that many farmers have not been able to achieve a more prosperous and 
healthy life. 
At the level of water distribution there are innumerable references to inequity of water 
distribution  leading to major disparities  between head and tail areas, to deficit water supplies 
and loss of production in some locations, or to excess water delivery and development of 
waterlogging and salinity in others. Water supplies at any givqn location are often poorly 
matched to crop needs, highly variable in both timing and discharge, and are, sometimes, of 
increasingly poor quality. 
Thesecommentsseweto highlight twoaspectsofirrigatedagriculture. The first iseasily 
forgotten: without the investments in irrigation over the past hundred years, and especially in 
the last thirty years in conjunction with agricultural technologies such as h$h  yielding 
varieties, cheap pumps, and huge increases in fertilizer use, famine would still be the major 
threat in Asia as much as it is in parts of Africa at the present time. It may be true that the 
efficiency  of  water  and  land  resource use  for irrigated agriculture is low, but  it is  a 
technological package that feeds billions of people. 
?he second aspect is perhaps more topical. The great increase in awareness in environ- 
mental issues, particularly for the conservation of natural resources in the context of a still 
increasing population, means that thesenseof living in afinite world has become increasingly 
dominant. 
I 2 
Good performance is not only a matter of high output, but also one of efficient use of 
available resources. This paper looks at ways in which, through the introduction of more 
performance-oriented management processes, it should be possible to increase both output 
and sustain these increases into the future. 
Theexamplesofperceptions  ofpoorperformancegiven above highlight therelative lack 
of a consistent framework for assessing performance: individuals and disciplines have their 
own individual subjective  views of what is gwd  and what is poor performance. They are rarely 
the same for different constituencies, let alone for different individuals. In the same vein, the 
methods for assessing performance are inconsistent and poorly defined. 
This paper is based on a project conceived with the twin objectives of  learning from 
existingcase studies  and developing a framework that provides for systematic assessment of 
the actual performance of imgation systems. 
DESCRIPTION  OF THE PROJECT AND ITS OBJECTIVES 
The primary objective ofthe Performance  Assessment andDiagnosis  Project when submitted 
for consideration by the Dutch Government was to see if it was possible to develop a set of 
hypotheses that would assist in determining the causes of god  or bad performance. 
Initially seen as a multiyear endeavor, the project was reduced in scope to a six-month 
effort to look at existing case studies of irrigation performance and to try to elucidate from 
thedataanddescriptionsprovidedsomeofthe  underlyingreasons forthe level ofperformance 
achieved. To assist in this process, part of  the project was designed to try to draw parallels 
between irrigated agriculture and business management on the basis that business is generally 
more responsive to performance, at least in financial terms. 
If the combination  of hypotheses development  using case studies and the introduction of 
assessmentprocessesdrawnfrom  business were to be successful,  then the project should have 
the potential to be  expanded  into  a  wider  and  more comprehensive approach to  the 
development of improved performance in irrigation. 
The overall principle underlying this project is that while performance of an imgation 
and/or drainage system reflects the qualities of the organizations and individuals responsible 
for the management of the system, it is greatly influenced by the physical design of the water 
delivery system. A god  manager will ensure that the appropriate management strategies 
adopted are. compatible with both the physical and the management qualities. 
During the first part of the project it became clear that there was no effective definition 
of performance. and no clear process by  which a diagnosis could be made of performance 
other than on highly subjectivegrounds.  Afurther set ofdifficulties  arosefromthecase studies 
themselves: there was a widevariety ofsystemdesign  and operatingconditions, ageneral lack 
of clearly stated objectives for the systems under study, and significant differences in the 
amount and type of data reported. 
Giventheseconditions,itwasnecessaty  todevoteinitialefforts toexaminingtheprocess 
by  which performance can be defined and assessed before a diagnosis could be made of 
conditions that might foster or constrain high performance. Rather than develop definitive 
hypotheses that can be confirmed or refuted through additional data collection, the emphasis 
shifted towards developing  aset of propositions about the conditions  and procedures  by which 
managers should be able to improve system performance. Further, there was  a shift in 3 
emphasis towards assessment only of water delivery performance because of the scarcity of 
good comparative data on agricultural, social, economic or environmental objectives and 
conditions. 
A final objective is that the results reported from the study would contribute to the 
proceedingsofthe 15thCongressoftheInternationalCommissiononIrrigationandDrainage 
to be held in the Hague in September 1993. An earlier draft of this report was presented at the 
Executive Committee Meeting of the ICID held in Beijing, China in April 1991. 
LAYOUT OF THIS PAPER 
The remainder of this paper is divided into eight chapters that follow a logical scquence of 
establishing a framework for performance assessment, testing it with data from case studies, 
assessing the validity of the framework, drawing conclusions,  and identifying some concerns 
that need to be addressed in future activities. 
The issue of  why  performance needs to be evaluated is addressed in Chapter 2. By 
drawing parallels between the world of business management and irrigation management it 
is possible to adopt some types of  assessment undertaken in commercial enterprises in 
irrigation performance assessment. It is also possible to determine where conditions are 
sufficiently different that irrigation management has to develop its own criteriaand standards 
of performance. The discussion looks at performance as a concept, examines performance 
indicatorsandtheneed todevelop  standardsthatprovideacceptablerangesofvaluesforthose 
indicators, anddescribes  an assessmentframeworkthatcanbeadopted  by imgationmanagen 
inmovingtowardsthedevelopmentofinstitutionalcapacity  torespond toactualperformance. 
This is followed in Chapter 3 by  a broad classification of  the main types of  design of 
irrigation systems, and how the design may affect management decisions. For each design a 
description is provided of the primary characteristics  of the physical irrigation infrastructure 
and the typical water allocation principles that are appropriate to those designs. A separate 
description isgivenofsomeoftheorganizational andinstitutionalconditionsthatmay  hinder 
or  favor  moves  to  more  performance-responsive management. This part  of  the work 
concludes by  looking at issues of setting objectives for a system and the necd to address 
interrelationships between design and the management of operations and maintenance. 
The first set of  5 case studies, presented in Chapter 4, provides details on performance 
in respect of adequacy, equity and reliability from systems that are designed to divide. water 
as far as possible without operational inputs. These can be seen as supply-driven systems 
insofar as  they normally have no control capacity that managers can use  to respond to relative 
small or short-term changes in demand for water. Two design variants are included in the 
analysis: systems designed to divide  water in a fixed percentage using simple overtlow weirs. 
and more complex systems that use submaged orifices to contml the discharge into each 
offtake. 
Thesecondset of locasestudies,  presentedinChapter5,addresscsthesamesetofissues 
in systemsdesigned forgreateroperationalcontrolandflexibility.Allofthesystemsincluded 
in this discussion have gated offtake structures at the head of every secondary  canal and  at the 
head of each teniary block. This additional level of  control means that, at least in theory, 
managers can respond more effectively to changes in both water supply and demand if they 
are successful then the potential for more efficient use of water should be realized but if they 4 
are  not, then the opportunities for mismanagement are  greater than in simpler systems. Three 
design variants are distinguished: those with no cross-regulation capacity, those with fixed 
weir cross-regulation, and those with  adjustable gated cross-regulators. 
Following the presentation of the case studies, Chapter 6  provides a discussion of the 
primary interpretation of the results. The overall conclusions drawn at this stage are that few 
of the  case studies show much evidence of having adopted a systematic framework for 
performance: instead, systems seem either not to have clearly stated objectives or, at best, are 
only concerned with a single objective; operational targets do not appear to lead towards the 
stated objectives; and actual performance shows large differences between expected and 
actual conditions in most of the case studies. 
Chapter 7 describes a set of propositions for an overall performance-oriented manage- 
ment framework that. if followed, provides the basis for achieving improved performance. It 
addresses four groups of concerns that were identified from the case studies: the process by 
which objectives are identified, the implementation of work plans to meet those objectives, 
the information-gathering and feedback process that forms part of the management control 
function, and the institutional arrangements that provide the basis for the management of the 
system. 
Although  few of  the  c~se  studies deal explicitly  with  environmental  or resource 
utilization issues, Chapter 8 briefly examines the importance of  assessing performance in 
respect of nonagricultural conditions including sustainability of physical resources, health, 
and income disbibution. It also raises some general issues of how well systems respond to 
external changes such as changing agricultural targets and increased competition for water, 
land and labor resources. 
The overall conclusions are presented in Chapter 9. These include the recognition that 
inmostsystemsthereis noeffective frameworkforperformanceassessment. noclearly stated 
objectives or no  effective distinguishing between local and  national concerns, and that 
institutional and organizational impacts on performance are rarely discussed. The systems 
that perform best under present institutional conditions are  often those that are  simple, either 
in design of physical infrastructure or in operational rules. The chapter concludes with a brief 
description of some future opportunities to develop a better framework for performance 
assessmentthatwillincludeawidersetofobj~tivesdealingnotonly  with water but withother 
concerns including agricultural performance, improvements in economic and social well- 
being, and those having a concern for long-term impacts on the environment. CHAPTER 2 
Performance, 
Performance Indicators and 
Performance Frameworks 
RESOURCE USE AND PERFORMANCE 
THE EXFLOITATION  AND utilization of  water  for irrigation require that there are periodic 
evaluations of  its utility and efficiency of use. This concern with performance within the 
irrigation sector is increasing as pressure grows on water resources in all parts of the world, 
and as concerns increase regarding the sustainability of irrigated agriculture systems. Any 
enterprise requires feedback on the management of  resources and the end result in terms of 
increased output. 
During this century there has been a dramatic increase in the area irrigated. Most of this 
expansion has occurred through capital investments in infrastructure for the capture, storage 
and distribution of water, and in the conversion of rain-fed areas into irrigableland. Thistype 
ofdevelopment  hascresedanumberofgroups whohaveadirectconcernontheperformance 
ofthe irrigationsystem:  investors,policymakers,planners,managersandusers.  Eachofthese 
groups has to be able to assess the effectiveness of the systems in which it has a stake. To do 
this thesegroupsrequirenotonly  basicinformationabouttheinputsandoutputsofthesystem, 
but also a framework within which this information can be processed and evaluated. This 
fiameworkhas to becapableofallowingassessmentoftheperformanceinindividual  systems 
and permit comparisons with  other systems and even other sectors of  the economy to 
determine the relative utility of the initial investments and operational inputs. 
Without such a framework and its associated set of indicators, performance assessment 
remains a subjective process that has little value for improving irrigation management. Yet, 
despite the frequently stated concerns with poor performance in the sector, there are few 
agreed indicators and no agreed framework for performance assessment. 
DEFINITIONS OF PERFORMANCE AND PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS 
Abernethy (1989) defines performance as: 
The performance of a system is  represented by its measured levels of achievement 
in  terms of  one, or several, parameters which are chosen as indicators of  the 
system’s goals. 
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Thisdefinitioncarries  with itanumberof implicitassumptionsthatareatthe heartofthe 
problem of performance assessment. 
The  first issue is that of scale and audience: the “system” can be at a number of different 
levels, from the water delivery system upwards through the individual irrigation system, the 
irrigated agriculture system and up to national level. Each level has a set of goals that may or 
may not coincide, and each requires a different set of performance parameters. 
A common problem in performance assessment is transference of goals from one level 
to another. This can best be illustrated by the difference in goals included in the design of an 
individual imgation project (e.g., increased production over rain-fed agriculture or efficient 
water distribution) compared to those at national level (e.g.. foodgrain self-sufficiency or 
equitable distribution of benefits). While such different goals should not be incompatible, 
they require different indicators and a different assessment time frame. These ideas are 
discussed further by Small and Svendsen (1992)  in their paper on Aframeworkforassessing 
irrigationperformance at different levels of a nested hierarchy that ranges from the irrigation 
system to the national social and political system. 
The second issue is the extent to which performance is represented by the outputs from 
the system as opposed to the performance achieved in managing available  resources towards 
specified  goals.  The distinction  could  perhaps  be better  demonstrated  by  referring  to 
operational performance and strategic performance. 
Operational performance is the degree of fulfillment of either a specific quantified 
ourput  target, typified  by  such things as yield, water use efficiency, and cropping 
intensity, or a specific input target such’as  discharge, water level or timing of irrigation 
deliveries. Foncomparative purposes between systems, output performance is frequently 
best expressed as  a dimensionless ratio, or percentage. More commonly the output itself 
is treated as a measure of performance, but this does not favor comparison because of a 
host of site-specific influences: simple comparison of yields between different systems 
may not make much sense without knowing a great deal more about potential or possible 
performance  levels that  could  be expected. Within the bounds of  a single system, 
however, actual values areuseful when treatedas atimesequence,  on theassumption that 
managers either try to increase certain factors such as yield or water use efficiency, or act 
tominimize others, such as poor water quality or other signs of potential environmental 
degradation. 
The same is tme for  inputs. At any given location a time series analysis ofreal values may 
be the most useful measure of performance, but dimensionless ratios are more effective 
in comparing performance at different locations during the same time period. 
Srraregic performance looks at the process by which available resources are utilized in 
order to fulfill the eventual outputs of  the system, and involves assessment of  the 
procedures by  which..targets are set  in relation to both  available resources  and the 
objective setting process. This means that it includes evaluation of performance  of 
individuals in matching objectives and targets, in identifying and utilizing performance 
parameters that effectively reflect those objectives, and in responding to unexpected 
changes in resource availability. While assessment of  managerial performance is less 
neutral and more individual than assessment of output performance. it may more clearly 
identify ways in which performance can be improved. I 
The third  issue arising  from Abernehy’s definition  is the change in performance 
expectations over time. An effective management system has to adjust to changes both in the 
external environment and within the system, and also have a capacity to modify goals and 
targets as a consequence.  The danger of developing and using a specific  set of output 
parameters is that they will continue to be used even though they no longeradequakly reflect 
the changed conditions affecting the system, or changed objectives. 
These comments notwithstanding, this approach to performance assessment for irriga- 
tion has roots in the ways in which business assesses its management. Ansoff (1979) states 
that from the viewpoint of society, the effectiveness of an organization’s activities, whether 
profit or nonprofit, can be measured by two complementary criteria: 
1.  The degree to which the organizatwns‘products/services respond to the nee& 
of its customers; and 
The eficiency with which the organization  uses resources in supplying these 
needs. 
2. 
Toparaphrasethis,theperformanceof  an organization(theeffectivenessofitsactivities) 
is  a measure both of the degree of fulfillment of the output objectives (customer satisfaction) 
and the management of available resources (efficiency) in accomplishing this. To facilitate 
this process a manager must select a  sr*.  of parameters to measure and describe performance. 
Performance indicators, by providing information on past activities and their results, help in 
making informed judgments which may guide our decision making about future activities. 
At this point, it is important to make a distinction between objectives and targets as they 
represent different aspects of the manager’s task. The definitions used in this paper are as 
follows: 
An objective is  a broadgoal that reflects the overallpurpose of the irrigation  system 
or the sector within which the irrigation  system falls. Typically, objectives are not 
precise, exemplified by such phrases as crop diversification, equity, adequacy, or 
sustainability. 
Defining objectives such as these is the starting point for system managers to develop 
shorter-term operational plans that can be monitored and controlled. For this reason it is 
important to have tangible or quantitative targets. 
A  target  is a specific value of something  that  can  be  measured: it provides 
operationalstaffwith  information  on thedesiredconditions thatshouldbe met ifthe 
objective is to be fulfilled. 
For an objective such as equity of water distribution, for example, specific discharge 
targetsat eachcontrol ormeasurement point need to bedevelopedso thateachgatekeepercan 
work in isolation to meet a specific numerical discharge target and yet simultaneously be 
fulfilling theoverall equity objective for thesystem. Deviations from the target providequick 
feedback to managers as  to theextent to which the overall objective is being fulfilled, through 
the use of performance indicators. 
Performance indicators do more than measure the value of aparticular item such 
as  yield or canal discharge. They have  ro  include a measure of quality as  well as  of 
quantity, and be accompanied  by appropriate standards orpermissible tolerances. 8 
If  the  value  of  the  indicator falls  outside  a particular  range  of  values  then 
performance is presumed to be unsatisfactory. 
This approach clearly distinguishes between output (the results) and management (past 
activities); the ultimate utility of a particular set of performance parameters is that they guide 
managers into betterperformancein the future because they facilitatejudgement as tothelevel 
of  performance actually achieved, and the underlying causes of that level of performance. 
STANDARDS OF COMPARISON 
Judgement of  performance  requires  some standard of  comparison.  Within  the field  of 
irrigation management two approaches adopted so far have been: 
1.  The development of performance indicators that can be applied to  irrigation systems 
worldwide. The performances of a particular  system can then be compared with 
performances of similar systems elsewhere. Bos and Nugteren (1 974) followed this 
approach for irrigation efficiencies, using qualitative and quantitative data. Small 
and Svendsen (1992) produced a framework for assessing irrigation performance 
that in principleisapplicable worldwide, but thus far it is only qualitative. Abernethy 
(1989) also made recommendations for a limited set of indicators which might be 
adopted as standard (refer to glossary in Annex 1 for description) of some selected 
indicators. While this approach allows acomparison of the outputs or achievements 
of  a  particular  system  with  some universal  standard,  it  provides  little  or  no 
information  on what  caused  that  level  of  achievement:  the  resources  used  in 
obtaining the results are not considered, and managerial inputs are not assessed. 
2.  The comparison of actual results with what was planned. Figure 2.1. from Wolters 
and Bos (1990).  shows how comparison of actual with intended results provides 
information on the need for corrective action. While the flow chart is drawn up for 
irrigation water management, the same procedure can be followed for any of the 
tasks in an  irrigation  system. This approach is clearly process-based.  It is also 
flexible in that it is not tied to  any given set of performance indicators: as long as the 
indicators clearly reflect the targets laid down, the process will be effective. 
The second approach provides guidance for corrective action, which the first approach 
does not always give. The first approach allows comparison of irrigated agriculture systems 
worldwide, which the second does not. 
Ideally, what we want is a procedure that effectively utilizes both kinds of performance 
indicators. Because the use of these two sets of indicators is not yet common in the irrigation 
world, we shall first explore their use in the business world. 9 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS IN BUSINESS 
Commercial companies worldwide have been  using more or less universally applicable 
performance indicators for over 400 years.  In the last century, an applied science called 
management accounting was developed, which Anthony and Reece (1983) describe as 
the  process within an organization  that  provides  informarion  used  by  an 
organization's  managers  in  planning.  coordinating  and  controlling  the 
organization's activities. 
Within this overall  concern for management accounting it is useful todistinguish  between 
differenttypes andlevelsofperformance, eachrequiring  different assessmentprocedures  and 
indicators. 
Overall Performance 
From AnsoWs definition, we can immediately derive an indicator that is used all over the 
world for expressing the overall performance of  a particular business. The Return on 
Investment (ROI) is calculated as: 
(Income from transactions) -  (Costs incurred) 
Resources employed 
We can do this by expressing everything in money: the degree to which the organiza- 
tions' productdservices respond to  the needs of its customers is simply replaced by revenues 
from  sales, which is indeed an objective measure forcustomers' appreciation of the products 
or services. Also, all of the costs incurred and resources employed are expressed in money 
terms, according to accounting principles that are basically the same all over the world. 
All companies that have issued shares are required by law to issue annual, independently 
audited financial statements from which shareholders  and other interested parties can readily 
obtain the ROI, which allows  them to compare this year's overall performance of the business 
they have invested in with those in other years, or those of  other companies. Individual 
shareholders who are not satisfied with the ROI achieved by the company may, on the basis 
of  the information provided, decide to sell their shares and invest in  another company. 
Shareholders can also get together as a group and consider the need  for changes in  the 
company's management. 
Within the irrigation sector, the parallel is in terms of  overall sector performance. An 
objective such as foodgrain self-sufficiency can be easily determined. the investment in 
irrigation compared to the costs incurred, and a decision made as to whether to promote or 
discourage further foodgrain production. However, it does not  immediately identify the 
causes of shortfall: for this, a more detailed evaluation of performance of  the individual 
components of the sector is necessary. 
In business this is done using the company's financial statement (Figure 2.2) that gives 
a more detailed picture of profit and loss of each component, and the managerial decisions 
that are associated with each broad activity. 
ROI = 10 
The operating statement reflects the effects of management’s operating decisions on 
business performance and the resulting profit or loss. It lists the revenues for a specific period 
and the costs and expenses. Revenues and costs involve such elements as sales, purchase of 
goodsand servicesforresaleormanufacturing,  paymentofwages, interestexpenses, research 
and development, etc. By expressing these various items as a percentage of revenues, the 
analyst obtains a dimensionless ratio which, like ROI, can be compared with ratios obtained 
in  other years.  or  with ratios of  other companies in  the  same type of  business. Any 
abnormalitiesdraw heattentionoftheanalystand  pinpoint theissuesthat need tobeclarified 
by the company’s management. 
Operational Control 
While financial statements provide,  information that allows the company management and 
stakeholders to assess business performance, they are not detailed enough for operational 
decision making. This requires performance standards which are specific to the particular 
type of business. 
Business managers make plans for providing products or services that will contribute to 
the overall net profit of the business. In order to evaluate the profit potential of each of these 
plans they prepare an income statement for the next budget period, including all of the 
estimated costs related to producing and selling that product or service, the probable output, 
and the expected revenue. In drawing up these estimates, planners make use of dafa on past 
performance and must make assessments of likely conditions in the future. 
Each part of this income statement is identified with the executive or group responsible 
forcarryingout thatpart.Foreachoperation,performance  standardsareset in sucha way that 
performance according to those standards will produce the estimated profit. During imple- 
mentation of the selected plans, management control consists of comparing actual perfor- 
mance withthestandard,andtakingcorrectiveactionasrequired.  In sodoing, however, there 
islittleor noexpectation ofchanging theoverall purpose or directionofthe enterprise: in other 
words, the objectives do not get changed every time there is an operational shortfall. 
lhis  process is essentially the same as  the one in Figure 2.1 which depicts the irrigation 
watermanagement process. Operational  management of irrigation  systems  is not significantly 
different hm-any  other enterprise except that rather than dealing with profit, the emphasis 
is on achieving Specific targets. The process is identical for assessment of seasonal or annual 
performance and for assessment of water delivery performance on a short-term basis. 
Drawing up operational performance standards that  accompany the targets set by 
managers serves several purposes (Anthony and Reece 1983): 
1.  As an aid in making and coordinating plans, 
2.  As adevice for communicating to managers and employees within the organization 
what is expected of them, 
3.  As a way of motivating these managers and employees to achieve the targets set for 
them, 
As a benchmark for controlling ongoing acfivities.  4. 11 
As a basis for evaluating the performance of individual managers and employees, 
and 
As a way to develop insights into the detailed workings of the various parts of the 
organization and their interrelationships. 
5. 
6. 
A weakness in irrigation management compared to business enterprises is that there 
appears to be less concern with standards. In most irrigation systems discharge targets are 
given togatekeepers  but noparallel information  isreadily availableto indicatethe  permissible 
level of deviation. Such a lack of standards immediately makes the process of operational 
control much more difficult because all deviations are aeated as an equal error irrespective 
of the actual value of the deviation. and little effort is made  to rectify management at those 
locations where deviations are first encountered. 
Strategic Control 
In a well-managed business there is aparallelprocess of strategic review and decision  making 
that examines whether the fulfillment of targets is actually fulfilling overall objectives. The 
senior management of a business enterprise periodically reviews the degree of performance 
of individual components of the enterprise, and makes strategic decisions that will help to 
address deficiencies. These strategic decisions might include dropping an unprofitable line 
or product fromtheoverall range, reorganization  tomakeinterrelationships  between different 
divisions  more effective, dismissal of inefficient managers or operators, or investment in new 
technology. Failure to do so may lead to a business becoming out oftouch with its customers, 
and inefficient in resource use. Ultimately it will go bankrupt. 
Whatever the measure, the process by its very nature requires an evaluation not merely 
of  operational  performance but  of  the  objectives of  the company  itself.  Further,  the 
environment within which a particular company operates is not  static: consumer choices 
change over time, there may be new policies or legislation that force companies to modify 
existing operations, or there may  be changes in  the relative price of  inputs that require 
rethinking of efficiency. 
Put in another way, the process of strategic control simultaneously asks two questions: 
“Am I  doing things righf?” (did I meet the targets?), and 
“Am I doing the right thing?” (does this also fulfill my objectives?) 
It is the answer to both these questions at the same time that determines the overall 
performance of  an enterprise in respect of  both output or services provided and the internal 
management performance of the company. 
An obvious parallel can be drawn from irrigation: assuming that national objectives for 
the irrigation sector include productive, equitable and sustainable  agriculture, a set of water 
delivery targets can be drawn up for each system. It may be that the targets achieve only one 
or two of these objectives at any given time, and a set of priorities must be drawn up for each 
time  period.  Many  irrigation societies have  stressed short-term production  and  equity 
objectives, but have paid a much larger cost in terms of long-term degradation of the physical 
environment. 12 
Using Performance Indicators in Business 
Althoughit isobviousthattherecannotbeadirect  transfer ofbusiness principles  to irrigation 
management, it is worth reflecting  briefly on what performance indicators  do for the business 
environment: 
I.  They fulfill a legal obligation to demonstrate performance (in the form of annual 
financial statements) for use  by shareholders and other investors. The closest 
parallel to this in irrigation is water rights or some similar process of allocating 
resources between users, with an  annual accounting that clearly shows whether the 
right has been properly satisfied. 
2.  They require businesses to maintain a detailed and accurate record of day-to-day 
transactions, both for reporting and for evaluation purposes. Similarly, for irriga- 
tion, determination of whether a water right is satisfied annually or seasonally 
requires daily or weekly discharge deliveries to different locations in the system. 
3.  They provide the basis for performance standards for planning, operating and 
controlliig the business; operational performance indicators can be viewed  as 
critical variables in a model that describes  the contribution of individual activities 
to the overall result: 
a.  In the planning stage, such  models provide guidance in  selecting among 
potentially profitable activities; performance standards use+ in these models 
are based on projections of historical data 6om the company itself or from 
available data ffom other fms in the same type of business. 
b.  During implementation, the model  is tested  and refined, through constant 
monitoring of operational performance and measurement of its contribution to 
the overall result. 
Control consists  oftakiigcomectiveaction when performance standards  are not 
wet. If achieving some of the performance standard proves unfeasible, more 
resources  may be allocated or performance standards  lowered, but in either case 
the resulting ROI must remain acceptable. 
c. 
This type of performance-responsive 6amework is not  unique to business:  it 
represents a cyclical precess of planning, implementing, monitoring and control, 
and review and evaluation (Murray-Rust 1992). 
In  a competitive commercial environment, precise  and  accurate performance 
indicators are required to: 
a. 
4. 
detect deviations  between actual and planned performance at all levels and take 
corrective action because not doing so jeopardizes profitability, and to 
b.  improve on existing standards, in order to stay ahead of competition, but not to 
the point where standards are unprofitably high. 13 
While theseconditions  are  clearly oriented tothe profitability ofparticular  concerns,  they 
also apply to monopolistic enterprises where one of the primary clients is the government 
system of regulation and control. 
Where  a government decides that a monopoly is an acceptable basis for industry it must, 
to maintain as  much efficiency as  possible, provide both a set of standards which the industry 
must achieve, and regulate the industry to ensure that it is doing so  within a predetermined 
set of conditions. Thus, although the driving mechanism is not profitability, there is still a 
process of accountability built into the system to ensure that efficiency levels are acceptable. 
Irrigated agriculture, especially large-scale irrigation developed using capital from 
central governments and  operated and  maintained  with  the  assistance of  government 
subiidies, is  more closely  allied to a monopoly than  a profit-motivated concern. The 
accountability is not only to the users but also to the government. It is therefore possible to 
aansfer at least some of the lessons from business to irrigation management in respect of 
provision of service rather than of making profits. 
PERFORMANCE IN IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE. 
An Overall Framework for Performance Assessment and Diagnosis 
A generic process of performance assessment cannot be solely output-oriented. To be sure, 
outputs  are integral to the assessment, but  they  are used  to determine opportunities for 
improvement within the entire management cycle, not merely in raising the level of outputs 
z%s  a single goal. 
Figure 2.3 presents a summary of the paths by  which a diagnosis could be undertaken. 
By asking a series of questions that help to identify some of the causes of poor performance, 
possible ways in which management performance could be improved are identified. The 
diagnosisfalls  intotwoparts: anevaluation  ofthedegree to which initial objectives and targets 
were met, and a diagnosis of activities that require priority attention if performance is to be 
improved. 
At the outset, it is obvious that the element of management  control, the process by which 
the effectiveness of the various management functions of planning, organizing, and imple- 
menting is reviewed and adjusted, relies on having good information. If good data are not 
available, then there is no possibility of making a careful analysis of the problem: 
If;  andonly if, theappropriatedataareavailable isitpossible toundenakealogical 
and analytical process of performance assessment. 
Anumberofpossiblecasestudiescouldnot  be included in this study because thedatabase 
was inadequate.  Personal experiences at field and system level suggest that many irrigation 
agencies do not keep good records of field-level conditions: indeed, most of the case studies 
are based on research activities specifically designed to measure real life performance. 14 
Target and Objective Achievement 
A fundamental characteristic of  the process summarized in Figure 2.3 is that information on 
outputs from the system is not used as  the end result, but as the first step in assessing system 
management. There is no  value judgement made of the level of output, but a clear analytical 
assessment made of whether the outputs are the same as  those intended during the planning 
process. Put as  simply as possible, if the desired targets and objectives were achieved, then 
the analysis of  performance is concerned with  whether the targets and objectives were 
ambitiousenough, or whetherthey could have been accomplished withgreaterefficiency. The 
ideal performance, “things were beingdonerighC’and “theright things werebeingdone,”can 
be described as follows: 
The ideal level ofpeflormance can only be achieved when targets were achieved, 
objectives were fulfilled, and there was an eficient use of available resources. 
An output-oriented evaluation may lead to complacency if targets are met because the 
assessment does not look at the efficiency with which the target was met: 
lftargets and objectives  are met but resource use is not efficient, then performance 
can be improved by institutional modifications that lead to better resource use:  this 
can lead either to a reduction in resource utilization or a definition of a more 
ambitious set of objectives to make use of  the spare resource capacity. 
Thisseconddiagnosisismorelikelythanachievingtheidealbecauseitisimprobablethat 
efficiencies are maximized. However, the end result is a success for management and the 
diagnosis merely reinforces the desire of a good and motivated manager to do  even better in 
the future. 
As an example of the difficulties faced in undertaking performance assessment studies, 
it is salutary  to recall  that Yudelman  (1985),  a former Director  of  the World  Bank’s 
AgriculNre and Rural Development Program,  confirms that irrigation projects often defy 
planners’ expectations: 
A recentsurvey undertaken by theauthor of12  irrigationprojectsshowedt~tthese 
projects together cost almost twice their expected cost of  $800 million andprovided 
water enough to irrigate only two thirds as  much acreage as  projected. 
We have seen earlier that in a business environment nothing is obtained by setting 
standards higher than  what can realistically be achieved within the concept of overall 
profitability. Setting unrealistic standards in the planning stage may lead to wrong investment 
decisions, which undermine the company’s long-term profitability and even its survivcl. 
Yet, in the case of investments in irrigation development, there are organizations that 
seem to  be able  toget away with unrealisticplanningassumptions: by the time theconstruction 
ofthe irrigation system is completed, mostofthese organizations’ own objectives are  already 
achieved and their direct involvement with the system comes to an end. In other words, long- 
term performance is far less important than generating the next cycle of projects. 
In  our perception, the above conditions present a serious constraint  to achieving a 
performance-oriented attitude in irrigation system management: if  the expectations  are 15 
perceived as  unrealistic by managers at the very outset. then there is little likelihood that they 
will make a serious effort to achieve them. 
To do  so requires a clearer definition of what the organization really is, and who are the 
different customers whose interests are,  presumably, taken into account by  managers within 
the agencies or organizations responsible for irrigation. 
Organizations and Customers  in Irrigation 
As discussed earlier, Ansoff (1979) stated that the effectiveness of an organization can be 
measured by  two complementary criteria: 
1.  Thedegree to which the organizations’productdsewices  respond to the needs 
of its customers; and 
The edfciency with which the organization uses resources in supplying these 
needs. 
2. 
If we want to apply Ansoff s definition to irrigated agriculture, a clearer understanding 
of both “organization” and ‘%ustomer”  is required. 
I.  Who  is the organization ? 
2.  Who are its customers ? 
Organizationally, the irrigated agriculture  system is frequently divided hierarchically by 
basic functions required at each level. IIMI’s current strategy document clearly indicates that 
overall performance requires attention to three different levels (IIMI 1992). These parallel 
the nested hierarchy of Small and Svendsen (1992). 
At  the highest level,  frequently referred  to  as  the  irrigation  sector.  the  primary 
constituents  are policymakers who are concerned with the overall performance of the sector 
vis-a-vis other sectors. This may well affect decisions on annual appropriations for operation 
and maintenance. strategies for food self-sufficiency,  import substitution,  poverty alleviation. 
or the relative share of  water and land resources to be devoted to agriculture rather than to 
industry or urban growth. These sector-level planners must also have a concern for long-term 
sustainability of the physical, financial and social systems that support sector viability. They 
work directly with investors who are willing to provide capital for the sector. 
Below the sector is the agency level, where various institutions share responsibility for 
management of inputs and services that support the farming community. In some cases, there 
are multipurpose agencies charged with greater coordination. although internally they are 
often divided up as  if they were effectively different  groups. There is an increasing trend to 
allow such activities to be undertaken by  the private sector. Included in this level of  the 
hierarchy are those responsible for allocation of resources between irrigation managers in 
different dismcts and systems: within the government hierarchy, this is the irrigation agency 
which will be charged with the task of translating overall government or national objectives 
into regional and district targets. 
The third level is that of the irrigation system. Normally this is defined hydrologically 
because the primary function of irrigation at this level is the allocation and distribution of 16 
water. Frequently, managers are viewed as synonymous with the system-level engineers 
within the irrigation agency, although a significant percentage of the total irrigated area in 
many countries is operated and maintained by  farmers. Management of larger systems is 
normally geared towards the fulfillment of specific  targets that reflect the objectives laid down 
at agency level. 
This hierarchical distinction is of great importance. If  the level which is being assessed 
is not clearly specified there is a risk of confusing the objectives of one level with the targets 
of another. A typical example might be to blame a system manager for inequitable water 
deliveries when the objectives laid down by  the agency refer only to production. 
There is also a similar range of customers. Just as a business has a range of different 
customers and stakeholders (consumers, shareholders, Board of Directors and bankers), 
irrigated agriculture has a similar range. 
The ultimate customers  of  irrigated agriculture are the  consumers of  agricultural 
products. At the level of  the irrigation system the customers are the farmers. Irrigation 
agencies are designed specifically to either deliver water as  a service, or to sell it to make an 
operatingprofit, and must thus treat farmers as the primary customer. 
A different set of stakeholders are individuals within agencies who are concerned with 
job security, promotion. pay, or professional recognition and who are dependent on the 
effective performance of the irrigation organization at different levels to meet these aspira- 
tions. 
Many irrigation systems are evaluated in terms that satisfy donors or investors who 
provide the initial capital for system construction, renovation or modernization or, to a lesser 
extent, for operational costs. The evaluation may be narrowly focused, such as the cost- 
effectiveness of a particular system or may look at broader contributions to the national 
wealth. 
Finally, and increasingly important, isarecognition thatfuturegenerationsare legitimate 
customers: they have a right to expect that the current generation will manage resources 
sufficiently carefully that there is no overall degradation or loss of potential of the natural 
resource base. 
FOCUSING ON IRRIGATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
Thisstudy isnot  afull evaluationofperformanceatalllevels oftheirrigation sector. It focuses 
on the issue of management of  the main system and, in particular. on the allocation and 
distribution of water from the source of the system to the point where individuals or farmer 
groups take over responsibility for these tasks. 
In thisdocument, theorganizationwill bethemanagersofthemainirrigationsystem, who 
are responsible for supplying irrigation water and perhaps other services to farmers, whom 
we consider as their customers. The way we distinguish between main system managers and 
their customers differs from the role distinctions made by  Small and Svendsen (1992): 
First, our definition of an irrigation system includes  farmers acting in their role as 
irrigators, whiLe  excluding theirparalle[ role in other aspects of crop husbandry. 
This distinction is necessary to establish a clear analytic separation between the 
irrigation  system  and  the  agricultural system.  Second,  in  the  case  of public 17 
authorities responsible for both irrigation activities and other services such as 
agriculhual extension. only the irrigation-related roles are considered to be part 
qfthe irrigation system 
While we sympathize with the need for ’‘a clear analytic separation. ”  our parallel with 
business performance requires us to divide the world into organizations on the one hand and 
their customers  on the other. A major advantage of making this division is that it makes very 
clear who is responsible forthe overall process of water allocation and distribution. This does 
not exclude fanners from certain important decision-making processes: identification of 
seasonal or annual objectives, determination of concepts of equity, and concurrence with 
proposals forxhedulingofdeliveries, but does requireoperational division between the roles 
of irrigation agencies and farmers. 
There are,  of course,  also farmer-managed irrigation systems. This does not present a 
major conceptual difficulty: in those cases fanners are the managers of the main system and 
at the same time they arc  their own customers. Planning and decisions on how to share  water 
at system level are undertaken as a collective activity while individuals manage their share 
on their own farm. 
Now we  are ready to give a definition of  the overall performance of  main system 
management. 
The overall performance of main system managers depends on two complementary 
criteria: 
1.  The degree to which the services offered by the main system managers respond to 
fanners’ needs, within the limitations imposed by  national policies and objectives 
and by  overall resource availability; and 
The efficiency with which the irrigation system uses resources in providing these 
services. 
2. 
It  should be noted that the requirement to use resources efficiently is not limited to 
resources that have an economic cost: efficient, or at least responsible, use of water is also 
called for. even when water is viewed as a free good. 
Thelackofadirecteconomic linkagebetween managers’performanceandtheneeds  and 
requirements of fanners means that a different set of  linkages needs to be established that 
provides the motivation and regulation of the performance of the managers. 
To ensure adequate performance of irrigation system managers, the expected service 
must be clearly defined. The process by  which service criteria are established is essentially 
one of  negotiation. We shall not attempt to give general guidelines on how this negotiation 
necds to be conducted nor by  whom. It would Seem that water users, system managers, the 
irrigation agency, and those agencies who are providing other services to support irrigated 
agriculture all need to take part. 
The general statement that we wish to make, however, does not refer to the negotiation 
process, but to its outcome. We insist that whatever the services decided upon, these must be 
expressed in the form of an agreed contract, which includes a definitive statement of: 
*  the performance indicators to be used  to measure the adequacy of  the services 
provided by  the irrigation system managers, 18 
*  themethods  tobeusedfor obtainingthese indicators, the frequency  of measurement, 
the method and frequency of reporting the results, and to whom the results will be 
reported, and 
the consequences of not meeting the agreed performance standards.  * 
However, there is no infinite degree of flexibility for either managers or water users: 
the level of  service that can be provided by the irrigation system managers and the 
appropriate  prrformaance sthrh  for a particular  system are greatly influenced 
by the design of  that system. 
l%e services that can be provided by  irrigation system managers will depend in large 
measure on the flexibility or rigidities built into the design of the physical infrastructure of 
the system and the accompanying management system. 
Before proceeding to performance from selected case studies, presented in Chapters 4 
and 5,  the next chapter looks at different design environments in terms of their potential for 
managers to provide different types  of  service, which  in turn  will  affect the level  of 
performance that can be achieved. Figure 2.1. A simpleflow chart of irrigation water management. 
19 
Source: Wolters and BOS.  1990. 20 
Figure 2.2. Generalized overview offinancial statements. 
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Figure 2.3. Flowchart to show process ofper/ormance  assessmenI and diagnosis. 
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op8raUonal  I CHAPTER 3 
Design-Management Environments and 
Irrigation System Management Objectives 
DESIGN-MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENTS 
THE  PRIMARY  CONCERN of the irrigation manager at system level is  the delivery of water 
throughout thecanal system in accordance withplansdesigned to facilitate the productiveuse 
of this water for agricultural production. Depending on the nature of the agency, this overall 
objective may be supplemented with others that relate to such aspects as income genelation, 
environmental concerns, or the general social well-being of farmers and their families. These 
will all affect the water allocation decisions required at an annual or seasonal time frame. 
However, on a day-to-day basis, the manager is mostly concerned with the appropriate 
distribution of  water'within the water conveyance system. There is much less concern for  how 
that water is actually utilized  or distributed between adjacent farmers or farmer groups 
because the main system manager has little direct control over these aspects of irrigated 
agriculture. 
The way in which the manager can achieve the proper and efficient distribution of water 
is affected by two primary conditions which cannot be changed in the short run: 
*  the design  of  the physical  infrastructure  of  the system  and  its  layout  which 
determines the locations at which water can be controlled and distributed, based on 
assumptions  at the design  stage concerning  probable agricultural patterns  and 
climatic conditions; and 
theprinciplesof waterallocufion between water user groupsor individuals, andthe 
strategies to be adopted when there are changes in overall water availability at the 
head of the system. 
* 
The  degree to which the manager can or cannot make short-term adjustments is affected 
by the orgunizational and insfitulional environment which determines operational proce- 
dures, staffing levels, financial resources for operations and maintenance, monitoring and 
evaluation processes, and the legal environment within which the system will be managed. 
The combination of these conditions is the design-management environment within 
which  irrigation  performance  at  system  level  has  to  be assessed.  A  basic  hypothesis 
underlying the entire study is that if the physical design, the water allocation principle, and 
the supporting institutional and organizational arrangements are  not carefully matched, it will 
be difficult if not impossible to attain high levels of performance. 
23 24 
This chapter provides a broad classification of the main design and water allocation 
environments: for each environment a description is provided of the primary characteristics 
of the physical design of  the irrigation infrastructure  and the types of  water allocation 
principles that can be supported by that design. 
PHYSICAL DESIGN OF CANAL IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Variations in each ofthecomponentsof thedesign-management environmenthavesignificant 
impacts on the subsequent performance of the system. This subsection provides an overall 
description ofthemain variantsthatare found, while the followingsubsectionexaminessome 
of the interrelationships between them. 
Upstream Control Systems 
Upstream  control systems comprise the vast majority of  irrigation systems in the world. 
Upstream control means that discharge or water level is controlled by operating a gate at the 
upper end of a canal or a canal reach. Operation of gates further downstream does not affect 
the upstream inflow condition. A distinction has to be made between systems that achieve 
water division by using fixed division structures and those that have gates at offtakes along 
the canal. 
Fixed division systems are those where water can only be managed at the head of the 
canal; discharges intosubsidiarycanalsorofftakesalongthecanalareachieved  through fixed 
division structures that do not have gates. 
Two design variations exist within this class of systems that cater for different water 
allocation principles. Water division is done either by: 
*  fixed overflow weirs, where the width of each section of the weir is in proportion 
to water rights based on a percentage share of available water; or by 
submerged orifices that are designed to deliver a relatively constant discharge into 
the offtake over a range of different water levels on the upstream side of the offtake. 
Gated division systems have gates at each offtake along the canal, allowing water to be 
manually controlled at every bifurcation in the system. Three variations in the basic design 
that directly affect management potential exist. based on the degree to which it is possible to 
manage the water surface elevation on the upstream side of each offtake gate: 
no  canal cross-regulation, where the  water  surface along the entire canal  is 
determined by  open channel hydraulic relationships between discharge and head; 
fixed cross-regulation, utilizing weirs or other structures that result in stable head- 
discharge conditions on the upstream side of each offtake gate; and 
gated cross-regulation, wheregates ‘n thecanal itselfcan be used tornanage water 





Downstream Control Systems 
Downstream control systems are designed to permit instantaneous response to changes in 
demand by automatic operation of gates throughout the system. Most downstream control 
systems use balanced gates that open or close in direct response to changes in water level on 
the downstream side of the gate, although there are  also systems that have electronic sensors 
that respond to changes in water level and send signals to electrically operated gates. The 
choice of technology adopted does not affect the purpose of the system. 
This report does not include assessment of performance in downstream control systems. 
At the timeof writing there were insufticientdata topermitapropercomparison with upstream 
control systems. It is strongly hoped that such a study can be initiated in the near future. 
WATER ALLOCATION PRINCIPLES 
Anessentialcomponentofthedesignphaseisknowledgeoftheprincipleby  which water will 
be allocated between individuals orgroups of water users. Simple and static water allocation 
rulesmay besupported by simpledesigns, whilecomplex rules may requirecomplex systems 
for water control. Water allocation is normally defined by two sets of rules. The first set of 
rulesdetenninestheprinciples  by which water will besharedbetween individuals, and forms 
the basisofwaterrights.Thesecondisthedegr~ofconditionalityoftheright,normally  based 
on  adetenninationof actud water availability at the head of the system. It is  the combination 
ofthesetwosetsofrules thatdetermines theoverall rightto water ineach system, atany  given 
moment in time: the rules have to be clearly known before any assessment can be made of 
performance related to water distribution. 
Water Rights 
Every  system  has to have a  known principle by  which individuals or groups have an 
established right to water: the principle is normally permanent and may have a legal basis. 
Different bases for defining water rights include: 
Share per unil area, where available water is divided on  a  percentage  basis 
determined by the potential irrigable area: shares of this nature do  not guarantee a 
specific discharge because the percentage is independent of total water availability; 
Shareperpersonorhouseho&f,  an  uncommon right whereeach individual or family 
group is entitled to a share of available water irrespective of size of landholding (and 
in some cases may include landless households); 
Fireddischarge per unil area, where water is  delivered volumetrically in propor- 
tion to the potential irrigable area; 
Fired volume, where each water user is entitled to a maximum volume of water 
during an irrigation season. although the right may vary between individual water 26 
users based on precedence or purchase of the water right: timing of  water delivery 
is normally basedon anindent or request system tosystem managers toallow forease 
of scheduling, but does not affect the total right for the season; 
Instanfaneour demand, where there are no restrictions imposed and individual 
water users  can take as much or as  little water as  they wish at any given moment in 
time: this requires a parallel set of institutional mechanisms to regulate demand, 
normally water pricing based on actual volume used; and 
Informal or undefined rights, where access to water varies in time depending on 
the local power smctures: in some cases it may be anarchic, in others it may rely on 
a process of frequent negotiations that reestablishes or reaffirms traditional rights. 
* 
* 
Conditionality of Water Rights 
When there is insufficient water to meet all demand, or where there is a specific effort to 
control cropping patterns at system level, some mechanism is required that can modify or 
suspend access to water on a seasonal or annual basis. For this to be effective there has to be 
some clearly understood planning process before the start of each season that determines 
whether all rights will be  met or  whether some rights will be  suspended or  modified. 
V4ations in conditionality include: 
*  Suspension ofrights,  where specified portions of the command area are scheduled 
or programmed for irrigation, the remainder not being pernutted to irrigate at all; 
Priority ofaccess, where some areas receive their full right and others receive a 
reduced share: this may be associated with a regular and predictable imposition of 
crop production programs such as those of Sudan and Egypt that regulate demand 
at system level, or by a set of individual cropping decisions based on whether they 
have a high or low priority for obtaining water; and 
Tempomy rofdonal  intgution, where access to water by  groups of  users is 
regulated by time. This may or may not result in a change in right, depending on the 
way in which water is normally shared between users. 
* 
* 
INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL CONDITIONS 
As discussed under Design Management Environments (at the beginning of Chapter 3) the 
design-management environment includes the institutional and organizational conditions that 
directly affect the capacity of managers to achieve the water allocation targets that have been 
established. 
Unfortunately,  the case studies used  in  this report rarely  describe institutional  or 
organizational conditions. It is therefaredifficult to make a specific categorization of these 21 
aspects.  Obviouslythereisconsiderablediversity  between differentcountriesandeven  within 
countries. and there is a greater degree of variability over time than in either the physical 
design of the system or in water allocation principles. Conditions that affect management 
capacity include: 
Staffing Levels and Skills 
Each combination of design and water allocation principle requires a particular staffing 
pattern: the more gates that are present in the system the more staff are  required. The canal 
layout and the physicalenvironment alsodirectly affectmaintenancerequirements.  However, 
staffing levels are influenced by the degree of mobility and the extent to which some gate 
operation and maintenance activities are the responsibility of water users. 
The physical infrastructure may also determine the required skill level of operational 
staff, particularly where more sophisticated infrastructure is involved. Maintenance skill 
levels are higher for automated or hydraulically controlled gates than for simpler control 
facilities. 
Financial Resources 
The annual allocation of financial resources for operation and maintenance has an immediate 
impactonlikelystaffing levelsandthe balancebetweenestablishmentcosts andtheresources 
available for maintenance and repairs to infrastructure. Where most of the resources are used 
for paying salaries and benefits there is a greater likelihood that physical infrastructure will 
not be maintained effectively. 
Implementation Responsibility 
The  institutional environment determines the relative importance of  direct and indirect 
responsibilities of  each agency  for provision of inputs. In many countries government 
agencies have full responsibility for operation and maintenance down to a specific level of 
the system, at which point full responsibility is turned over to water users.  In others, there  are 
areas where there is joint responsibility for operation or maintenance between government 
agencies and water users. 
Agricultural inputs may or may not be the direct responsibility of a single agency, and 
even within a single multi-input agency each subdivision may or may not act in a coordinated 
fashion. The consequence is that coordination across these responsibility boundaries may be 
difficult; this may have a direct impact on performance in the agricultural, economic and 
social sectors. In some  cases they are the full responsibility of the private sector, thus further 
reducing the influence of government agencies in affecting overall performance. 
Boundaries for implementation responsibilities may not be the same as for monitoring 
responsibilities. In these cases there must be proper coordination and flow of information 
between agencies. 28 
Planning Functions 
The way in which objectives are defined, at system and agency level and for wider sectoral 
objectives, also directly affects the extent to which managers can accommodate performance 
responsiveness into normal procedures. 
Internal Procedures 
Within each agency, whether or not it is single-input- or multi-input-oriented, there is a set 
of internal procedures and policies that influence the capacity of the agency to achieve a 
particular  level  of  performance.  These  may  be  expressed  as straightforward  rules  in 
operational manuals that determine how specific tasks are to be undertaken, and include 
reporting procedures for inputs and outputs. 
Incentives and Accountability 
Perhaps the most important aspect of all of the institutional conditions is the extent to which 
agencies have built-in incentives to be responsive to actual performance. If  salaries or 
promotion are closely linked to individual performance, then it is likely that the system as a 
whole will perform better than one where personal ambitions are not linked to performance 
but to other criteria such as length of service nr seniority. In some societies, concepts of 
prestigeorshameareusedas waysofassuring high performanceby individuals.Ineithercase, 
performance improvement will only come about if individual performance is directly linked 
to opportunities to make improvements in the quality of management applied by  those 
individuals. 
DESIGN-MANAGEMENT INTERRELATIONSHIPS 
The interrelationship between the physical design, the water allocation principle and the 
institutional and organizational aspects may  have a major impact on the extent to which 
different objectives can be achieved. Thissubsection addresses some of the more important 
ways in which the design of the system interacts with management requirements. 
Interrelationships between Design and Operational Objectives 
In the context of the main system there is a wide range of potential objectives that can form 
the basis for the day-to-day tasks of water distribution. It is the choice of one or more of these 
objectives that will dictate the appropriatedischarge or water-level targets to beimplemented 
in the field. 
Despite this, very few of the case studies actually specify the operational objectives of 
the systems. It is unclear whether this is because it was not considered important, or because 29 
the system managers could not articulate these objectives clearly. In the cases where specific 
objectives are not  stated,  it  has been assumed that system-level objectives  represent  a 
combination of one or more of three basic principles that are frequently incorporated into the 
design and operational objectives of irrigation systems: adequacy, reliability and equity. 
An indication  of the potential of  each type of  design to fulfill these three broader 
objectives is suggested in Table 3.1. 
Adequacy 
Adequacy is the capacity of an irrigation system to meet demands of farmers. It can be 
managed in two ways: by  matching cropping plans and calendars with estimated seasonal 
water availability  before the start of the season, and by  adjusting operational targets in 
response to actual demand during the season. A distinction must be made here between 
supply-based and demand-based systems. Supply-based systems do not attempt to make 
short-term adjustments in discharge even though demand is varying; demand-based systems 
do. 
Fixed division systems are supply-based because there is insufficient control capacity 
to permit discharges to be managed to meet changes in demand. Individual fanners or 
water  user groups  manage demand  through careful  selection of  cropping  patterns. 
Agencies may have an indirect role in providing advice on what cropping patterns may 
be most suited to the level of supply that is likely to be delivered, but the design provides 
no  opportunity  to  manage  supplies differently  if  demand  exceeds  supply.  Actual 
deliveries will normally only exceed crop water requirements if fanners  reduce seasonal 
demand by  modifying cropping patterns, except for periods  of  low demand during 
harvest or rainfall. 
Gated division systems allow for greater flexibility of water distribution to meet short- 
term changes in demand, so that it is possible to manage for adequacy more closely. This 
does not preclude the necessity for an effective planning process that helps to set broader 
demand targets, based on assessment of previous performance and likely overall water 
availability. There are significant opportunities for actual deliveries to exceedcrop water 
requirements in these systems either through untimely or ineffective gate operations, or 
because of deliberate disruption of the gate operation plan. 
Reliability 
Reliability is a more difficult objective to assess because it is subjective, dealing with the 
qualityofirrigation servicerather than thequantity. Itcovers both thereliabilityofdischarges 
or water levels (stability) andthereliability oftiming ofdeliveries (predictability). Depending 
on the water delivery mode adopted in the planning stage either variability or predictability 
or a combination of both may be important. 30 
Fixed  division systems have a high potential for both stability and predictability when 
they operateatorclosetodesigneddischarge.  However, they aresensitiveto  fluctuations 
in discharge at the head of the canal, which cannot be compensated for through any 
downstream operational inputs. 
Gated division systems have thz potential to offer higher reliability in respect of both 
variability and predictability, particularly where there is a  large amount of  cross- 
regulation infrastructure. However, if managed poorly, there is a potential for very high 
unreliability. 
Equity 
The mechanism for determining equity comes through the water allocation process. The 
design of the system has to be compatible with the water allocation principle: if it is not, then 
it is  unlikely, if not impossible, to achieve the equity principle implicit in the water allocation 
plan. 
Fixed division systems are particularly effective in meeting equity objectives based on 
a percentage share of  available water (e.g.,  share per unit area, per person or per 
household) as long as the overall percentages stay the same. There is little capacity to 
respond to situations where the basis for the share changes, such as expansion of the 
irrigatedar~becausethenthedesignhastobemodifiedatalllocations  within thesystem. 
The net result is a relatively static system that rarely, if ever, reassesses water allocation. 
Fixed division systems also provide limited opportunities for implementing rota- 
tions or other conditional aspects of water rights. Control over water is only possible at 
the head of a canal section, and rotations must be between secondary canals rather than 
between tertiary offtakes. 
Gated division systems are essential to accommodate water allocation plans that are 
responsive to short-term changes in  demand. As the density of control infrastructure 
increases, so  the potential for greater management in response to equity increases. 
Systems with gated cross-regulators provide a larger potential to manage for short-term 
changes in equity than those with little or no cross-regulation capacity, especially those 
associated with conditional water rights when discharges are lower than the designed 
capacity of the canals. 
Design Implications for Operation 
Management requirements for operation of the system are summarized in Table 3.2. This 
Table states the obvious: whenever a design includes an adjustable structure, there is an 
operational input required. 31 
More important is the recognition that ifthe design includes an adjustable structure that 
provides greater managerial opportunities to meet the different main system objectives, there 
is also the potential for mismanagement that results in failure to meet the objectives. 
Fixeddivision systems. Fixed division systems can only be operated at the control locations 
provided at the head ofeach major canal section. Although this means that there is a relatively 
limited number of locations at which managerial inputs can be applied, the design requires 
very close attention to inputs at these locations because there are no further oppofinities 
downstream to compensate for poor upstream management. 
Ungated overflow systems will respond to water level or discharge variations equally 
throughoutthe entire system: equity is unaffected, unreliability is felt equally at all points, 
as is the shortfall in adequacy. 
SubmergedoriJke  systems respond in an entirely different manner to upstream fluctua- 
tions, although the extent ofthe response is highly dependent on design. The Adjustable 
Proportional Modules widely used in India and Pakistan show smaller variations in 
discharges as upstream water conditions fluctuate compared to simple pipe outlets. 
Orifices near the head of the system will have smaller fluctuations in discharge and 
smallerpercent reductions in discharge than orifices near the tail ofthe canal. For these 
systems to function at designed levels ofperformance, it is essential that discharges into 
the ungated sections are kept as close as possible to designed discharge (typically 
between 70 and 100% of design), and discharge fluctuations kept to a minimum. 
Gated division systems. Gated division systems require greater operational inputs. Opera- 
tional inputs are required at every offlake  structure, and increase further as the number of 
moveable cross-regulators increases. This does not, of course, imply that operations are the 
sole responsibility of any one agency: a number of different bodies, including water user 
groups, may have responsibility for part of the operation of the system. However, the total 
number of operational inputs remains the same irrespective of who is responsible. 
Becausesuchsystemshavethepotentialtomeet  anumber ofdifferent demandconditions 
theyalsorequireaclearmonitoringprocess. Thismonitoring has to be intwo forms: checking 
ofactual discharges or water levels and comparison with the targets laid down in operational 
plans; and monitoring of field-level conditions that determine whether the targets themselves 
were appropriate or require modification for the next set of operational plans. 
Systemsofthisdesignalsorequiremuchgreater  attention to communication both among 
agency staff and between agency staff and fanners. Unilateral operation ofany gate will have 
an effect on water levels or discharges at all downstream locations: gate operations must 
therefore be coordinated to meet hydraulic conditions and fulfill the different operational 
objectives. Operation  of gates outside  an  agreed plan  will  result  in  great  unreliability 
downstream, and it will become difficult to meet adequacy or equity objectives. 
It is possible at the design stage to determine what operational requirements will be and 
thus define the operational staffing requirements. Similarly, in assessment of performance, 
it should not be difficult to determine whether current staffing patterns are compatible with 
the requirements dictated by the design. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon to find cases where 
staffmg patterns have been modified as a result of changes in financial or other institutional 32 
conditions  without  any consideration  of  whether  these changed operational  inputs are 
compatible with the requirements imposed by the existing design. 
Design Implications for Maintenance 
Maintenance requires a completely different pattern of management inputs from operations. 
This is illustrated in Table 3.2.  There is a strong argument for disaggregation of “08rM” into 
“0  and “Ms  when considering performance. 
Maintenance is required for three different purposes: minimizing conveyance losses, 
prevention of failure of control structures, and sustaining the hydraulic conditions required 
by the design for effective water distribution. However, the relative balance between these 
three tasks is different for each design. 
Conveyance  losses. All  systems,  irrespective of design, require maintenance to conlrol 
conveyance losses as this directly affects objectives of adequacy and equity. Variations in the 
intensity of maintenance inputs relate to the physical environment (notably soil type, climate 
andratesofweedgrowth)andthetotal lengthofcanals.Theseinputsaremoreorlessconstant 
for each system, and can only.be changed through lining, compaction, or other structural 
change. Determination oftheactual rateofloss, anditschangeovertime, requires monitoring: 
it iscommon tofindthatlossesareestimatedatthedesignstagebutneverchecked  inthefield. 
Prevenfion  ojfailure ofcontrol sfrucfures.  Maintenance intensities for prevention of failure 
ofcontrol structures arealsoeasy toquantify, andareconstant  for each system.Theintensities 
increase as the number of control structures increases. Maintenance is critical: for automatic 
systems and instantaneous demand systems if gates are not maintained properly and thus do 
not respond to changes in water levels, then the system objectives cannot be met. 
Sustaining the hydraulic integrity of rhe conveyance system. Maintenance requirements to 
sustain hydraulic integrity  of the conveyance system are highly dependent on the system 
design. If  the system relies on open channel hydraulic relationships to achieve the water 
distribution objectives then maintenance will be the critical management input. Failure to 
maintain the canal cross section at or close to design specifications in submerged orifice 
systems or gated  syslems with  little  or  no  cross-regulation  means  that  head-discharge 
relationships at offtakes will be.  different from those intended, and the result will be a lower 
than expected performance of water distribution. 
In othertypesofdesign thecontrol infrastructurecantoleratea widerrangeofcanalcross- 
section variation because gatescan beused to modify head-dischargerelationships  or  because 
weirs across the canal reestablish the correct conditions irrespective of downstream changes 
in cross section. 33 
ASSESSING PERFORMANCE IN DIFFERENT DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENTS 
The discussion in this chapter has provided the basis for defining the process by  which 
performance in respect of water allocation and distribution can be assessed in each different 
design environment. 
This process essentially asks three sets of questions: 
1.  Were the operational objectives (adequacy, reliability and equity) clearly defined, 
and were they compatible with the design of the system? 
Were  the operational targets (discharges or water levels)clearly specified, were they 
consistent with the stated objectives, were they compatible with the system design, 
and were they compatible with available resources? 
Were the maintenance targets (level of losses, functionality of control structures and 
canal cross section) clearly specified, were they compatible with operational targets, 
and were they compatible with available resources? 
2. 
3. 
These questions  form  the basis  for assessing the  water allocation and distribution 
performance in each of the case studies examined in the following two chapters. Chapter 4 
focuses on fixed control systems where the opportunity for operational inputs is limited but 
the potential for changing performance through management ofmaintenance is high. Chapter 
5  looks at gated control systems where both  operational and maintenance  inputs affect 
performance. For obvious reasons not all questions could be satisfactorily answered because 
there was not always sufficient information provided. 34 
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Performance in Fixed Division Systems 
DESIGN DIFFERENCES IN FIXED DMSION SYSTEMS 
As DESCRIBED  IN Chapter 3, fixed division systems incorporate the water allocation principle 
into the design so  as to eliminate as far as possible the need for operational inputs below the 
head gate controlling discharge into the canal. 
There are two basic subdivisions of fixed division systems: overflow systems where all 
water  division is  at weir  structures, and  submerged  orifice systems  where  control  is 
determined by the relationship between water level upstream of the orifice, the dimensions 
of the orifice, and in some cases the downstream water level on the downstream side of  the 
orifice as well. 
These two design variants cater for different water allocation principles. Overflow 
systems always divide water in exact proportion to the width of the weir, and the percentage 
delivered to each canal below the weir remains unchanged. In  submerged orifice systems, 
however,thepercentoftotalflow  divertedthroughanofftakewillvary iftheupstream water 
level varies. This means that unless the water level is constant, there will be some inequity in 
water deliveries. 
FIXED OVERFLOW SYSTEMS 
Thistypeofdesignmeetsthetwomain setsofcriteriaviewed as important in farmer-managed 
irrigation systems, particularly in remote areas: simplicity of operation and maintenance. 
minimizing the daily requirements of users to keep the system functioning effectively, and 
quick and unambiguous monitoring of whether water is being distributed in accordance with 
the predetermined allocation rules. 
Operational activities, except in instances where rotations have to be undertaken, are 
largely  confined  to management  of  water at  the  intake.  Maintenance  inputs are also 
straightforward. Because hydraulic control is only required at overflow structures there is no 
concern with head-discharge relationships at other locations along the canal system. As long 
as structures are kept reasonably clean canal maintenance does not directly affect water 
distribution performance. Typically, systems of this type are maintained by periodic inputs 
from all water users a few times a year, the intensity depending on sediment loads or rate of 
weed growth. 
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Because systems are essentially self-operating there is little scope for assessment of 
management inputs at system level; agricultural benefits have to be assessed in the context 
of utilization of water by farmer groups and individuals, not by system managers. There are 
few detailed studies of this type of system reported in the literature. 
Three case studies fall into this category: six small systems in Nepal, a small system in 
West Java, Indonesia, and the secondary and tertiary system of the Fayoum Irrigation System 
inEgypt. All casestudiesreferred tointhischapterandChapter5 aredescribed in moredetail 
in Appendix 2. 
Water Distribution Equity 
The case studies  demonstrate  the importance of  clearly understanding  what  the users 
themselves feel to be equitable before an assessment can be made of distribution of water. 
In the case of six small systems in Nepal (Case Study #l),  the stated equity objective was 
an equal share of water per unit area of irrigable land. That this objective was achieved can 
be seen from Figures 4.1 a and b, which show that there is little variation in average water 
availability between head and tail of the systems. In the largest system (Panvanipur) there was 
a slight but insignificant decline in the Water Availability Index (WAI; for  definitions of this 
andotherterms,pleaseseeGlossaryinAppendix  1)fromheadtotailofthesystem.Inallother 
systems no difference existed in terms of WAI between head and tail of  the system. The 
InterquartileRatios forthe nearest and furthest 25 percent of sample plots are remarkably low 
(Table 4.1). 
By contrast, Cipasir System in West Java (Case Study #2) has a completely different 
definition of equity. Each farmer is entitled to a share of water that is based on the length of 
time the land has been developed farmers in upper-end areas whose ancestors built the 
original system are entitled to much more water than those in newer additions to the system. 
The water rights can only be determined by  a detailed analysis of the size of proportional 
dividers and the diameter of bamboo pipes serving each subsection of the system. This is a 
good example of a system that does not provide equality but is still seen as equitable by water 
users. 
An effective design resulting in good uniformity of water distribution is the Fayoum in 
Egypt (Case Study #3). Measurements along the Bahr Seila subcommand of the Bahr Wahby 
Canal show that, apart from the head-end section, the water distribution is almost uniform 
(Table 4.2). The upper 20 percent receives somewhat more than its fair share for the sub- 
command (but no more than the average for the entire Fayoum) both  because of post- 
construction changes to fixed structures and the use of pumps from the canal that cannot be 
easily controlled by the imgation agency. However, over the remaining 80 percent of the area. 
water distribution is conuolled by ungated division structures more or less in proportion to 
the commanded area. Tail-end areas actually benefit slightly more than the middle, again 
partly as the result of modifications to division structures to allow more water to pass along 
the canal than was originally intended. 37 
Adequacy 
Adequacy in run-of-the-river systems (the Nepal and Indonesian cases) is dependent on river 
discharge. There is little farmers can do if the river discharge falls below total demand for 
water, although excess water can readily be passed down the river rather than being diverted 
into the system where it is not needed. In the Nepal systems there are efforts to regulate 
discharges into the system to accommodate changes in both water availability and demand. 
Calculation of the Relative Water Supply (RWS) at the intake into each system (Figures 4.2 
aand  b) shows that supply and demand are well-adjustedat system level, with weekly averages 
beingnormally intherangeof 1.Oto2.0.In noneof thesystemsisRWS veryhigh,suggesting 
that over time the  farmers have learned to estimate how much land can be  irrigated with 
reasonable safety in a normal year and do not divert excess water into the canal. Smaller 
systems in the hills tend to have lower RWS values, suggesting that farmers are able to work 
together well to share scarce water supplies. Although there is land available for potential 
expansion of the irrigated area theRWS levels suggest that farmers are unlikely to expand the 
total area for risk of water shortages in drier years. 
Within  the  systems,  however,  adequacy  shows a  distinctly  different  pattern.  The 
variation of WAX  between adjacent farms is high, irrespective of whether the plots are near 
toorfarfromtheheadofthesystem.TheInterquartileRatiosforthebest25  percent and worst 
25 percent of sample plots (i.e..  independent of distance) were much higher than head-tail 
differences (Table 4.1). 
Yields in all of the Terai systems are closely correlated with the actual value of WAI 
(Figure 4.3a) and it appears that there is potential for improving overall output from the 
system, and of individual farmers, if water at tertiary level is shared more equally.  In  the hills 
the same relationship is not found (Figure4.3b). It is not clear from thedata presented whether 
WAI variations are due to unequal access to water or because of differences in soil-water 
requirements. Increases in agricultural output will only come from improvements to manage- 
ment of agricultural inputs. not from improvements in water distribution at system level. 
The result of the system of  shares in Cipasir is that upper-end landowners are able to 
cultivate rice three times a year. Farmers in the middle area have sufficient shares for two rice 
seasons and, if they wish, a third season of non-rice crops. Farmers in the newer expansion 
areas can normally only cultivate rice during the wet season, but may risk one non-rice crop 
in the dry season if they feel there is sufficient water available. 
In the Fayoum there is no intention to  meet the total potential crop water demand. Water 
rights represent an allocation of ashare oftotal water available, and is intended to be less than 
farmers might require to cultivate all their lands under the most water-demanding cropping 
pattern.  With water effectively rationed by the system demand, adequacy is controlled by the 
farmers’ cropping  pattern choices  and  is  not  included in  the system  manager’s  set of 
operational objectives. 
Reliability 
Fixed overflow designs provide little opportunity to manage reliability below the head gate 
controlling flow into the canal. The systems are highly dependent on the water conditions 
upstream of the head gale. In the Nepal cases it is clear that weekly RWS at the head of the 38 
system varies greatly (Figures 4.2 a and b), so that in any week it is difficult for farmers to 
predict how much water they will obtain. In Cipasir there are no flow data available. In the 
Fayoum, discharges into each subsystem will be reliable as long as  discharges into the main 
canal are uniform. 
Because adjustments cannot be made to flows in the canal system, farmers have to either 
irrigate only a portion of their holding when water is in short supply or come to sharing 
arrangements with neighbors. Noneof the case studiesprovided information on tertiary-level 
management arrangements in this regard. 
SUBMERGED ORIFICE SYSTEMS 
Submerged orifice systems have the hydraulic capacity to deliver a reasonably uniform 
discharge into a tertiary offtake over arange of different operating heads on the upstream side 
ofthe offtake. The orifice  serving each canal has to be sized and installed in such a way that 
thedischarge passing through the orifice will meet the design objectives within the operating 
range. 
Operational inpurs. Operational inputs concentrated at the few available control points at the 
head of secondary canals, are of critical importance because water level at any given point 
down the canal is dependent on the interaction between discharge, the channel cross section, 
and any accompanying backwater effects of obstructions or bridges. The exact range of 
allowable discharges that can be tolerated depends on what degree of inequity is acceptable: ' 
this can be readily calculated from the design of the system. Typically, discharges less than 
7&80  percent of  full design discharge are considered unacceptable, and alternative opera- 
tional strategies such as rotation between secondaries have to be adopted. 
Mainremce requirements. Maintenance is critical to these systems so that there is always 
a known relationship between discharge and water surface elevation at all offtakes. Erosion 
andsqiimentationchange the water surfaceelevation for any given dischargeand this affects 
the discharge through each orifice. Beyond a certain critical point water distribution may be 
completely different from that which was intended. Maintenance on the downstream side of 
each orifice is important to eliminate backwater effects. 
The two case studies representing this design environment come from secondary canals 
in Pakistan and India, both of which form part of the Punjab irrigation systems that were 
designed to spread limited amounts of water over as wide an area as possible 
Water Distribution Equity 
Both studies show that there are wide differences between target and actual discharges. Inthe 
secondaries included in the Lower Chenab System (Case Study #4) sedimentation is a major 
problem. In canals that have not undergone  periodic desilting the changed cross  section results 
inafailuretomeettargetdischarges  intoofftakes. In headends, the increasedbedlevel means 
that the head upstream of orifices ishigher than designed, even when the target discharge into 39 
the secondary is  achieved: discharges through head-end orifices are typically  150-2200 
percentofdesign.Aslongasthedischargeintothesecondaryisatdesignlevel,itisinevitable 
that tail-end tertiaries will not have sufficient water. In extreme cases no water reaches the tail 
of the secondary even though thedischarge at the head of the secondary met the target (Figure 
4.4) 
The importance of maintenance can be  seen from similar measurements  taken following 
desilting. Inone case (Khikhi)discharges  into tail-end tertiaries wereabovedesign following 
desilting of  the top half  of  the canal (Figure 4.5a). In the second case (Lagar), where 
maintenance inputs were moremodest but focusedon the most siltedsections, tail-end water 
conditions improved significantly, even thoughthey did not achieve target discharges (Figure 
4.5b). Before desilting in Lagar Distributary, the IQR was 5.03 when discharges were at or 
close to design, a highly inequitable situation. Following desilting the IQR was reduced to 
1.24. 
Much of  the variation in Lagar Distributary following desilting appears to be the result 
of differences  between the intended size and elevation of each orifice and the actual situation 
in the field. The differences can be attributed to deliberate tampering of orifice dimensions 
by farmers as well as to imprecision in the actual installation of the orifice. In a system of this 
nature very precise installation is required to ensure that the operating head above the sill of 
the orifice is as designed. 
Data from two similar distributaries in India (Mudki and Golewala, Case Study #5), 
where sediment is not a problem and where operational factors do not seem to have significant 
influence,show muchlessvariability betweenheadandtailthanwasthecaseinLagar(Figure 
4.6). withIQRvaluesof1.98atMudkiand  1.35atGolewala.Thedistributionofthevariability 
is not related to distance along the canal and again appears to reflect differences between 
designed and actual installations of the outlets. 
Thesecondmanagement inputthat directly affects theperformanceofsubmergedorifice 
systems is the operation of  the gate at the head of  the secondary canal. Data from Lagar 
Distributary demonstrate the effect of  operation  of  canals at lower than recommended 
discharges (Figure 4.7a). When operated at 100 percent of Full Supply Discharge (FSD) the 
IQR was 5.03.  When incoming discharges were at 60 percent the IQR rose to 44.15 because 
the last 20 percent of the canal received no water at all, while the upper half ofthe outlets still 
received more than the designed discharge. In the worst case, when discharges were only 25 
percent of FSD, no water passed the halfway point of the canal and no outlets received their 
design discharges. 
The impact of maintenance can be  seen on  the relative IQR at different discharges. 
Immediatelyaftermaintenance had been completed, theIQR at 1OOpercentofFSD  was 1.24, 
and only increased to 2.97 at 60 percent of FSD (Figure 4.7b). 
Adequacy 
The designers of the Punjab irrigation systems never intended to include adequacy in their 
calculations in determining discharges at each orifice.  Thedesign principle merely attempted 
to deliver a little water  to as many  farmers as possible, with planned  annual cropping 
intensities of 50-75 percent. 
To complicate matters further, throughout the Punjab, farmers and irrigation agencies 
have taken advantage of new technology to pump both shallow and deep groundwater. It is 40 
common to find that over 60 percent of all water used is pumped, making it impossible to 
assess adequacy of canal water delivery in isolation. 
Reliability 
The impact of these operational inputs on reliability at tertiary level can be seen through an 
analysis of  the coefficient of  variation of  monthly discharges into tertiary watercourses 
(Figure4.8).In bothLagarandPirMahaldistributaries  thereisanalmostexponential increase 
in monthly variabilityofdischargealongthecanal:  tail-end farmer scannotpredicthow much 
waterthey will receiveineach irrigation turn. Even though thesystemsaredesignedtodeliver 
water continuously to all watercourses they do not: the differential access to water along Pir 
Mahal. expressed in the percentage of  time each watercourse fails to receive water, is shown 
inFigure4.9.Even though thesedatacomefromaperiod whenrotationalirrigation was being 
practiced, the operational plan  is intended to  share water  deficits equally between  all 
watercourses. 
There is an enormous spatial variation in access to reliable canal supplies. Tail-end 
farmers get not only less water, but less reliable water deliveries as well. The causes of this 
lack of reliability are the same as those for equity: canals are poorly maintained so that tail- 
end areas are deprived of water, and there is weak management that permits discharges to be 
delivered far below the minimum stated in operational guidelines. 41 
Table 4.1. Interquartile ratio (lQR) of water availability index PA!, in six small schemes 
in Nepal. 
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Table 4.2. Water supply along Wahby andBahr Seila relative to total Fayoum water supply 
(b)  Independent ordistance 
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79 Figure 4.  la.  Relationship between distance and water availobiliry index (WN)  in three Terai systems in Nepal. 
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Tulsi 43 Figure 4.2a. Weekly relative water supply (RWS)  in three Terai systems in Nepal. 
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Figure  4.4. Water distribution equity, Lower Chenab Canal, Pakistan. 
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Figure 4.5. Water disfribution  equity after desilfing  Lower Chenab Canal, Pakistan. 
(a) Khikhi Distributary 
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Figure 4.6. Water distribution equity, Mudki and Golewala, India andlagar,  Pakistan, 
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Figure 4.7. Factors influencing water distribution equily, Lagar Distributary, Pakistan, 
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Figure 4.8. Monthly variation of watercourse discharges,  Lower  Cknab  Canal, Pakistan. 
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Performance in Gated Division Systems 
OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY OF GATED DIVISION SYSTEMS 
GATEDSYSTEMS  PROVIDE muchgreaterflexibility inoperations than ungated ones, and therefore 
tend to have lower maintenance requirements. This flexibility means that there are fewer 
limitations on the objectives, and it is possible to manage the system for a wide variety of 
combinations of adequacy, reliability and equity. 
This flexibility is, however, a double-edged weapon. Sliding gates can be just as easily 
abused as  used, and well-planned water distribution patterns can bedisrupted due  to  improper, 
illegal or merely malicious gate operations by field staff and farmers alike. 
This chapter looks at three different variations of this type of design. The common thread 
isthateachofftakealongthemaincana1,andeachofftakealongsefondarycanals  is provided 
with a gate that provides a great deal of operational flexibility. The distinction between the 
three systems comes in the opportunities to control water level in the main and secondary 
canals on the upstream side of the offtake gate. 
Because  these systems  have  considerable  control  capacity  it  is  common  to  split 
performance  assessment  into two parts: assessment of  main  and secondary canals,  and 
assessment of tertiary-level operations. 
SYSTEMS WITH LITTLE CROSS-REGULATION 
This design type is characteristic of older irrigation systems in relatively flat areas where it 
is comparatively easy to design long canal sections and still achieve appropriate water levels 
upstream of each offtake. Five case studies of this type of system are presented: Gal Oya Left 
Bank and Hakwatuna  Oya in Sri Lanka, Tungabhadra in India, Lower Talavera  in the 
Philippines, and the Lower Chenab Canal in Pakistan. 
Operational  inputs at the  head  of  the canal are essential  to  achieve reliable and 
dependable water supplies in systems with little or no canal cross-regulation capacity. 
Each fluctuation in discharge into the head of the canal will result in changes in water 
surface elevation on the upstream side of  each offtake structure; these changes, in turn, 
necessitate a change in the setting of the offtake gate if  uniform discharge is to be 
maintained through the offtake. 
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Management requirements  at  offtake  gates  are highly  sensitive to the  quality  of 
operational inputs at the head of each controlled canal reach. If discharges at the head of 
the reach are stable then offtake gates need not be adjusted very often. Unstable main 
canal discharges require more frequent adjustment of offtake gates. 
Maintenanceinputrequirementsinthesesystemsarehigh.Thehydrau1icintegrityofthe 
system is determined by uncontrolled head-discharge relationships on the upstream side 
ofeachofftake,~~  thatifcanal maintenanceis not undertakenpmperlyandthecanalcross 
section deteriorates then eventually hydraulic conditions anticipated at the design stage 
cannot be attained. 
Preventivemaintenanceisalsorequired toensurethatallofftakegatesremainin working 
condition. If gates cannot be operated properly then effective control over water is lost. 
Equity of Water Distribution at Main and Secondary Level 
Data from the Gal Oya System in Sri Lanka (Case Study #6) show major differences in water 
deliveries to different subsystems (Table 5.1). Head-end units received significantly more 
than their share, while tail-end areas received comparatively less. The actual water distribu- 
tion pattern failed to meet the targets set down at the start of each season. 
Analysis of water distribution between secondary canals within two of the blocks during 
the 1981  dry season showed even greatervariation (Figure 5.1). Although there is adecrease 
in waterdeliveriesfrom head to tail theinequity ofwaterdistributioncanbedirectly  attributed 
to design conditions. Waterde!ivery intoeach secondary is closely related to  the ratio  between 
the diameter of the offtake culvert and the area served by that culvert (Figure 5.2). In most 
cases, smallercommand areas benefited more, while larger ones only  just managed to receive 
the minimum estimated requirement of 2.0 Vsecha. 
Evaluation of the degree of approximation between culvert diameters and the design 
command area indicates the extent to which precise management of the gate is necessary to 
achieve the desired water distribution equity (Figure 5.3). Nine-inch (22.9 cm) diameter 
culverts servedcommandareasranging from 10to40  ha, while some smaller commandareas 
had 12-inch (30.5  cm) diameter culverts which served just 20 ha. 
Atthedesignstage,forlegitimatefinancialreasons,culvertsizes  werechosenonthebasis 
of standard dimensions, and as long as the size matched or exceeded the maximum design 
requirement of the secondary, it was assumed that operation of the gate would permit fine- 
tuning. However, virtually none of the gates were functioning at the time of the study, and 
those that existed were rarely operated. This is a clear example of where a failure to operate 
and maintain gates results in a highly inequitable division of water. 
Tungabhadra  Irrigation  System,  Karnataka,  India (Case  Study W)  shows similar 
problems with water distribution, in terms of overall equity  as well as between adjacent 
outlets. At subsystem level, upper-end outlets receive water more or less according to target 
discharge, while tail-end outlets receive less than 50 percent of  the target (Figure 5.4). The 
cumulative effect of this is that the tail-end reach of Distributary D36. received on average 
only ZMOpercentofthetargetdischarge,  while theupperfivcreachesallreceivedmorcthan 
their targets (Figure 5.5). 51 
Associated with theseoverall inequitiesis adeteriorationofreliability ofdischargedown 
the main canal. Discharges at the head are rarely close to the target, and show some daily 
fluctuation. Halfway down the canal, targets are not met and daily variability is very high 
(Figure 5.6). The lack of frequent cross-regulators along the canal means that if fluctuations 
are present at the canal head, they cannot be stabilized further down the canal. 
One design issue arising from systems such as Gal Oya and Tungabhadra is that mixing 
small and large offtakes along the main canal makes operation more difficult. Distribution of 
designed discharges from Tungabhadra (Figure 5.7a) shows the extent of this problem. The 
dimensionsofthemanagement  taskcan beclearly seenfromFigure5.7b along themaincanal 
ofTungabhadra50percent ofallgatescontrol only9percentofthe totaldischarge, 8Opercent 
of gates control only 31 percent, while  10 percent of  gates control a full 52 percent of 
diwharges. Because there is a tendency to ignore the management of small outlets, they are 
allowed to take more water  than  their share. Although  the  error is relatively small in 
volumetric terms the cumulative effect is large and has a direct impact on tail-end water 
deliveries. 
Tungabhadra also demonstrates clearly the effect of  long-term changes in the system. 
Post-construction addition of  outlets and expansion of command area mean that the total 
sanctioned water supply and losses greatly exceed the design capacity of the main canal. At 
the headofD36Canal thesumofdesigneddischarges from alloutletsplusoffcialallowancw 
for conveyance losses is about 40 percent higher than the designed canal capacity. 
Dataonmaincanaloperationsin theHakwatunaOyaSystem(CaseStudy#8)showhow 
equity can be improved with only minor increases in control infrastructure. Along the Right 
Bank Main Canal, where there are no cross-regulators, it is impossible to manage head other 
than by  controlling discharges at the head gate. Although offtake gates can be managed, 
interquartile ratios of 1.63 and 1.76 were recorded for two successive dry seasons between 
head and tail areas. 
TheLeftBankMainCanalatHakwatunaOyahasabifurcatinglayoutandtherearethree 
cross-regulation structures that can be used to control water distribution into the different 
branchesofthesystem.Thissmallamountofadditionalcontrolresulted  ininterquartileratios 
of  1.49 and 1.34 for the same two seasons. This better performance over a 50 percent larger 
command area was achieved with an identical set of objectives as  for the Right Bank because 
of effective operation of the cross-regulators. 
Improved monitoring procedures adopted in Hakwatuna Oya enabled simple and rapid 
feedback of  performance during each  water  issue. A typical water  distribution report 
expressed both volumetrically and in total depth of water applied, is presented in Figure 5.8. 
This can be used  by the system manager to evaluate water delivery performance immediately 
after each issue. Such performance reports arenot described for any of the other case studies. 
The importance of precise gate control where there is relatively little cross-regulation is 
demonstrated by results from the Gugera Branch of the Lower Chenab Canal inPakistan(Case 
Study #9). Water levels which directly affect the operating head at offtakes are largely a 
function of upstream discharge. If  offtake gates are not managed to respond to these changes 
in the main canal discharge, then the variability of  discharge into the secondary may be 
significantly higher than that in the main canal (Figure 5.9). 
This study also indicates the consequences of designing only for one set of operational 
conditions. The basic design assumption is that main canal discharges will  be constant, 
thereby maintaining adequate head upstream of  each offtake. Figure 5.10 shows  the effect cf 
the number  of  gate operations on  the ratio  of  coefficient of  variation  in  Mananwala 58 
Distributary  to that of Upper Gugera Branch. When frequent gate operations are undertaken 
Manaowala has a coefficient of variation of less than twice that of Upper Gugera, but if the 
gates are let? unattended the coefficimt of variation in Mananwala increases to as much as  6 
to 12 times that of Upper Gugera. Given that this is the only control structure for the entire 
20,000 ha command ofMananwala, it is critical for water cieliveryperformance that the head 
gate is operated effectively. 
Water Distribution at Tertiary Level 
Despite the poor water distribution  between secondary  canals in Gal Oya, water distribution 
between textiary offtakes withi seconw  canal command areas was much more equitable 
(Table 5.2). Detailed studies in three ofthe larger secondary commands show few variations 
in either water availability  or in yields f?om head totail oftertiary blocks (Wijayaratne 1986). 
Although fanner groups had no control or influence on main- and secondary-level water 
distribution,  they were apparently able to manage water quite equitably among themselves at 
the tertiary level. 
These data make a strong argument for ensuring that water distribution along the main 
and  secondary canals should be  made  as reliable  as possible,  thereby  enhancing the 
managementcapacityoffarmerstoutilizethis  wateraccordingtotheir ownobjectivesat farm 
level. 
Adequacy 
Gal Oya is an example  ofhow information needs to be upgraded before performance-oriented 
management can be implemented. Seasonal plans were based on official estimates of the 
irrigable area of each block, underestimating actual areas by  15-20 percent. Yield data 
collected by the Department of Agriculture used administrative areas different from hydro- 
logical divisions, makiig it impossible for managers to put the two  sets .of  information 
together. Research dataon yields showa higbdegree ofassociation  between water availability 
and yield (Figure 5.1 I), and yet no data are available to managers on a regular basis. 
Tungabhadrademonstrates  the impact ofpoor main canal water distribution  on  cropping 
patterns. Not only is total cropping intensity much lower at the tail (20 percent oftarget) than 
in head and middle sections (90-120  percent of target), but also the chance to grow rice is 
greatly reduced towards the tail (Figure 5.12). Equity of production and farm income almost 
certainly show a less favorable trend than for water distribution because the water that does 
reach the tail is less reliable and thus has lower income potential for farmers: they are obliged 
to grow more drought-resistant, lower-value crops. 
Relibility 
Irrigation systems included in all of the case studies have similar problems with reliability. 
In the wet season, canals flow continuously (except in periods of heavy rain) but require 
rotations inthe dry season to accommodate limited water supplies in relation to demand. The 59 
analysis of  how  well rotations are implemented helps understand the overall concept of 
reliability. 
The Gal Oya study demonstrates the difficulties  encountered in implementing rotations 
during periods  of water shortage.  The  lack ofcross-regulation  in themain and secondary  canal 
system meant it was difficult to implement mtations between small parts of the system. Since 
1973 an operational plan bad been established that called for rotations at main canal level 
throughout the dry season, with each half of the total system receiving water for five days at 
a time. Analyses of these rotations over an eight-year  period reveal several issues relating to 
implementation. 
There was a reasonable degree of equity achieved at the main control structure used to 
divide water between the two halves of the system (Table 5.3). However, although there was 
a commitment to implement the rotational pattern on  a 5-day-on, 5day-off basis, the actual 
schedule  wasunpredictable(Table5.4).Duringthe 1981  dry season  farmers  never knew when 
water would be delivered, and this led to considerable uncertainty and loss of confidence in 
the water delivery scheduling capacity of the irrigation agency. 
At  the same time.  the type of  rotation adopted was  probably the best,  given  the 
deteriorated condition of the system. An  analysis of water distribution equity at different 
discharges in the main canal demonstrates that greater equity is obtained by operating the 
canal as close as possible to hll  design discharge for 50 percent of the time rather than 
operating it at 50 percent of discharge on a continuous basis (Figure 5.13). The total saving 
in water is estimated at 72,000 cubic meters per day. 
It was also apparent that the rotational schedule did not fit in with the normal working 
conditions of the irrigation agency. A 10-day irrigation cycle requires, over the course of a 
season, that gates will need to be adjusted the same number of times on each day of the week. 
In practice,gateoperationsshowedadistributionrelated  totheday ofthe week far fewergate 
adjustments  weremadeonSaturdaysandSundaysthanduringthenormal  working week, with 
the most active days being Tuesdays and Fridays (Table 5.5). Development of operational 
schedules clearly need to fit in with the standard working practices of agency staff, or else 
agency staff have to adjust to the irrigation requirements of the system. 
Similar institutional concerns were observed when efforts were made to close gates in 
Wnse  to rainfall (Table5.6). There is  someevidence that during particularly  dry  years there 
was a more rapid response to rainfall in efforts to conserve scarce water in the reservoir, but 
at the cost of increased uncertainty for farmers. 
Analysis of implementation of rotational schedules in the Lower Gugera Branch in 
Pakistan shows a similar deviation between planned and actual practices. During the dry 
season when discharges are often well below design capacity of canals, some rotation is 
required. The rotation is organized on a priority basis, with each canal accorded first, second 
or third priority on a strict roster. First priority canals will be operated at design capacity, the 
balance being allocated to second priority canals. If discharge is adequate to meet the design 
capacity of the second priority canals, third priority canals receive any remaining water. 
Figure 5.14 shows the degree to which rotational schedules were actually implemented 
between the four distributaries  at  Bhagat Head Regulator,  the end of theLower Gugera Branch 
Canal. Pir Mahal and Khikhi distributaries show reasdnable adherence to the schedule, but 
Rajana and  Dabanwala do  not. The reasons for these differences between canals at the same 
regulator are not clear. 60 
Ifthe  priority system is not fully followed, some canals receive very low discharges for 
extended periods and this has inevitable and several negative impacts on water availability 
at the tail end of the less favored secondaries (Figure 5.15). 
Rotational irrigation in Tungabhadra shows similar problems. The rotation is relatively 
simple, with four reaches of the main canal scheduled to receive water either between 
Saturday evening and Wednesday morning, or between Wednesday morning and Saturday 
evening. However, imgular  operation of offtake gates along the canal means that discharges 
fluctuate during each rotation period, and may  never reach the target, while closure is 
sometimes ignored entirely (Figure 5.16). The rotational pattern adopted appears to increase 
discharges into upper-end outletscompared to nonrotational periods, and the entire purpose 
of getting more water to the tail is lost. 
One aspect of implementation of rotational irrigation practices common to all the above 
examples is thatthere was essentially nocommunicationormoperation between theirrigation 
agency and fanners. Results from the Philippines illustrate the benefits that can be obtained 
where. agencies and fanners can work together for a common purpose even though the design 
may not be optimal. 
TheLowerTalaveraRiver Irrigation System(LTR1S)  incentral Luzon (Casestudy #lo) 
contains a set of lateral canals with little or no cross-regulation capacity. To provide adequate 
water levels it has to be operated close to design discharge: at lower discharges the head and 
middle areas  can capture more  than their fair share and tail-end areas suffer as  a consequence. 
F’riortoactionresearchinterventions,inequity washigh: both head-endandtail-endareas 
obtained poor yields compared to the middle section of the  system, and in all areas water use 
efficiencieswerelow.Overha1fthetotalproductioncamefrom  35  percent ofthesystem, with 
the largest area  uncultivated being in the tail-end areas (Table 5.7). 
Although there were nominal efforts to try to distribute water more equitably, there was 
no effective rotation schedule between different tertiary areas, and there was evidence of 
significant conflict between head- and ml-end farmers. 
In efforts to redress this situation a joint effort was arranged between the National 
Irrigation Administration and farmers throughout the system. A rotational schedule was 
drawnup which dividedthe systemintothreezones, witheach zone being scheduled for either 
two or three  days of water each week. During the scheduled period for water deliveries all 
tertiary gates along that stretch would be opened, and the canal blocked at the downstream 
boundary. This pattern would then be repeated in sequence, with all offtakes upstream of the 
scheduled area remaining closed. 
The results of this relatively simple set of activities were dramatic. Water use efficiency 
improved throughout the system and yields increased in all pans of the system. Total 
production doubled as a result of this management intervention (Table 5.7). 
SYSTEMS WITH  FIXED CROSS-REGULATION 
One way of overcoming the problems associated with maintaining proper hydraulic condi- 
tions along sectionsofcanalsthat havenocross-regulation capacity istoinstall fixedoverflow 
weirs in the main or secondary canal immediately downstream of each offtake. 61 
Thisvariationindesigndoes notmateriallyaffecttheofftakestructureitse1f;iteliminates 
any backwater effects and stabilizes head-discharge relationships on the upstream side ofthe 
offtake gate. The only design requirement is that there is sufficient slope to provide the 
required drop in water surface downstream of the weir. 
Operational inputs do not change significantly  compared with those systems with little 
or no cross-regulation. Water distribution depends on the proper operation of all offtake 
gates in a coordinated fashion. 
Maintenance requirements, however, are reduced. The presence of  weirs along the 
canal means that it is no longer necessary to maintain canal cross sections to exact design 
specifications throughout their length. As long as sedimentation immediately upstream 
ofthe weir is avoided, stable head-dischargerelationships can bemaintained irrespective 
ofcanalconditionsupstreamanddownstreamofthe  weir. Canalmaintenancehastofocus 
only on minimization of losses, not on the canal cross section. 
Only one case study is referred to in this report, that of  the Kalankuttiya Branch of 
Mahaweli System H (Case Study #I 1). 
Water Distribution Equity 
The case study reports that, during the wet season, when discharges were at or close to the 
design capacity of the canal, water distribution equity was relatively uniform and tailend 
areas received a reasonably high percentage of their planned share. 
However, when water deliveries were reduced in the dry season and rotations adopted 
within each secondary canal command, the equity pattern changed because secondary gate 
offtake operations did not match the water allocation plan. This plan expected that water 
deliveries into each secondary canal would be reduced in proportion to the total reduction of 
waterdeliveryattheheadofthemaincanal,requiringpartialclosingofeachofftakegatealong 
the canal to reduce discharge. 
In reality, head-end offtakes were able to obtain proportionally more water than their 
offtakes further down the canal (Figure 5.17). The duck-billed weirs maintained heads at or 
close to design elevations even when discharges were below design capacity. This provides 
a situation where, without careful operation of  the offtake gates, the offtake will deliver full 
design discharge even though the allocation is much lower. 
SYSTEMS WITH GATED CROSS-REGULATION 
The previous subsections  have demonstrated that if there is limitedcross-regulation along the 
main  or secondary canals it is difficult to implement water distribution plans when  the 
discharge in  those canals is below  design, and when  water levels are inadequate on  the 
upstream side of offtake structures. 
Although it clearly increases thecost ofconstruction, provision of gated cross-regulators 
along the main or secondary canal at or close to offtake structures provides the potential 62 
benefit of regulating both discharge and head in efforts to provide proper control over water 
along the entire length of the main and secondary canals. The increased density of control 
locations provides a greater potential for response to changes in demand and supply. 
From the performance perspective the objective set is similar to that for all other 
variations of  gated systems. However, because there is much greater potential for precise 
management of head, discharge and timing of deliveries performance expectations will also 
be higher. 
Operational inputsareclearlygreaterforthese  systems becausethereisagreaterdensity 
of gates than in unregulated or fixed regulation systems. Gate operators have to be able 
to manage a combination of gates at a single structure and thereby maintain target 
discharges both  into the offtakes and  along the main  canal. This means that  the 
operational rules for each structure are more complex. The number of field staff does not 
have to be increased, but their training and knowledge may have to be better. 
Maintenance tasks are not different in substance between systems with fixed cross- 
regulation and gated cross-regulation. However, the greater number of moveable gates 
requires that overall budgets be higher to reflect the increased concern with deterioration 
of gates and their operating mechanisms. 
Four case studies are presented here that illustrate the extent to which management 
requirements are associated with the installation of adjustable cross-regulators. 
Water Distribution Equity 
TheViejoRetamo secondary canal intheRioTunuyan Irrigation SchemeofArgentina(Case 
Study #12) provides an  excellent insight into how gated cross-regulation can  be  used 
effectively to implement an unambiguous water allocation schedule. 
In this system rotational irrigation is the standard operational practice. Each tertiary unit 
receives a fixed volume of water for a specified period of time twice a month, the time being 
proportional to the irrigated area. At any given moment only two clusters of  two or three 
tertiary units, one cluster in the upper half and one cluster in the lower half, receive water. All 
users know the time schedule, which is published in advance. 
Water distribution equity under this system is extremely high (Figure 5.18a). Almost all 
units show similar values for the ratio of intended to actual water deliveries, and there is no 
noticeable tail-end effect. Two of  the deviations are explained by  the relatively small 
commandareainvolved,  whereactual deliveries  wereslightly higherthan intended. However, 
from a volumetric perspective (Figure 5.IBb) these deviations were small and had no effect 
on overall volumetric distribution along the canal. Of the 33 units along the canal, one head- 
end unit received substantially less than its fair share, while excess deliveries were concen- 
trated in two larger tail-end units. 
The simplicity of this operational system leads to few complaints: farmers know the 
schedule for the entire canal, see it as fair and do not interfere with water distribution. Where 
deviations were identified, remedial measures appear to have been easy to implement  so that 
a situation of  near-perfect implementation of water allocation plans was achieved. 63 
One interesting design feature of the main canal system serving each of the secondary 
command areas is the presence of adjustable proportional division structures. The division 
is by proportional overtlow, but there is an adjustable vane that can modify the percentage of 
discharge delivered to each secondary. Operation of  this vane facilitates staggering of 
cultivation  between secondary canals  throughout the system, starting with a higher allocation 
at  the commencement of cropping in upper-end canal commands, and reducing the allocation 
as  demand tails off. Although the vane is adjustable, the principle of overtlow division is not 
violated, and provides a simple and incontrovertible measure of how much is being delivered 
intoeachcanal without theneed forcomplex gateddivision  structures andmeasuringdevices. 
me  highleveloffulfillmentofwaterdeliverytargetsinViejoRetamoSystemisprobably 
an exception. Data from other gated division systems show a less equitable pattern because 
of incongruities between design and management inputs. 
The overall water distribution pattern in the main system of the Fayoum (Egypt) shows 
a lower degree of  distribution equity (Table 5.8). However, complete equality of  water 
dishibution is not planned: efforts to manage salt and minimize waterlogging account for 
much of the difference in allocations because areas that drain directly into Lake Qarun are 
normally given less water than those that drain into other parts of the system. 
Kirindi Oyahigation SysteminsouthernSri Lanka(Case  Study#13)  showsacase  where 
design intentions were not backed with proper operational planning. The Right Bank Main 
Canal has 15 cross-regulators, roughly one per kilometer, intended to stabilize  head upstream 
of every offtake gate. However, no operational plan was developed that provided rules for 
opening and closing of the gates under different discharge conditions. 
Field studies  indicatedthat actual operation ofthesecross-regulators  resulted in different 
conditions than had been planned. Gatekeepers were acting independently, opening and 
closing regulator gates in response to changes in water levels at each regulator. It took six 
weeks at the beginning of  the I987 dry season before discharges in the system stabilized. 
Using a computer program that modeled the advance of a wave front created by opening the 
main sluice, it proved  possible to determine the correct sequential operations of  cross- 
regulators that stabilize water levels at target levels within a few hours of opening the head 
gate (Figure 5.19). This was successfully implemented in 1988. 
Computer analysis of operation of the main canal also showed it was possible to stabilize 
discharges into distributary channels without changing offtake gate settings. This can be 
achieved by issuing an excess of water  ~~~~  for a few  ~  hours at the beginning of an issue, leading 
to a more rapid water advance rate. For a target issue of 5 m%ec, discharges at offtakes near 
the tail can be stabilized very rapidly if the fust 10 hours of the issue are actually made at 8 
m%ec  (Figure 5.20).,.Prior  to this analysis there was  no set of  operational manuals or 
instructions on  how to operate the cross-regulators effectively, and variability of discharges 
was probably higher than if there had been no gated cross-regulators. 
The primary lesson of this case study is that it is essential that operational manuals and 
strategies be developed at the design stage so that system managers will know how to make 
the best use of the infrastructure under a range of different operational scenarios. 
Wet-season water distribution in Way Jepara, southern Sumatra, Indonesia(Case Study 
#14) also shows the design consequences of failure to operate gates as planned. While there 
was no difference in access to water between head and tail of  the system (Figure 5.21a) 
because water and rainfall were abundant, actual distribution was controlled by the ratio of 
gate width tocommandareaofeachtertiary  block(Figure5.2lb). Analysisoftherelationship 
between gate width and design command area indicates a similar pattern to that found in Gal 64 
Oya: while there is a broad relationship between command area and gate width it is only 
approximate. and there are several instances where designers appear to have chosen a wider 
gate than is necessary (Figure 5.22a). 
Water distribution in the dry season shows a different trend. There is no longer a 
significant relationship between the gate width-command area ratio and water deliveries 
(Figure 5.23a). Nor is there a significant head-tail difference (Figure 5.23b). More frequent 
gate operations during the dry season resulted in a more uniform pattern of water deliveries. 
Maneungteung Irrigation System in  West Java, Indonesia (Case Study #15)  shows 
contrasting results even though the system design is the same as that at Way Jepara. The same 
pattemof alackofdirectrelationship  between gate widthandcommandareais  present (Figure 
5.22b). In the wet season there is evidence of head-tail differences in access to water along 
the main canal (Figure 5.24a). Along secondaries, however, the pattern of water distribution 
between tertiary blocks is less clear, although there is a net decline in access to water towards 
the tail end (Figure 5.24b). 
In the dry  season, however, the trend is different. There appears to be closer attention to 
operationof theofftakes along themaincanal, eliminating the head-tail effect (Figure5.25a), 
while along secondaries the head-tail effect is still present but less marked than in the wet 
season (Figure 5.25b). 
Analysis of the physical facilities at the boundaries between different administrative 
sections of Maneungteung demonstrates another mismatch between design and management 
requirements. 
Operational plans require control and measurement of discharge at each handover point 
between water masters, but only 11 out of  15 locations had a gate that permitted control of 
discharge and only 8 locations had measurement devices (Table 5.9). This made it almost 
impossible to fulfill the discharge-based operational targets in the main system. 
Reliability 
The two Indonesian case studies provide contrasting management strategies when water is 
inadequate to meet all demand. 
In Way Jepara  water shortages are avoided by  restricting the area sanctioned  for 
irrigation. This is based on a two-year cycle: in one dry season the upper half of the system 
receives all available water, while in the subsequent dry season only the lower half is entitled 
to water. This strategy has several advantages: it is simple to implement, it is predictable. it 
mainlains adequacy as an objective, and over the two-year cycle it is highly equitable. The 
plan also requires good discipline by agency staff and head-end farmers. However, it has one 
important drawback it does not permit much flexibility, so that if water is abundant there is 
little opportunity toexpand the irrigated area. The 1989 dry season demonstrated this clearly: 
water was plentiful throughout the season (the reservoir spilled almost continuously) but only 
half the command area was irrigated. 
The Maneungteung System, in contrast, has a complex rotational plan. Although the 
annual plan attempts to restrict cropping patterns on the basis of experience of likely water 
supplies at the weir, it is expected that rotational irrigation will be required during the latter 
half of  the first dry season, and throughout the second dry season. 
The purpose of the rotational pattern is to share water between groups of tertiary blocks 
on a predetermined schedule. This type of arrangement means that adequacy objectives are 65 
no longer important: equity and reliability take a higher priority. It also requires a high level 
of management: gates have to be opened, closed and monitored frequently. 
Evaluation of rotations in 1988 showed that the actual rotation was highly inequitable, 
highly unpredictable, and poorly monitored. Although theapparentobjectiveoftherotational 
plan wasbasedonafairshareofwaterbetweenall tertiarybloclrs,actualplansfavoredupper- 
endareas wberefarmershadalreadyplantedlargeareas.Further,someblockswerescheduled 
toreceive wateronseveraldayseach week, whileothers werescheduledonlyforonedelivery 
a week. Canals were filled and drained more than once in each cycle, and the boundaries of 
rotational blocks did not always coincide with control structures (Table 5.10). 
A pilot testing of a more equitable and reliable rotation plan in 1989 showed dramatic 
improvements in performance. In a planning meeting arranged between irrigation officials 
and fanner leaders held before water conditions deteriorated, arevised set of rotational units 
was drawn up that aimed at treating all areas  of the system equally irrespective of how much 
land was planted at the time rotational irrigation would commence. In 1988, the ratio of the 
area due to receive water on the most favored and least favored days was 3.30, and this was 
reduced to 1.49 as a result of implementing actions agreed to at this meeting (Figure 5.26). 
Complete equality could not be achieved because of the concern to keep each rotational unit 
contiguous and controlled by an operating structure at its upper boundary. 
The revised rotational  boundaries reduced the total number of  management inputs 
required, expressed in terms of the total number of times gates had to be opened or closed. 
and the totallength oftimeduringthe weekeach gate had tobe monitored toensure the rotation 
was being implemented according to plan. The total management input actuallydecreased by 
10 percent even though equity increased dramatically (Table 5.1  1 and Figure 5.27). 
At the end of the trial period it was possible to assess  the degree of effectiveness of the 
revised plan. In 1988, prior to intervention, there was little relationship between the ratio 
between actual and planned discharges (Delivery Performance Ratio or DPR) at the bead of 
the system and the DPR for each rotational unit. Even when water at the system head greatly 
exceeded  the target discharge for the area scheduled  for inigation, stealing and other 
interventions meant that water delivered to the scheduled rotational blocks was frequently 
below target (Figure 5.28a). 
Following intervention this pattern changed significantly. Whenever the DPR at system 
level was at or below 1.2 the scheduled rotation unit received virtually all available water. At 
higher levels of system-level DPR, the DPR into each rotational unit rarely rose above 1.5, 
with any excess water delivered to blocks not scheduled to receive a turn (Figure 5.28b). 66 
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16.0  9.3  20.0 
19.0  32.0  16.7 
14.4  13.3  22.7 
10.3  7.9  11.3 
15.4  16.3  14.9 
18.6  -  17.3 
12.1  11.4  14.3 
25.6  -  19.6 
190  186  184  186  1.03 
181  176  175  177  1.03 
164  166  151  160  1.09 
178  176  170  174  1.05 
By farm location  Ratio 
Had  farm  Middk farms  Tail farms  Average  Had-Tail 
186  1  %3  185  186  1.01 
180  171  175  177  1.03 
166  152  161  160  1.03 
177  171  174  174  1.02 
Units hlow 
Wnragoda 
MI  M6 
21.0  19.4 
18.0  16.0 
19.4  22.7 
10.7  11.6 
15.1  14.8 
16.8  17.7 
11.8  15.7 
23.4  15.9 
uhsnr.  UBIA-I7 
WG  Blocks26andJ 
MD  MmdurDisfributary 
MI  Mmdurl-5 
M6  Mandm632 
Table 5.2. Di@erences in water ovailabiliry indpl (WAI)  byfield channel andfwm position, 
G+Y  season 1982, Gal @a kfi  Bank 
Source: Wijayamtns (1986) 61 
Table 5.3.  Dpseason Iandand water allocations at Gonagolla Bifurcatioe 197481. 











34.4  39.5 
54.3  52.1 
34.4  54.3 
54.3  78.3 
34.4  48.6 
40.9  39.6 
37.4  41.9 
47.2  58.0 
42.5  51.6 
65.5  60.5 
45.7  47.1 
65.5  45.7 
45.7  21.7 
65.5  51.4 
59.1  60.4 
62.6  58.1 
52.8  42.0 
57.9  48.6 
Sarm: Mmy-Rust (1983). 
Table 5.4. Variabiliw of issue and nonissue periodr during &season  rotations, Uhana 















Average length of 
hoe  periods (days) 
Plan  Actual  C.V.(%) 
5  4.2  23.7 
5  4.3  17.3 
5  5.1  6.  I 
5  5.1  9.0 
5  5 .O  17.6 
5  5 .o  16.8 
4  4.8  33.0 
5  4.7  16.6 
4  3.5  32.0 
6  4.8  22.5 
6  4.6  23.5 
5  4.1  38.1 
5  5.3  16.6 
Watcr-short ysars. 
Source:  Murray-Rust (1983). 
Average length of 
aonissue periods (days) 
Plan  Actual  C.V.(%) 
7  7.4  25.0 
5  5.0  14.2 
5  4.8  13.2 
5  5.1  4.5 
5  5.3  30.0 
5  4.9  28.1 
6  5.6  22.7 
5  5.1  23.5 
LO  11.3  9.1 
6  7.7  18.4 
7  8.2  18.9 
5  5.8  26.6 
6  6.6  28.8 68 













Mon  Tue  Wed  Thu  Fri  Sat  Sun  average 
(a)  Years with no water shortage 
13  17  16  11  13  15  6 
10  18  10  15  13  9  9 
23  35  26  26  26  24  15  25 
@)  Years with water shortage 
7  14  9  9  8  6  3 
9  10  10  3  10  8  9 
16  24  19  12  18  14  12  16 
(c)  Total 
20  31  25  20  21  21  9 
19  28  20  18  23  17  18 
39  59  45  38  44  38  27  41 
Smvce: Murray-Rust (1983). 
Table 5.6. Time (in &s)  taken to respondto daily rainfallgreater than 13 mdday, Gal @a 














Smvce:  Murray-Rust (1983) 
Gates at 
reservoir 
Right Bank  Left Bank 
1  .oo  1.50 
1.40  1.25 
-  - 
I .80  1.50 
2.00  - 
1.40  1.80 
0.80  1 .00 
1.20  0.57 
1.30  1.43 














Table 5.7. Increase in yields, production and  water use efliciency, Lower Talavera River 




Lateral A (head) 
Lateral E (middle) 
Laterals G,H  and I (tail) 
1  Total  I  1181  2.4  2879  69.7  I 
Total  Water-use 
Area  Yield  production  elliciency 
Before intervention (1976) 
442  1.6  707  73 
442  3.3  1459  66 
297  2.4  713  70 
&a)  (ma)  (tons)  (%) 
Lateral A (head) 
Laterals G,H and I (tail) 
Total 
Lateral E (middle) 
After intervention (1980) 
475  4.3  2043  98 
436  5.3  2311  75 
262  5.3  1389  86 
1 I73  5.0  5743  86.3  - 
Dec  hl  4  3.5  I 
Table 5.8.  Division of  the gross water supply over the Fayoum. 
92  116  77  57  84  102  I55  95  78 
Apr  70.9  4.0 
May  69.0  3.9 
June  77.6  4.4 
July  88.4  5.0 
Aug  88.8  5.1 
Sept  80.2  4.6 
oct  78.5  4.5 
Nov  76.4  4.4 
Percentage of equal share of water at hhun 
Bahr  mhr  Bahr  Bahr  Bshr  Bahr  Bahr  Bahr  Baht 
Ywuf  Hnrnn  Wahby  Wshby  Wshby  Yd  El  El  El 
at  Wasel  total  uh  dla  dls  Ghanq  NulrdlsNezku 
LA""  111s  Nsnria  Nasda  Hawan  Tn@n  Tagm 
95  110  86  94  84  102  145  91  77 
95  110  86  86  86  102  149  89  74 
94  111  81  68  85  I03  157  86  72 
918  119.  74'  112.  82'  101.  181.  80'  69' 
91.  119.  68'  99-  73'  104'  181'  80'  68' 
94  112  82  85  80  102  168  79  66 
94  112  79  78  80  103  156  88  74 
96  108  81  82  80  106  I51  85  71 
~~ 
Grosscomrnandarea(ha)  1102181  49685  30660  7560  231W  69421  20557  26880  7.100 
Note: 
Source:  Wolten etal  (1987). 
Values marked with an  asterisk (9  in the months of July and August were calculated wilh the rating for 
Bahr Wahby intake.  This rating is subject to frequent change. 70 
Table 5.9. Handover conditions between irrigation inspectors, Maneungteung Irrigation 
System. Indonesia. 































Manewgleung Barat (Cilcdug) 
MTR  4 Main  stop  logs 
MRT  4 Sec. JTS  Sliding (new) 
MTR  5 Main  Sliding (new) 
PB I Main  Sliding (new) 
PB 4 Main  Sliding (new) 
BLS 3 Main  stop logs 
BLS 9 Main  stop logs 
BLS  I I Main  Sliding (new) 
BLS 10 Main  Sliding (new) 
Maacnngtcung Timur (Waled) 
Weir  Sliding 
M 5 Barat  Sliding 
M 5 Timur  Sliding 
Mancungtcung Timur (Babakan) 
MB 5 Main  Sliding 
MB 8 Sec. GG  Sliding 
















Control  Sliding  (73%) 
Facility  slop  logs  (27%) 
Measurement  Parshall Flume  (13%) 
Capability  Cipoleni  (40%) 
None  (47%) 
Source:  lIMl(1989) 71 
Table 5.10. Changes in conditions between 1988 and 1989 rotations, Maneungteung East 
Irrigation System, Indonesia. 







Mon  Tue  Wed  Thu  Frl  Sat  Sun  Averngi 
19  16  16  11  8  14  I5  14.1 
3  2  3  2  2  3  4  2.7 
15  7  9  12  12  13  7  10.7 
2  2  2  I  2  2  2  1.9 
(b)  Number of locations at which mnh  Md  seroodnry mnals must be blocked. 
1988 
1989 
Mou  Tuc  Wed  Tbn  Fri  Sat  Sun  TotPl 
3  0  2  I  2  2  0  I0 
(all 1988 operations involved the use of stop logs to block canals) 
I  2  2  0  I  I  0  7 
(all 1989 operations involved the  use of adjvslable gates  to block canals) 
(c) Area irrigated (ha) and lengths of main nnd secondary canals (m)  wd  each day. 
1988 
Area irrigalcd 
hgth  of canal used 
1989 
ha  inigated 
kngth of canal used 
Mon  Tue  Wed  Thu  Frl  Sat  Sun  TOM 
1331  902  995  433  403  1017  870  5951 
13539  21947  12458  12925  16380  19962  21295  118506 
842  564  152  734  576  655  748  4871 
9375  10306  15540  14795  15282  19789  20351  105438 
Source:  Vermillion and Murray-Rust (1991). 12 
Table 5.1  I.  Improvements in rotations, Maneungteung East. 
Irrigable area (ha):  4871 
Number of gates:  1 I4 
Number of teRiary blocks:  70 
1.  Mnnsgement inputs  1988  1989  96 Change 
Total management inputs  279  241  -13.6 
Total gate openings and closings  104  94  -9.6 
Gate supervision (hrdweek)  32.4  27.4  -15.4 
a)  Gates to be adjusted  16.4  9.7  -40.9 
b)  Gates to be  kept closed  16.0  17.7  10.7 
Downstream flow must be stopped:  10  6  -40.0 
a)  Using stop logs  10  0 
b)  Using sliding gates  0  6 
2.  Equity of rotations 
Tertiary blocks with  >I daylweek of water  6  0 
Weekly inequity index  3.30  I .49  -54.8 
Noles:  ‘Garesupervision“meansthateilheragatcmustbeLeptclosedbeeausewaterisnowingontheupstream 
side, or that water is passing lhrough the  gate and discharge must be controlled to distribute water fairly. 
Keeping a gate closed is an  easier management input than having to control discharges throughout the 
rotation period. 
“DowM~RB~  flow must be  stoppd  means that the main or secondary canal needs to be conmlled to 
prevent downsaam mas  getting water out of turn. 
“Weeklyineqvityindex“isrheratioof theheimumtominimumareaplannedforinigationondifferent 
days of the  same  week. 
Tbse  benefits were achieved at no  additional cost to normal operational budgets 73 
Figure 5.1.  Water distribution equiry. Uhna  and Mandur branches, Gal Oya  kfi  B&Sn 
Lanka. 
10 I- 
(a)  Daily water deliveries 
~__~ 
(b)  Misallocated volume 
01  04  08  12  17  M04  MOB  M12  M16 
Offtakes 14 
Figure 5.2 Design impact on water delivery, Gal @a, s” ,k&z 
Effect of culvert size on 
water  delivery performance 
0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70 
Culvert diameterhlock area (sq  cm/ha) 75 




(a)  Structures with one culvert 
0 
(b)  Structures with two culverts 
or box culverts 
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Figure 5.4. Water distribution equity along Distributary 036, Tungabhadra Irrigation 
System India 
(a)  Kharif 1987 
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Figure 5.5. Water delivery performance along Distributary 036, Tungabhadra Irrigation 
System, India. 
(a)  Kharif 1987 
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Figure 5.6. Daily variabiliry of  discharge  along distributary, Tungabhadra Irrigation 
System, India. 
(a)  Discharge at head (MDI) 
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Figure 5.7.  Design discharges  for  secondary canals, Tungabhadra Irrigation System, India. 
(a) Distribution along main canal 
0  40  80  120  160  200  240 
Distance along Main Canal (km) 
(b) Cumulative distribution 
0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 
% of Outlets 80 
Figure 5.8. Weekly water distribution report, Hakwatuna Oya, Sri Lanko. 
(a) Delivery  by volume 
......................................... 
................................... 
.......  ..............  ............. 
............  ..  ...... 
...........................  ............ 
R1  R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8  R9 
Canal reach 
(b)  Delivery  by depth 
.................................................  t--l 
R1  R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8  R9 
Canal reach 81 
Figure 5.9. Coefficient of variation of discharges, Upper Gugera Branch, Pakistan 
Mananwala Distributary and Gugera Branch 
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Figure 5.10. Effect  of number of head gate operations on variabiliry of discharge into 
secondary. 
Ratio of coefficient of  variation of 
discharge in Mananwala and Upper Gugera 
I 
i 
10  l2  t 
*  *  2  i  i 
0 
0  2  4  6  8  10  12  14  16  18  20  22  24  26  28  30 
# of  Adjustments in Mananwala head gate 82 
Figure 5.11. Distributary level. wafer  availability index andyields. 
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Gal Oya, Sri  Lanka, 1979-80 wet season 




Figure 5.12.  Plannedandactwl cropping patterns, Tungabhadra Irrigation System, India 
(a)  Kharif. 1987 
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Figure 5.13.  Effecr of rotations on water disfribution equip, Uhana Branch. Gal Oya kfl 
Bank. Sri Lankn. 
(a)  Daily deliveries 
IB.T~~/S~C.SOX  time 
........ .~~  .....  ~ 
~  ~~..~ 
.................................  ~~..  ........................... 
01  01A  02  03  04  05  06  07  08  09  10  11  12  14  15  16  17 
Offtakes , 
(b)  Misallocated volume 
9.35171  3/sec.conatant  .  ....  . 
...  ~  .. 
01  01A  02  03  04  05  06  07  08  09  10  11  12  14  15  16  17 
Off takes 
Misallocation at  9.35m3/sec., constant flow: 221,000 cu m/day 
Misallocation at  18.7m3/sec., 50% time: 149,000 cu dday Figure 5.14. Differential water albcatwns between canals, Bhagat Head Regukzror, Lower Gugera Branch, Pakistan. 
(a)  Pir Mahal  (b)  Khikh 
U1  4/16  511  Y16  5/31  6/15  6/30 
(c) Rajana 
50  0  4/1 Lv  4/1  6  91  Y16  5/31  6/1 5  6 
(d) Dabanwala 
10 
4/1  4/16  Yi  Y16  5/31  611 5  6/30 86 
Figure 5.15. Water distribution equity between canals, Bhagat Head Regulator, Lower 
Gugera Branch, Pakistan. 
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Figure5 16. Effectsofrotations  by canalsectionondaily  discharge, Tungabhadralrrigation 
System, India, Rabi 1987-88. 
(a)  Direct pipe outlets, Reach 4 
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Figure 5.17. Relative water supply, dry season, 1986, Kalankuttiya, Sri Lank. 
*  306 D4 (upper  end)  +  307  D2 (lower  end) 
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Figure 5.18. Water disfribufion  equity,  Viejo Retamo, Argentina, 198849. 
(a) Delivery performance ratio 
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Figure 5.19. Timing of cross-regularorgate operations tostabilizedischarge in Main Canal, 
Kirindi @a,  Sri Lanka. 
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Figure 5.20. EIficient operations rhrough computer simulation, Kirindi Oya, Sri Lonka. 
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Figure 5.21. Water distribution equity,  Way Jepara, Indonesia, wet  season, 198849. 
(a)  Water  distribution equity 
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Figure 5.22. Gate widths and design command area: two examples from Indonesia. 
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Figure 5.23. Design impacts on  water distribution equity,  Way Jepara, Indonesia, dry 
searon, 1988. 
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Figure 5.24. Water distribution equity, Maneungteung, Indonesia, wet  season,l988. 
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Figure 5.26. Changes in  equity during rotationul irrigation, Maneungteung Irrigation 
System, Indonesia. 
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Figure 5.27. Changes in management inputs during rotational irrigation, Maneungteung 
Irrigation System, Indonesia. 
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Figure 5.28.  Improvement in waterdeliveryperfomance, Maneungteung Irrigation System, 
Indonesia. 
(a) June - September, 1988 
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Lessons Learned from the Case Studies 
LACK OF EVIDENCE OF AN EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE 
ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 
No~~~~~~~c~~es~diescontainedanyevidenceofaneffectiveassessmentframework  which 
would help managers improve over the levels of performance reported in the previous two 
sections. That does not mean to say that none of the systems have such a framework it might 
be there, but is unreported. 
Further,andthisisequallytelling,  mostofthecasestudiesarereportsofspecificresearch 
activities that were themselves instrumental in collecting the data presented. This indicates 
that the operating personnel and the managers do not have access to data of sufficient quantity 
or reliability to assess performance and diagnose ways of improving it. 
Which  of these two conditions needs to be  addressed first if  performance is to be 
improved is difficult to determine: data collection programs without a framework appear 
doomed to die through lack of relevance; a framework is of little value unless there are good 
data to be used. 
LACK OF CLEARLY STATED OBJECTIVES 
Most of  the case studies did not identify the objectives for which the systems were being 
managed. This reflects in part the lack of a framework that stresses the importance of having 
clearly stated objectives, but it is also because outsiders impose their own understanding of 
what the objectives ought to be on the systems being studied. 
This highlights a particular dilemma for observers attempting to make judgments about 
performance. The most commonly cited objectives, including many of those used in this 
study, are  more global in nature: equity, reliability and adequacy are all seen to some extent 
as universal to the evaluation of water delivery performance. System managers may have an 
entirely different set of local objectives. Unfortunately, if they are  not clearly expressed, they 
will be ignored in external assessment, and adifferent set of objectives used in any evaluation 
of the level of performance actually achieved. 
Thecombinationofthelackofaneffectiveperformanceassessmentframeworkanda  set 
of relatively short-term research-oriented c~se  studies means that there is little information 
on the long-term trcnds of performance in any of the systems studied. Short-term studies give 
little opportunity to see if performance is improving or declining, and the lack of long-term 100 
performance indicators in the assessment process means that adverse and even irreversible 
changes are simply not being monitored. 
TARGET AND OBJECTIVE MISMATCHES 
In themajority  ofcase  studies some shortfall  is reported either in achieving  targets, in fulfilling 
objectives, or in both. It is obvious that without accurate data such shortfalls are inevitable, 
butitmaybepreciselybecauseofadverseinstitutionalpressuresthansystemoperatorsdo  not 
wish to report ‘%ad news.” 
The fmt step in the diagnosis framework presented in Figure 2.3 is to check whether 
appropriatedataexist. It is essentialthat  datacollection  be undertaken openly and objectively 
if realistic assessment of  performance is to rake place. The fact that shortfalls in meeting 
targetsorobjectivesarereportedshould  not initially beany cause for alarmordiscrimination: 
it is when those shortfalls are viewed as  persistent that evaluation must become more critical. 
Assuming data exist, and this is not the situation in all of the case studies, then the 
diagnosis can proceed to assessing whether the defined targets, if met, would actually meet 
the objectives. The examples from both Gal Oya and Maneungteung suggest that even when 
targets were met they did not meet the stated or presumed objectives for the system: in other 
words, the targets themselves included significant inequity of  water distribution while the 
system-level objective was stated as being to achieve equity. 
Some of the case studies show the opposite: cases where objectives have been fulfilled 
even though component targets may not have been fulfilled. Way Jepara shows fairly high 
levels of  equity, but the operational targets were not met. Perhaps this is because water 
conditions were highly  favorable (supply  far exceeding demand) so that there was  no 
incentivetoprecisclymeettargets.Certainlyefficiencyofwaterusewasvery  low, anexample 
of where the second part of the definition of performance is relevant. 
Whichever scenario is considered, however, it is obvious that there is little concern with 
better matching the system-level objectives with operational targets. At this stage of  the 
diagnosis it may not be possible to say which should be modified in the future, but it is clear 
thatthesystemisinherentlyoutofsynchronyandthiscanonlyperpetuatethesituation  where 
performance is lower than it could be. 
There is some evidence to suggest that operational targets are institutionalized, and 
remain static even if external or system-level objectives change. Such rigidity is the hallmark 
of bureaucratically administered systems rather than of  performance-oriented management 
systems. 
The worst case, and regrettably the one that seems to typify most of the case studies is 
that neither objectives nor targets were met to any great degree of precision. It may be that 
in most cases the managers are neither “doing things right” nor “doing the right thing.” This 
does not mean to say the systems are  catastrophes, but it does mean that there is tremendous 
potential to improve performance. 101 
ASSESSMENT OF OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
In the lower part of Figure 2.3 possible courses of action are addressed when neither objectives 
are fulfilled nor targets achieved. A basic conclusion here is that when neither objectives are 
fulfilled nor targets achieved, then any remedial action is going to take a lot longer. It will 
require a much more detailed  assessment of  the management process  in regard  to the 
organization for management, the mobilization ofresources. the utilization ofthose resources 
for operations and maintenance, and the management control process itself, if objectives or 
targets are not being fulfilled nor targets being achieved. 
Behind this statement is an implicit recognition that current management performance 
is sufficiently poor that the actual capacity of the organization to meet a given set of targets 
is unknown. The diagnosis directs the remedial measures towards establishing  a set of 
intermediate goals on the assumption that only when these have been achieved, and there is 
positive feedback for those involved, will there be overall improvements in management 
capacity to fulfill more ambitious sets of targets. 
A simple example comes from Kirindi Oya New, and more complex, irrigation designs 
proved initially to stress the management capacity of the irrigation agency. Once appropriate 
training, associated with computer modeling, took place, it proved possible to manage the 
system much more effectively. 
A conclusion that can be drawn at this stage is that where there appears to be widespread 
deficiency in both thephysicalsystemandthemanagementconditions,themosteffectivefirst 
steps will be to focus more on improving management rather than going for a technological 
solution. 
This may seem ratherconservative. butitaims atestablishing acapacity todo  thingsright 
fust,andthenseeiftheyarereallytherightthings.Thefocus!henswitches  toan increasingly 
detailed assessment of relative priorities for management attention. 
The lower part of Figure 2.3  gives the basic process by which a manager can determine 
which is likely to be the critical set of concerns. In many cases the critical issues will be in the 
field of operational implementation, while in others management of maintenance may be of 
greater significance. 'l%e  rationale for each decision in this part of the diagram is not spelled 
out in detail here, but a few underlying assumptions should be stressed. 
A management-oriented approach does not rule out the need under some circumstances 
either to  make physical changes in the system design or to increase the level of financial and 
humanresourccs. What it does do, however, is to view these measures as  necessary only when 
existing resources have been used to their full capacity. 
The case study of  rotations at Maneungteung, West Java, exemplifies this point. By 
improving objectives, implementation and monitoring through involvement of both agency 
staff and farmers, significant performance improvements resulted. 
Rehabilitation and modernization, for example, are legitimate strategies to improve 
output from a system, but should only be advocated under a specific set of conditions. This 
conditioniswhenevaluationdetermines  that theoperational targets wereappropriateto fulfill 
objectives, but were not feasible because of a deficiency in the physical condition of the 
system. Assuming that rehabilitation will automatically improve output is not appropriate if 
current management is deficient and is not addressed as a component of rehabilitation. 
Similarly, seekinggreaterfinancial resources is not necessarily a viable solution. It is true 
that avicious circle may be operating here: increased appropriations cannot bejustified based 102 
on current levels of output. but output cannot be improved with current levels of appropria- 
tions. Itisincumbentonagoodmanagertodemonstratethatfullusehasbeenmadeofexisting 
resources, and develop a set of  clear plans for the utilization of any increases in both financial 
and human resources. 
The case studies  from Pakistan  appear to  suggest  very  strongly that  management 
improvements,  particularly the management of  maintenance, are essential  in  improving 
overall water delivery performance. More complex technological solutions are less likely to 
be effective if the capacity to maintain simple infrastructure is inadequate. 
Assessment of operational performance is in large measure a site-specific activity. What 
is beingassessedisthedegreeofachievementofspecifichydraulicandothertargets,andtheir 
capacity to meet the system-specific objectives. 
Undertheseconditions. therefore, the primary motivationofamanager will be to increase 
performanceinabsolutetermsforthatsystem.  basedonatimeseriesviewofactually achieved 
performance. A good example would be the improvement of equity of water distribution: if 
this is a system objective and the manager consistently improves the achieved level of equity 
this is good performance irrespective of the situation encountered in any other system. 
ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE BETWEEN SYSTEMS 
It is more difficult and perhaps impossible to make many definite conclusions about the 
relative performance of different systems. Nevertheless, the overall environment in which an 
individual system is being operated must be taken into account when decisions have to be 
made in respect of  where to invest for improved performance in the future. 
The case studies are too diverse in both physical design and managerial environment to 
be definitive. Nevertheless, in respect ofcertain objectives that concern decision makers at 
levels higher than the individual system,thefollowingobservationscanbemade  basedon the 
available evidence. 
Equity 
Fixed division systems generally outperform gated systems in respect of equity: this is not a 
surprising conclusioninsofarasequity islargely builtintothesystem, butit suggeststhatwhen 
managers have greater operational flexibility at their disposal they do not use it to achieve 
greaterequity. 1ndeed.thereissomeevidencethattheflexibilityis  not utilizedbecausedesign 
assumptions on how gates will be  operated are not fulfilled: approximations in design 
dominate equity of water distribution rather than precise operational control. 
Reliability 
In terms of reliability, subsystems within largerhed  division systems 0th  outperform 
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system management: if there is good control at the system head and if maintenance is properly 
managed, then the fixed control infrastructure is effective in delivering water reliably. 
It is much more difficult to make any conclusions concerning either reliability or equity 
for small systems because there are less data available. In general, small systems are “self- 
monitored” by  water users, and there is less need to develop a long-term written historical 
database. It is widely assumed that smaller systems achieve higher levels of performance than 
larger ones: the evidence in the case studies discussed here is simply inadequate to come to 
any conclusion in this regard. 
Adequacy 
Assessing adequacy is also extremely difficult. In most fixed division systems it is an explicit 
obpxw=not  to giuefarmercasmxh we~as~theywettfd~iike  to have or could use. The 
principle behind many fixed division systems is to share inherently scarce water among as 
many users as possible. Adequacy can only be evaluated in terms of individual cropping 
decisions. 
The evidence suggests that in larger gated division systems despite the relatively greater 
investment in physical infrastructure, adequacy is not met. This is true for the Sri hkan, 
Indian and Indonesian examples where there are big differences between water deliveries and 
estimated demand. In all cases studied there appears to be no technical reason why these 
differences occur, and the obvious deduction is that management is weaker than required to 
effectively operate the infrastructure provided. 
One conclusion to be drawn from this is that investment decisions need to be guided as 
much by the evaluation of organizational and infrasuuctural capacity to manage systems as 
by the physical precision implied by selecting morecomplex technology. Where management 
is weak then provision of a complex system is not necessarily the best investment policy: 
simplicity in rules for operation and maintenance and simplicity in design of structllres may 
result in better performance. The corollary of this argument is that,  as indicated  above, 
upgrading control infrastructure can probably only be justified if the management capacity 
already is in place to take full advantage of it. CHAPTER 7 
Propositions for Improving Performance 
Tm  S~ON  omns a set of propositions that, if  followed by  irrigation managers, should 
provide the basis for moving towards performance-oriented management. They are based in 
part on the management principles outlined in this repon and in part on evidence from the 
various case studies of aspects of design-management interactions that appear to foster or 
inhibit high levels  ofperformance.  The propositions aredivided into four sets, the first  dealing 
with objective setting, the second with operational management, the third with information 
management and the fourth with management conditions. 
These four activities are not sequential. A properly managed organization relies on a 
continuouscycle ofplanning, implementation, and review of the management of the tangible 
resources available and the way in which the organization is structured and functions. It is 
accepted that there may  be improvements in efficiency and in outputs from the system if 
individualcomponentsofthisoverall packageare addressed, but it is not likelythat long-term 
sustained  performance will materialize without a more comprehensive approach to manage- 
ment of  irrigation systems. 
OBJECTIVE SETTING 
A fundamental component of  a managed organization is that there is a process that sets 
objectives, determines who is responsible for achieving them, and makes sure that all 
membas of  the management team  are fully aware of  and committed to achieving these 
objectives. 
Objectives must be simple and  clearly expressed  and  the  responsibilities for 
achieving them clearly defined. 
Thecase studies  show that high performance is only obtained in systems where there are 
clearly stated, simple objectives for water allocation and delivery. In the case studies from 
Egypt and  Argentina, for example, water delivery objectives  are clearly defined,  the operating 
rules understood. and short-term targets are largely achieved. In most other case studies the 
objectives  are unclear, let alone the operational targets. Thus,  there is little or no opponunity 
for stabilization of management inputs. 
System-level objectives must be based eilher on past  experience from that system, 
orfiom  system  fncing similar design and management conditions, rather than on 
arsumptions about what ought to be achieved in more generic terms. 
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It is common to find in the preparation of projects, whether system- or sector-oriented, 
thatobjectivesaredeveloped  whichdonotconform to thedesignofthesystem. Systems  based 
on proportional division, for example, do not have much flexibility to respond to short-term 
changes in agricultural demand. It is thus inappropriate to  judge the performance of system 
managers using indicators of agricultural output: the focus of performance assessment must 
be based on whether water delivery targets were achieved. 
Assessment oftheimpact ofdifferent levels ofpirformance is, however, quite legitimate. 
The case studies indicate that no clear distinction is made between performance assessment 
relating to specific objectives of managers and assessment of the impact of current manage- 
mentstrategiesonotheraspectsofperformance. Agoodmanager, given thenecessarycontrol 
over resouIccs. would normally be expected to concentrate on meeting a specific set of 
objectives. However, the same manager must also be aware of the impacts of these actions, 
and take action if the effect of those impacts is perceived as detrimental. 
Performance of irrigation managers must initially be based on theirfulfillment of 
a specified set of objectives. At the same time, there must be a parallel process of 
evaluation and reviews of the impacts of current management actions. 
There are  many reasons why objectives do not match system design. In some cases there 
is a need to justify initial investments based on a set of financial or economic criteria even 
though the motivation for the investment is political or strategic in nature. Systems designed 
to achieve objectives of resettlement or regional development, for example, are still assessed 
solelyon the basis ofthe valueofagricultural output because the intangibleobjectives cannot 
be so readily quantified. 
The case studies present contradictions of this nature: many of the countries have been 
highlysuccessful inachievingthe overallobjectiveofrice self-sufficiency, notably Indonesia, 
the Philippines and Sri Lanka, because of major investments in new systems or upgrading of 
older ones. In such cases, at least in the drive towards achieving that objective, efficiency of 
resource use is not a major objective. Indeed, if all systems in those countries performed as 
initially anticipated at the feasibility stage, there would be  a glut of production and prices 
would inevitably collapse. It is easy and probably inappropriate to criticize managers of 
systems in these countries for low water use efficiencies or for low cropping intensities when 
these may well reflect low prices and lack of demand. 
Performance assessment under these conditions is difficult because the manager may 
faceacompkxsetofobjectives,someofwhichmaybecontradictory.  It appearsthatalthough 
there is widespread recognition that there may be a direct trade-off between equity of water 
distribution  and overall  production, both  objectives  are included  in the assessment of 
performance, a real no-win situation because a manager can never fulfill both conditions. 
Higher levels of performance appear easier to obtain when the objective set is 
simple. Management for complex objective  sets, panicularly  where  different 
objectives require different actions overdifferent  time  frames, is extremely difficult 
unless there is an explicit recognition of their relative priorities. 
A manager faced with complex objective sets needs to know the relative importance of 
the different objectives. It is insufficient to draw up a list of  objectives (for managers) such 
as high production, equity of access to benefits. land settlement, efficient water use and 
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moment. Prioritized objectives existed in few of the case studies. There is some evidence that 
in theFayoumstudy the firstpriority is with avoidingrises in lake and water tableelevations, 
followed by equity of water distribution. In Viejo Retarno, the priorities appear reversed: 
equity of water distribution comes first, although there are opportunities for simultaneously 
minimizing rises in groundwater elevation. 
Objectives must reflect  the  nee&  of all participants: policymakers, planners, 
managers and users, rather than only of one or two groups. 
There is little evidence that objectives for each of these groups are  ever systematically 
matched together. A major cause of low performance may well be that the objectives of each 
pup  are  significantly different: water users may wish for more water, agency staff may wish 
to conserve it, planners may want equity. The result is that many systems are characterized 
by  a combination  of  formal  or official objectives  imposed  from above, and  informal 
objectives that develop within the system. If the assessment is based on the formal objectives 
alone, performance is likely to look quite poor. 
One way of  irnprovingperformance is by  strengthening  farmerparricipation in the 
annual or  seasoMlplanning  process anddeveloping operationalplans and targets. 
There is evidence from several of the case studies that performance is better where users 
arcinvolvedinsettingobjectives,  bothat thedesign stageand in thesubsequentdevelopment 
of operational plans, rather than just being given additional responsibility for operations and 
maintenance in accordance with objectives set by the agency alone. This is obvious for the 
smaller systems, such as  those of Nepal and lava, but appears equally true for Viejo Retamo 
and, briefly, for Maneungteung. In this study the high degree of adherence to the schedule 
requires  full and active participation from users and agency staff, a large contrast to systems 
characterized by high levels of conflict between users and agency staff. 
This participation does not have to be full-time. The Viejo Retamo case is one where the 
participation isconcentratedonly in the planningofoperations: implementation is undertaken 
byaparticularcadreofstaffoftheagency  withno farmer participation inoperations, but only 
in monitoring. 
Performance assessment requires an evaluation notjusr of output but of the setting 
of objectives and of the management of available resources in attempting to  furfill 
those objectives. 
Output in many systems covered in the case studies appears to fall well short of that 
quued  tofuUilltheobjectives: acornon  assumption in suchcases is  that performance was 
not adequate and needs to be improved. Far more frequently it appears that the objectives 
themselves were unrealistic: they represent adesire to achieve a level of perfection that is not 
possible. 
The case. studies show instances where human resources are insufficient to meet the 
objectives, such as in Indonesia.  In most cases,  individual  managers cannot mobilize 
additional manpower or financial resources by  themselves, and thus cannot be  held fully 
responsible for lower than desired outputs if these output targets are  imposed on them. A good 
manager should make sure  that the objectives accurately reflect the probable availability of 
physical,  manpower and financial resources: development of  objective sets that merely 
assume that resources will be available is not good management. 108 
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Once objectives have been clearly defined the next  task is to transform these into clear 
quantitative operational targets that are required of each individual within the hierarchy. 
Operationalization clearly includes both the structure of the decision-making process and the 
decisions themselves. It is therefore the dual task of managing the physical resources and the 
individuals within the system. 
Eachobjective has to be transformedintoasetofoperational  targetsthatmatch the 
responsibilities of each participant in the management process. 
A major weakness in most of the systems included in the case studies is the presence of 
a gap between objectives and targets. It is one thing to define a set of  objectives, but a 
completely different one to express these objectives in a set of practical and implementable 
targets. 
T%is is especially true in cases where the objectives refer to social objectives rather than 
outputs in terms of water distribution or agriculture, or where the objective is only feasible 
when several different agencies manage their resources in a coordinated fashion. 
The case studies show little or no evidence of responsiveness to the consequences of a 
particular level of performance for the secondary impacts of irrigation on sustainability or 
income distribution. In some respects this is not only because the responsibilities of any 
particular group do not cover these objectives, but because there are few guidelines on 
alternative  operational strategies that would fulfill these objectives without undermining the 
achievements towards other objectives. 
It is unrealistic to expect managers at system level to develop or modify operational 
targets unilaterally tharwill meet objectivesdeveloped in the external environment. 
Inmanyofthecaseshldiesobjectiveshandeddownfromnationallevelarenotachieved. 
In some cases this can be attributed to the addition of new objectives that were not included 
atthe  timethesystems wereestablished. Whenobjectivespeadded toanestablished set,then 
it is important that system-level managers are given guidance on how to achieve them. 
Equally common, however, is the situation where operational targets do not change even 
though there are  significant changes in national objectives: operational  I ules in many systems 
have stagnated for years. 
Many system-level managers believe they are evaluated on criteria over which they have 
little or no responsibility; they also feel that they are given no guidance on how to attain a 
specified level of output. This is partly true but it is also expected that good management 
would lead to the establishment of system-specific  targets and achieve them using available 
moluces. 
Targetsmust beguantifiedtofacilitate  monitoring, andasetofstandnrdsdeveloped 
to enable evaluation to be undertaken. 
Many targets remain abstractions: if they cannot be quantified it is difficult to see how 
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A clear example of this arises in the case of equity objectives for water distribution. 
Equity is an expression of the relative shares of resources that each person is  entitled to. Each 
system has its own definition of equity, and until this is quantified into percentage share or 
discharge targets, effective management of available water is not possible. This process of 
quantification carries with it the implicit assumption that there are indicators available that 
can measure the extent to which targets were met. 
From the perspective of evaluation the process has to go one step further. Evaluation 
carries with it a set ofjudgments as to whether a set of outputs is considered acceptable given 
the resources available, and thus it enables an assessment of whether management perfor- 
mance was good or bad. 
In  the  case of  equity,  for example, the Interquartile  Ratio provides  a  measure  of 
distributionofaccess to water. However, withoutknowing whether the water right isanequal 
share or someotherproportion, it is notpossible tocornpare IQRdatafromdifferentsystems. 
INFORMATION FEEDBACK AND MANAGEMENT CONTROL 
Management systemsincludecontrol mechanisms: theseassess whether targets arebeing met, 
ensure that individuals are doing what they are supposed to do and provide feedback into the 
next phase of planning and objective setting. Although control is an essential condition for 
management, it is often weak or missing. 
Without good and accurate information there can be no progress towards pefor- 
mance-oriented management. 
The basic condition of comparison of actual and target conditions requires that there be 
sufficient information notjust to make that comparison but to contribute to an understanding 
of why the desired level of output was or was not achieved. 
Thecasestudiessuggestthatinanumberofcasesagricultural  output was acceptableeven 
though the water delivery targets were not being met. This is possible if managerial inputs 
from water users are adjusted to compensate for uncertainties in water deliveries. It may also 
be that excess water deliveries were made. If there is an effective system of control it will, in 
the long run, lead to both target achievement and efficiency of resource use. The more 
common symptoms of complacency because objectives were met do not mean any guarantee 
of sustained performance into the future. 
Management cannot operate as a black box when either the internal or external 
environmental conditions are changing: it is essential that managers understand 
how to  achieve particular targets under one set of conditions so that they can make 
appropriate operational changes when other conditions change. 
If operations are based only on the assessment of outputs, then a long-term managerial 
strategy does not result. Similarly, there may be a lot of experience built up with individuals 
but when they depart thereislittleor no residual understanding ofhow systems work. Indeed, 
rapid  transfer  in  an  environment  where  there  are few  clear objectives  strongly  favors 
administrative types of control over managerial ones: the tasks and rules remain unchanged 
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The common tendency to report that targets have been achieved when in reality they 
have not is completely alien to the concept ofperformance-oriented management. 
Onedepressingcharacteristicofalmostall  ofthecasestudiesis that very littleof thedata 
presented came directly from those involved inmanagement of the  irrigation systems. Instead, 
the data came from additional or external studies and may not reflect the internal information 
base on which managers can make informed judgments on how to better manage available 
resources. 
Pressures to conform to  and not embarrass colleagues mean that it is  convenient to report 
what people want to hear rather than report what actually happened. At this point data 
collection becomes a pointless exercise. 
Information on the levels of target achievement and the consequences foragricul- 
rural output must be directly integrated into the management structure. 
There are many cases where monitoring programs have been established only to wither 
anddieinashortperiodoftime.  Whilethishasoftenledtoasearchforalternativeparameters 
or monitoring techniques, the fundamental problem is that unless a manager desires to use 
information  in a constructive manner there is  no  incentive or utility  in  collecting  that 
information. 
This is why there is little evidence from the case studies that modern technology for 
information management is being widely adopted. There are few instances of the use of 
existing computer models to assess alternative operational and maintenance strategies. Such 
models enabling  testing of different scenarios without jeopardizing agricultural  output 
facilitate speedy processing of datacollected through routine monitoring activities. In many 
cases the technology exists but the institutional conditions do  not. 
INSTITUTIONAL AND OTHER MANAGEMENT CONDITIONS 
The final set of propositions relates to the institutional conditions within which systems are 
managed. All the best management advice in the world will have little or no impact if the 
organization is not willing to adopt performance-oriented management techniques. 
Performance-oriented management requires a set of  incentives and commensurate 
accountabilify throughout the management structure. 
Management, by its very nature, is not a static activity. There is constant change within 
irrigation systems and in the external environment. If the same management decisions are 
made year after year, they rapidly become inappropriate to the changing needs of systems and 
the sector as a whole. 
The case studies suggest, however. that the decision-making process is largely static at 
system level because there are few rewards for improved performance, and little accountabil- 
ity for failing to achieve a predetermined set of targets. Under these conditions the process 
of setting targets and then evaluating performance based on an assessment of  the degree of 
achievement of those targets becomes an abstraction. 111 
Large irrigation  agencies, particularly those where salaries, promotions,  and other 
incentives are not linked to performance, are highly resistant to change and there are few 
examples  of such changes occurring as aconsequence of internal debate and planning. Where 
change has occurred, it has tended to come from outside the agency. 
Evaluation  of  performance  in  respect  of  each  objective  requires  an  explicif 
statement of who is, and who is nor, responsible for atraining that objective. 
Systems that have simple water allocation objectives, such as those relying on propor- 
tional division of available water, enable clear distinctions to be made between performance 
in terms of water deliveries and agricultural output performance. In such systems, as long as 
water is delivered as promised,  the system manager cannot, in  the short term, be held 
accountable for failure to meet production targets: these are the direct responsibility of 
farmers in conjunction with any agencies  providing agricultural support services.  This seems 
to be the case in the Fayoum and Viejo Retamo systems. When water delivery targets are not 
met, such as in the Pakistan case studies, the impact of  water delivery performance of system 
managers is directly visible in terms of agricultural output performance. 
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Failure to clearly define responsibilities for  achieving objectives appears to lead 
almost inevitably to lower levels of performance. 
In systems where there are more than one group of participants, then the definition of 
specific responsibilities is essential: the term “joint management” might be better expressed 
as “coordinated management.” Planning can be undertaken jointly, with different groups 
expressing their desires and their constraints, but a necessary outcome of this process is that 
each group knows where it has full responsibility: joint responsibility for implementation to 
achieve certain objectives is not a satisfactory condition if there is no parallel system of joint 
accountability or joint benefit. 
Accountability  requires that there be specified targefs  or contracts at poinrs of 
transfer  of  management  responsibility  which  enable  all parties to determine 
whetherrheagreedlevelofservice hasactually beenachievedandfoassess  causes 
offailures fo  meet the ferms of  this confract. 
Withoutsuchacontract it is highly unlikely that either strategy will besuccessful because 
the basic condition of performance assessment, the comparison of  actual and target condi- 
tions, will be absent. 
The transition from current practices to performance-oriented  management will  be 
difficult: it requires changes in planning, in operations, in control and in the institutional 
setting. The transition requires that patience and understanding are present to tolerate false 
starts and mistakes during this process. 
Irrigation management always occurs in an uncertain environment. The best laid plans 
will inevitably fail at times despiteevery effort to avoid this happening. Administered systems 
are generally not tolerant of deviations from rules, even though there may be quite legitimate 
reasons for those deviations; a management-oriented approach will use these deviations as  a 
learning experience rather than pretending they did not happen. 
A management approach should not, of course,  be used as an excuse to tolerate repeated 
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mance. The case studies suggest that  the same errors  are made repeatedly because the 
organizations involved cover up internally and blame other participants in the management 
process. CHAPTER 8 
Sustaining Irrigation Performance 
LONG-TERM ASPECTS OF PERFORMANCE 
CHAPTERS 4 AND 5 largely focused on short-term aspects of performance as a consequence of 
the physical design of the system: indicators  utilized included water distribution, its utility for 
irrigated agriculture, and some assessment of outputs such as yield, cropping intensity, and 
irrigated area. These indicators are most likely to be those used by system managers because 
they are directly related to the seasonal and intra-seasonal goals that they helped to establish. 
Ofincreasing concern, however, is theissueoflonger-termimpactsofirrigation,  and the 
consequences of continuing current management practices on the sustainability of irrigation 
systems. Irrigation which is poorly managed has the capacity to be self-destructive, 
One set of concerns addresses issues of sustainability  of performance with current levels 
of management inputs. A major failing, reflected in many of the case studies, is that current 
output indicators do  not show trends. Monitoring and information management requirements 
to determine trends are different to those required for determining short-term performance. 
A second type of concern is whether the management system is capable of responding 
to changes in existing objectivescaused by changes in conditions external tothe system itself. 
Agencies that are more administrative than managerial in nature are  less likely to respond to 
such changes because reassessment of objectives and resources is not built into the monitor- 
ing-evaluation-response cycle. 
The extent to which the irrigation system managers are receptive to these concerns is a 
reflectionbothoftheeffectivenessofanyevaluationprocess  thatexists toassess performance 
over time, and the effectiveness of any process that assesses the links between target setting 
and fulfillment of objectives. 
In thevastmajorityofcasesthereisacleargapbetweenmanagementatsystemleveland 
the objective setting!evaluation  process conducted at higher levels. Short-term evaluations 
incorporated into the process of  setting annual, seasonal or daily targets rarely consider 
longer-term issues: more commonly, management is concerned with fulfilling short-term 
informal objectives developed jointly between system operators and water users. 
SUSTAINABILITY OF PERFORMANCE WITHOUT EXTERNAL 
CHANGE 
All of the case studies included in Chapters 4 and 5 describe short-term performance levels, 
but they do not address the wider issue of  whether these levels  are  sustainable  into the future 
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given thecurrent management system. This makes it difficult todiscuss sustainability and the 
consequences of continuing to perform at current levels at system level. 
Waterlogging, Salinity and Soil Degradation 
The case studies suggest that system managers are not very concerned with whether  the 
physical resourcebaseoftheirrigableareaisbeing sustained. Activemanagement in  response 
to lake levels within the Fayoum in Egypt is the notable exception, wheredischarges into areas 
that drain directly into Lake Qarun are reduced to avoid the rise of water level above a 
specified limit. Other case studies are less encouraging. 
The Viejo Retamo case study provides an example of how groundwater levels could be 
managed through an effective monitoring program.  Research  indicates that groundwater 
fluctuations me directly linked to the ratio of  water requirement to delivered water, not to 
rainfall (Figure 8.1).  If deliveries are reduced during periods of low evapotranspiration the 
water table level can be kept below danger levels. 
The simplicity of objectives of this system means that it is possible to simultaneously 
achieve equity and reliability while maintaining a concern for long-term productivity of the 
agriculturalsystem. Adequacy is notan operationalobjective; it islefttoindividualsand water 
usergroups toadjusttheir cropping patterns tomeet the planned waterdelivery schedule.  Yet, 
at least as  far as the case study is concerned, there is no evidence that the management guide 
has been adopted. 
Environmental concerns are of great importance  to  sustainability of  agriculture  in 
Pakistan. At one level, current output performance is relatively disappointing as  indicated by 
cropping intensities, cropping patterns or yields. There is some evidence that wheat yields per 
unit of water in Pakistan are highest when farmers have access to a combination of surface 
water, shallow tubewells and deep tubewells (Bhatti et al. 1989). Nevertheless, access to 
surface water appears to determine certain cropping choices: more rice is grown by farmers 
with reliable access to surface water supplies because it is cheaper and of better quality, and 
cropping intensities are highest in areas where surface water supplies are most abundant 
(Vander Velde 1990). 
Most important, however, is the question of salinity resulting from under-irrigation. 
Canal waterindistributarieshaslowsalinity(ECof0.2),andisusedbyfarmerstocompensate 
for high usage of lower quality tubewell water: in upper-end areas shallow groundwater has 
ECvaluesof0.75 to 1.25,deterioratingto2.0oraboveintail-endareas.Evidenceismounting 
that the present intensity ofgroundwater use is leading to soil salinization in areas of relatively 
good quality groundwater and this is depressing both yields and cropping intensity (Kijne et 
al. 1990). The solution to this problem is to use surface water for leaching, but this is not an 
option available to many tail-end farmers because of the inequitable distribution of canal 
water under current management inputs. Fixed orifice systems have severe limitations in any 
strategy to provide short-duration additional supplies for leaching. 
It is true that both waterlogging and salinity are recognized once they have built up to a 
level where production is being lost, but there is comparatively less success in establishing 
an early warning system that would facilitate management responses to alleviation of the 
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This is partly due to institutional factors, where watertable monitoring, salinity monitor- 
ing, surface water management, and deep tubewell management are undertaken by different 
government organizations. Farmers are completely and independentlyresponsible  for private 
shallow tubewell development and management. 
There has been a technological fix to  the problem, once it had  arisen, through the 
installation of drainage systems, but because installation and operational costs for drainage 
systems are rapidly rising, there is now an increasing concern with fmding alternative ways 
to alleviate the problem. Changed system management practices could help but they require 
major changes in the timing and volume ofwater deliveries to tertiary blocks, a situation not 
feasible with the existing design. Further, production objectives must be modified if water 
allocations are modified to minimize salinity build-up. 
Some authorities have expressed  concern that  soil  fertility may be  declining  as a 
consequence of continuous irrigation, particularly in humid tropical rice-based irrigation 
systems that result in anaerobic soil conditions for months or even years on end. 
These physical changes are the direct consequence of system operations, and yet there 
is no simple set of methodologies for system managers to adopt that allows a sustainable 
balance between short-term output targets and long-term sustainability to be pursued. 
Health 
There are increasing concerns with the impact of irrigation on the prevalence of water-borne 
diseases, vectors such as mosquitoes or snails, and contamination of drinking water from 
agricultural inputs such as fertilizer and pesticides. All ofthese lead to a decline in the quality 
of life and the physical capacity of farmers and their families to maintain production. 
For vector-borne and water-borne diseases there is already a good understanding of the 
hydrologic conditions that favor or reduce the incidence of diseases, but little progress 
appears to have been made in transforming these into operational rules or guidelines for 
system managers. Health hazards ftom irrigation are still viewed merely as a cost that has to 
be paid for for maintaining production rather than as an integral part of the objective set to 
be considered when drawing up shorter-term plans for water allocation and distribution. 
Inequitable Access to Benefits of Irrigation 
Effective and efficient irrigation performance depends heavily on the mutual cooperation of 
all involved. There can be little doubt that water allocation and distribution play a significant 
role in determining whether such cooperation exists. 
When water is insufficient to meet demands ofall, there may be benefits in terms ofgross 
production in concentrating water delivery within a limited portion ofthe system. However, 
this strategy has to be weighed against the long-term social cost ofdepriving the same group 
offarmers ofwater each time. Ifa  long-term objective ofthe system is to provide equal access 
to water to all beneficiaries then allocation plans and distribution practices must reflect this 
objective. 
At the system level there is plenty of evidence from the case studies that current water 
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almostalwayssufferadisproportionate  burden when water isinshortsupply; thisoften results 
in conflict and disruption of management of the System. 
The  case studies show a wide variety of approaches to this issue. In the more arid areas 
such as Egypt and Pakistan, water allocation principles share deficits equally among farmers, 
even though in practice this may not be actually achieved. 
In humid areas, however, the picture is more confused. Way Jepara in Indonesia shows 
an  effort to spread deficits equally to all users over a two-year period, albeit with a potential 
loss  of  production  in  wetter  years as  a consequence.  Other  case studies,  such  as  at 
Maneungteung, Gal Oya and Tungabhadra, are examples of how operational practices can 
continuously favor head-end farmers at theexpense of those at the tail. In systems of this type 
itisnotsurprisingtofindlandab;u?donmentattheendsofmanycanals,ahighleveloffriction 
between farmers and agency staff and conflicts within the farming community. 
The LTRIS case study indicated positive benefits from an intervention aimed at a more 
equitable sharing of access to water. Similarly, the establishment of farmer organizations in 
Gal Oya in association with rehabilitation, enabled farmers to participate in water allocation 
decisions at secondary, subsystem and system levels. Engineers operating the system both 
before and after the establishment of farmer organizations report that conflicts were reduced 
dramatically, and that water distribution was far more equitable by the end of the project. 
Despite these relative successes, there is little evidence that these gains were sustained long 
beyond the period of intervention. 
A second dimension of inequitable access is the problem of reduced benefits of irrigation 
for landless families, women and other disadvantaged groups. None of the case studies show 
any evidence of specific management strategies to accommodate these interests. Unfortu- 
nately, this is not unexpected. Whenever unequal access to resources is not directly related 
to spatial distribution of water at the main system level, system managers have little or no 
opportunity to modify allocation and distribution procedures to favor a particular group 
within the farming community as a whole. In larger systems it remains largely beyond the 
scope  of irrigation system managers to  find ways of targeting the disadvantaged;  this requires 
action at the community level. 
In  small systems.  particularly  those  where a new  water  source  is  created  through 
installation  of  tubewells,  there  are opportunities to  establish  water  rights  for targeted 
disadvantaged groups. In Bangladesh and India there have been pump groups created that are 
operated by landless people and women, enabling them to earn an income through selling of 
water and charging for a water distribution service. A long-term indicator of success of this 
approach is, of course, the extent to which additional income is reserved for maintenance and 
replacement of pumping equipment. 
MANAGEMENT RESPONSE TO EXTERNAL CHANGES 
Noneofthecasestudiesreveal any significant concern with long-tennchanges  in theexternal 
resources and conditions that affect the potential of the system to maintain performance into 
the future. To some extent this may be because case studies by their very nature tend to be 
short-term views of performance, concentrated into one or two seasons. They may also be 
based in some way on a diagnostic approach within the context of some form of special study 
so that longitudinal aspects are missing, and trends cannot be observed. 1 I7 
There are, however, institutional factors affecting the capacity or interest of agencies 
responsible for irrigation management to respond to external changes. Because they do not 
have a direct role in managing these external changes, it is easier to ignore them than respond 
to them. The interest of most irrigation maiagement agencies is likely to remain short term, 
particularly in organizations where transfer is frequent and there is little or no response to 
actual levels of performance. 
A few examples of external factors that create changes in the resource base available to 
the system, or which change demand for outputs from the system are briefly discussed below. 
Competition for Water Resources 
In none of the case studies covered was there any evidence of effective monitoring and 
analysis of water resource availability at the head of the system. Some  of the studies reported 
clearrulesas  to how to respond to short-term, within-season changes in water availability, but 
what appears to be lacking is any systematic process whereby water resource availability is 
seen as a long-term concern that feeds directly into the annual planning process. 
At the same time, it is clear that water resource allocations for irrigation are under threat 
in many of  the countries included  in  the case studies. Typical causes of this threat are 
increasing demands for water From nonagriculture sectors such as domestic water supply, 
industry, aquaculture or hydropower generation. A recently emerging trend in a number of 
countries is aconcern forwater quality,resulting in the establishment ofminimumdischarges 
in rivers to sustain acceptable quality standards. This may lead to  changes in the total volume 
of water available for irrigation, as is already occurring in East Java. 
Giventhatmanyofthesystemsincludedinthecasestudiesareabletoabsuactwaterfrom 
rivers with relatively little control or concern for downstream discharge conditions, it is not 
surprising that these concerns are not included in the management strategies of irrigation 
agencies. It is inevitable that appropriate responses will have to be developed in the not too 
distant future as water gets increasingly scarce. 
In the Small-Scale Irrigation Turnover Project in Indonesia, for example. it has become 
apparent that watercourse management, which involves sharing of water between existing 
systems and decision making over creation of  new systems, is an essential component of the 
objective of turning over all systems less than 500 ha to farmers. It is interesting to note that 
this function isalready undertaken for allofEastern Bali by the high priest ofthe water temple 
system. who must authorize every change in water abstraction from rivers (Lansing 1991). 
Declining Water Resources Availability 
A related issue is that of decreasing water resource availability, irrespective of  whether 
demand is increasing or not. Watershed changes, such as deforestation and soil erosion, can 
change the hydrology, flood pattern and sediment load downstream. The  implications for 
reservoir life lengths, and the increased load on maintenance staff in run-of-the-river systems 
are obvious. 118 
These long-term changes in water availability require commensurate changes to water 
allocations made during the annual plan  process. However, the case studies provide  no 
evidence that such long-term changes are being recognized by irrigation system managers. 
Groundwater extraction faces related problems.  Water tables  in some locations are 
dropping sufficiently rapidly that shallow wells, and in a few cases even deep tubewells, can 
no longer pump water. 
Changes in Agricultural Demand 
Changes in government policies towards the agriculture sector may have profound impact on 
the way irrigation systems are managed. 
In the case studies where water is divided by fixed structures. such as Egypt, Pakistan, 
Argentina, and the small ~ystems  of Nepal and Indonesia, most management change will have 
to occur  within the boundaries of the tertiary block water allocations cannot change without 
major redesign of all division structures. It is the responsibility of fanners to decide, either 
independently or in small groups, how to respond to incentives to move from one cropping 
pattern to another. 
In systems where there is flexible control over water delivery there should, in theory, be 
plenty of scope forresponse to changes in agricultural demand such as diversification  away 
horn rice to other crops following the achievement of rice self-sufficiency. However, there 
is little evidence from the case studies from either Sri Lanka or Indonesia that any systematic 
revision of operational rules and guidelines for systems has taken place to enable managers 
to serve the needs of farmers who have changed or who wish to change from rice to another 
crop. Results from the Philippines indicate that experimentation with water management at 
system level in diversifying systems is still continuing. 
Pakistan shows an anomalous situation: diversification is to some extent from non-rice 
to rice, because of  the high export price for Basmati rice. This has placed pressure on the 
system becauseextensive rice cultivation is not possible under existing water allocation rules. 
There is evidence of  significant conflict over water at the start of the wet season as more 
influential farmers attempt to establish large areas of rice. 
Despite  this  exception,  themost productive and diverse  systems  in the  case  studies appear 
to be those with simple allocation and operational rules. As long as water supply is reliable 
farmers appear quite flexible in their cropping choices to respond to agricultural changes. 
Surprisingly, where there is greater potential flexibility in water deliveries, notably in the 
humid tropics, there tends to be less diversification. 
Financial Sustainability 
Many irrigation agencies are facing financial crises at the present time. This is in part because 
they were able to grow rapidly in parallel with the massive investments in new construction 
but, as the levels of construction leveled off and then declined, income into the agencies was 
reduced commensurately. The traditional levels of financing of operation and maintenance 
costs  provided  through  annual  recurrent  budgets  are too  small  to  meet  the increased 
establishment but many governments cannot readily dismiss surplus staff. 119 
Most irrigation agencies feel that if only the O&M appropriation were increased, they 
could do  a betterjob managing the systems. Many policymakers remain unconvinced, feeling 
that past performance does not justify increased expenditure. The standoff continues, but 
there are other changes to consider. 
Many governments,  either unilaterally or under pressure from lending agencies are 
attempting to reduce annual appropriations. not just for irrigation but across the board. 
Irrigation agencies that are not self-financingface great difficulties in maintaining theirO&M 
budget, and a huge proportion of what is made available has to go to staff costs rather than 
to improving operations or maintenance. 
TheperformanceconsequencesofchargingfarmersforpartorallofO&Mcostsarealso 
not clear: roles and responsibilities of agencies have toundoubtedly change because they will 
have to be more responsive to the needs of the users who will foot the bill. 
The recent trends of turnover of O&M responsibilities to farmers at tertiary and even 
secondary level, and the handover of full O&M responsibilities for smaller systems, may well 
have an impact on the performance of systems. However, it is too early to find good data 
following these changes. 
Competition for Land or Labor 
One final exampleofexternalchangeiscompetition  for non-water resources, notably for land 
and for labor. 
In the Maneungteung case, actual irrigated land was about 10 percent less than officially 
reported. This is symptomatic of the tremendous demand on land for housing and other 
nonagriculturalpurposes. Similartrendscankseenin  all areasofdensepopulation,andthese 
inevitably lead to decreases in irrigation potential. 
In Malaysia and other Asian countries experiencing rapid industrialization, agricultural 
land is king abandoned because other sectors offer better and perhaps more congenial 
employment  opportunities.  Malaysia has  abandoned its policy  of  rice  self-sufficiency, 
promoting higher-value agro-industrial crops instead. Significant areas of former rice lands 
are now left idle. 120 
Figure. 8.1. Effecf of irrigation management on groundwater, Viejo  Retamo, Argentina. 
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Conclusions 
GIVEN THE  DIVERSE nature and expectations of the case studies included in this paper it is 
difficult to come to definitive conclusions. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a number of 
general conclusions that have relevance for future activities. 
The case studiesshow little evidence ofperformance-responsive  mgement  being 
undertaken by the various agencies concerned. 
The evidence from the majority of  the case studies is that irrigation system are not 
managed in response to performance. Where operational or maintenance rules are indicated 
in the case studies, they are most often routinized rather than made in response to actual field 
conditions. Virtually none of the case studies indicate the actual objectives of operating the 
system, thereby removing a major component of the performance assessment process. 
There is strong evidence that actual conditions do not coincide with the stated targets in 
most of the case studies. However, given the data available, it is hard to distinguish between 
those cases where the mismatch between desired and actual conditions is deliberate,  in 
response to legitimate changes at field level, and those cases where it is the result of poor 
control. 
Where irrigation managers do  not state their objectives clearly, they run the risk of 
having objectives imposed on them by others. 
Most of the case studies  describe performance in terms of ageneral set of objectives that 
are assumed to apply more or less universally. This is certainly true of indicators that refer 
to  equity, reliability and adequacy. These may not necessarily be the objectives for a particular 
system, although they are of interest in a comparative sense. 
This difference between the objectives ofan individual system and those at a wider level 
is an important one. Clearly, it would be impossible to expect every system to contribute 
equally tothenationalgoals, although thetotalsumoftheircontributionsshouldapproximate 
the wider objectives. An important task for managers ought to be to distinguish clearly 
between thoseobjectivesthey seeas  being oflocal or site-specific importanceand those which 
are part of the wider sector view. 
In assessing individual system performance, those responsible for undertaking perfor- 
mance assessments should try to determine which objectives are priorities at system level. If 
they do not succeed in identifying local objectives (and the authors here may be guilty in this 
respect) then assessment will be based on the imposition of wider objectives rather than on 
those objectives actually viewed as important at the system level. 
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The case studiesprovide lirrle or  no information on the instirurional or organiza- 
tional  condirions  in  the  systems described: if is  very diflcuir ro  make  a  rrue 
assessment of design-management interactions wirhour such information. 
Most of the case studies describe the physical design of the system (although this had to 
be supplemented by personal knowledge in several cases) but few describe the management 
conditions in any form at all. It is therefore easy to fall into the trap of linking performance 
tm  much to  the physical conditions  and ignoringthe contribution ofthe management structure 
to actual performance achieved. 
In many countries, including those represented in the case studies. governments spend 
less and less in real terms on system operation and maintenance. This means that managerial 
capacityislikelytobeweakerthaninthepast,and  thismustaffectperformance.  Whileit may 
beassumedthattheorganizational  structure and institutional conditions aredesigned to match 
the management requirements of a particular design, there is some evidence to suggest this 
isnotthecase: manyoftheStatelrrigationDepartmentsinIndiaandPakistanaremoreorless 
similar in structure and purpose even though the system designs vary significantly. 
Simple designs and simple operational rules rend to result in performance ar least 
as  good as that in complex systems, and may even ourperform them in absolute 
terms. 
In a more positive light, one conclusion that appears to emerge from the case studies is 
that simplicity  tends to  lead to  better performance. This is true both for  simple  physical designs 
and for simple operational rules and targets: where they are combined it is easier to meet 
targets. 
l%ecounterargument  is that simple targets ma? be too modest and may be too inflexible. 
This is  undoubtedly true. Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that where the systems have a 
highdensity  of operablecontrol structures,  oracomplex set of operational procedures, or both 
simultaneously. overall performance is no better and is frequently worse than where design 
and management conditions are simple. 
llis  study concludes that increasing the control potential of an irrigation system without 
addressing managerial capacity is highly unlikely to lead to improved performance. Con- 
versely, improving management of a system can lead to performance improvement without 
any physical improvements whatsoever. The more successful case studies reinforce this 
conclusion strongly. 
The  prospects  for  sustaining performance improvements into the furure are weak 
if  there is  no institutionalized framework for responding  effectively ro acrually 
achieved performance. 
All of the case studies are short-term snap shots of conditions over one or two seasons: 
no long-term studies are reported. There is some circumstantial evidence that performance 
improvements resulting from such short-term managerial intervention may not be sustained. 
The reason  for this is almost inevitably the consequence of the lack of  a performance 
aSSeSsment framework within agencies than enables managers to rapidly identify deviations 
from  the implementation plan and take appropriate  remedial action both in the short term and 
within the annual or seasonal planning time frame. 123 
Few of  the case studies show any evidence of  concern  for sustaining the physical 
resource base necessary for productive irrigated agriculture. 
Few case studies show evidence of  managers using long-term indicators of the overall 
condition of physical resources. In the cases reported by ILRI in Egypt and Argentina, and 
IlMI inPakistan, referencesaremade  to waterloggingandsalinity; all othercasestudiesshow 
a short-term focus only. 
It is arguable that a system manager may find it extremely difficult to manage for both 
the short term and the long term. Even if this is true, however, there is little sign that long-term 
monitoring activities are fed back into the annual or seasonal planning activity in such a way 
as to modify existing water or crop allocations or areas authorized for cultivation. 
Opportunities for the Future 
Many of the conclusions given above require verification. The use of secondary case studies 
thatcontaininsufficientinformation  will,inthelongrun,needtobereplacedbyasetofmore 
focused in-depth studies that address the management process, and identify more precisely 
the complex relationships between system design, planning, implementation and control. 
The need for more data through a set of carefully implemented case studies is obvious. 
It is always difficult to use secondary data, particularly where the objectives of those studies 
may be quite diverse. A systematic approach to measurement of output and management 
performance, taking into consideration institutional and resource conditions, islikely  to result 
in a much clearer understanding of the factors that affect performance. 
Futurestudies need tomove well beyondthemain focusreportedhereofcanaloperations 
and maintenance: this focus was dictated in large measure by the inconsistency between case 
studies on the depth and breadth of information on other aspects of  system management 
conditions and performance in respect of agriculture or economic development. Similarly, 
future studies have to include greater concern for environmental and social conditions which 
have the capacity to undermine agricultural stability if they are not made part ofthe  objective 
set for system managers. 
The paper  has attempted to address the shortfalls that exist in current management 
practices in relation only lo water delivery in the canal system. There can be  little doubt that 
what is required in the future is the implementation of  a performance-responsive framework 
that managers and planners can use, and a parallel set of more consistent and more focused 
performance  case studies  in a range of  physical  and institutional environments.  If  this 
combination of intervention and knowledge improvement can be undertaken, then we are 
confident that this will be the basis for more sustainable, performance-oriented irrigation 
management in the future. References 
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Glossary 
This  glossary provides definitions of the objectives and performance-related indicators used through- 
out the text. 
Objectives 
This  report refers to three primary objectives for an imgation system. Although these are described 
separately  below, it is obvious that they are interrelated: unless it isclearly  specified that thesystemdoes 
notintend  tomeetoneormoreoftheseobjectives,assessmentofonlyoneortwoofthem  willbeunlikely 
to fully describe performance in respect of water delivery. 
Adequacy 
Adequacy is a measure of the degree to which water deliveries meet soil-plant-water  requirements. A 
system that has adequacy objectives anticipates delivering water in sufficient volume at appropriate 
times toavoid potential yield~uctions~u~  by periodsofwatershores~atc~te  slressinplants. 
Many systems do not have adequacy as a water delivery objective because there is insufficient water 
inrelationtolandresourcestopermitallfarmerstocultivatetheirlandstotheirfullextent.Undersuch 
conditionsadequacycanonlybemanagedby individuals. who havetomaltechoicesastoareairrigat~ 
or type of crop grown, thereby regulating their own demand to  meet the expected water delivery 
schedule. 
Epw 
Quity  is an  expression of the share for each individual or group that is considered fair by all system 
members. It must not be confused with equality, which is only one specific equity condition. In 
designing irrigation systems there is a tendency to equate equity with equality by  assuming that 
satisfying adequacy is the overriding water delivery objective, and that water demand can be directly 
related to unit irrigable area (or a modificatiou thereof if enough is known of different soil or other 
physical conditions that alter adequacy values). 
The experience fmm many small systems is that shares for individuals are highly variable, based on a 
reflection of other social valw  within the community.  The same is true in societies that rely on water 
righls, be they first-come-first-served,  inherited. allocated or purchased. 
Most standard indicators  referring to equity actually measure equality. This  is not merely a matter of 
statistical  convenience: because the concept of equity is different in each community. it requires prior 
investigation before it can be quantified. 
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Reliability 
Reliability is an expression of confidence in the irrigation system to deliver water as promised. In 
continuous flow systems it refers primarily to the expectation that a particular water level or discharge 
will he  met or exceeded. Under such conditions, variabilily is the main concern. although only when 
water levelsdropbelow  a minimum value: if adequacy objectives are  met, then variability  is of relatively 
minor concern. 
Where flow is intermittent, due to rotational irrigation or other water-sharing  arrangements,  it also has 
to describe the predicrability of the time when  flow will  start and stop. The effectiveness of  each 
irrigation turn in meeting either adequacy or equity objectives depends on the time of the turn,  the 
volumedelivered.andthep~ictabiIityof  Ihelengthoftheturnandthelengthoftheintervalbetween 
turns. 
Iffarmerscanbecertain whenirrigation waterisgoingtoanive,thentheycanmaketheirowncmpping 
choices to provide the level of adequacy they are willing to  accept. Unreliable supplies are likely to 
prove a major and insurmountable constraint to high agricultural output. 
Performance-Related Indicators 
A number of  performanwrelated indicators have been used in the repon. While most will be familiar 
to readers, a brief description of a few of them is provided for clarification. 
Delivery Performance Rarw (DPRJ. The Delivery Performame Ratio iS an  expres.sion  of the actual 
discharge divided by target discharge at any location in an irrigation systcm. 
In the text, references have bem made to “upstream DPR:”  this is the actual discharge reaching a 
structure divided hy the total of target discharges for all canals at that structure. Comparison of DPR 
in each downstream canal with upstream DPR helps determine how water surplus or deficit is shared. 
lnterquarrile Ralio (IQRJ. In  this report the tern  “lnterquartile Ratio” refers to Abemthy’s modifid 
interquarlile ratio that compares the average of the top 25 percent of values in a range with the average 
of the lowest 25 percent of values (Abemethy 1989). It can  be applied to  many different output 
measures,  such as discharge or yield, as well as to such indicators as  DPR. 
Relative Water Supply (RWSJ. The indicator RWS, developed hy  Levine (1982). compares water 
availability with  actual demand. It is normaIly expressed as: 
Irrigation Supply +Rainfall 
Seepage + Percolation + EvapoaanSpiration 
The valueofRWS isanindicationoftherelativeabundanceofwaterwithrespect  toadequacy,although 
itissensitivetothescaleoftheareairrigatedbecauseoftheinfluenwofconvey~elosses.Attertiary 
level an RWS value greater than 1.5 suggests water is sufficiently abundant that management inputs 
need not be very intensive, hut with values at or close to 1.0 management inputs themselves will not 
necessarily compensate for the relative scarcity of water. 
RWS = 131 
Warrr Avnilobility Index (WAI).  The  indicator WAI, developed by Wijayaratne (1986) is a simple 
melhod of quantifying water adequacy at field level. It is based on a qualitative scale of observations 





Water flowing from paddy to paddy 
Standing water in the rice field 
Soil is moist, with water in depressions 
Soil is dry and surface cracks are appearing 
Fieldstudies haveindicatedthat WAIis mosteffectiveindescribingthe waterconditionsforrice plants 
duringlhecrilicalSO-dayperiodlhatstarts70daysbefore  harvest.Tnisprovidesarangeof  valuesfrom 
200 (continuous water supply throughout the period) down  to 50 (no standing water at any time). Appendix 2 
Description of Systems Used as Case Studies 
This  appendix  describes the main characteristics  of  the  systems used  in  the case studies.  The 
descriptions are grouped according to the design environment in which the system has been classified. 
The following systems are described: 
Ungated Overflow Systems 
I, 
2.  Cipasir, West lava, Indonesia 
3.  The Fayoum. Egypt 
Six farmer-managed systems in Nepal 
Submerged Orifice Systems 
4. 
5. 
Upper and Lower Gugera divisions of the Lower Chenab Canal, Pakistan 
Mudki and Golewala distributaries, India 
Gated Division, Little Cross-Regdation 
6. 
7.  Tungabhadra, India 
8.  HakwaNna Oya, Sri Lanka 
9.  Lower Chenab Canal, Pakistan 
Gal Oya Left Bank. Sri Lanka 
10.  Lower Talavera River Irrigation System, the Philippines 
Gated Division, Fixed Cross-Regulation 
11.  Kalankuttiya Branch, Mahaweli System H,  Sri Lanka 
Gated Division, Gated Cross-Regulation 
12. 
13.  Kirindi Oya, Sri Lanka 
14.  Way lepara, Indonesia 
15.  Maneungteung, Indonesia 
Viejo Retamo, Rio Tunuyan System, Argentina 
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Case Study #I: Sir Farmer-Managed Systems in Nepal 
As partofa  wider evaluationofthe benefits ofthe  Aghultural Development Bank ofNepal Program 
to improvesmall irrigation systems, IlMl sraffundertook adetailed study ofirrigation conditions in six 
sample systems (IIMI 1991). Three systems are located in the Terai lowlands south ofthe Himalayas 
and three in the hill region of the Himalajan foothills 
The three Terai systems are all established run-of-the-river systems that were scheduled for rehabili- 
tation and possible expansion. Two of them, Laxmipur (I 34 ha) and Tulsi (70 ha) irrigated their full 
potential command area, while the largest, Parwanipur, irrigates 21  8 ha out ofan irrigable area of 266 
ha. However, in the initial design it was estimated to be capable of irrigating 400 ha. 
All three rely an weirs diverting water out ofwide rivers that have highly seasonal discharges, ranging 
from unpredictable flash floods throughout the rainy season to low base flow during the dry season. 
Panvanipurhasapermanentweir,  while theothertwo havesmaller temporary diversion structures that 
require significant annual maintenance. In  terms ofphysical conditions ofstructures in the conveyance 
system, all can be described as  average: most structures and canals function but are not always in good 
condition. 
Water supply in the wet season is ample, which allows the entire area to be irrigated, but is scarce in 
the dry season when only a limited area can be cultivated. 
The three hill systems are much smaller, Bandarpa irrigates 14 ha, Baretar 13 ha, and Jamune 10 ha. 
However, all have long canals leading from the water source to the head of the irrigated area: Baretar 
is the shortest, with 1.5 km,  while each of the other two is approximately 4.0 km long, winding along 
steep hillsides.  In the described cases, the intakes are not permanent and require  a lot  of annual 
maintenanceinaddition  torepairstothecanalsafterlandslides.  hall  thesesystems water isconsidered 
only adequate during the wet season, and is very scarce in the dry season. 
All six systems rely on  proportional division between each of the main sections of the system. Within 
each section, however, water distribution is negotiated between farmers either on  the basis of time or 
of perceived need for water 
Reference: 
International Irrigation Management Institute. 1991. Evaluation report OfAgricultural Development 
Bank of Nepal Program for assistance to small irrigation systems (in preparation). 
Fhe aurhors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of  the IlMl Nepal Ofice in providing 
access 10 these data prior to submission of  :he/inal evaluation report. and to assistance 
provided by lhe Departmen: of Irrigation  of His Mqiesty 's Government of Nepal. The study 
wasfunded by a gran:/rom  the Ford Foundalion ofice in New Delhi, India.] 135 
Case Study #2: Cipasir, West Java, Indonesia 
Cipasir represents a typical farmer-managed system in West Java Built in more or less its present form 
by fanners some hundred years ago, the system relies on  a simple offtake in the Cipasir River and 
irrigates 39 ha. 
Mostwatercontrol is by overflow weirsplaced in themain canalthatdivertwaterintoaseriesofblocks 
a few hectares in size. The weirs were originally carved from tree trunks, but a number of them have 
now been replaced by concretesections  that still maintain the same proportions ofcrest length for main 
and offtake canals. In the sleeper upper parts of the system, however, water deliveries are provided by 
a series of bamboo pipes leading directly out of the canal to avoid erosion. 
Water rights within the system are complex, and do not divide water equally by irrigable area. Instead, 
each farmerhasacemin rightthat reflectsthe  length oftimethe family has beenamember ofthe system: 
families involved in the initial development of the system, primarily those near the head, are entitled 
to a greater share of water and are thus able to cultivate two or three crops a year, depending on their 
location in the system. Farmers in more recent extensions to the system have fewer rights. 
Typically, rice isgrown twoorthree timesayearnearthe headofthesystem, withanincreasing amount 
of non-rice grown  towards the tail end, where it may be possible to grow only one or two crops a year. 
In the 1970s, the system was inchdid in the oflicial list of government systems and a weir keeper 
employed to operate the gate at the head of the main canal. All other operations and maintenance are 
undertaken by farmers. 
The study was included as one of the 10 sample systems in the first phase of the Shall-Scale Irrigation 
Turnover Program to assess the needs for physical and organizational upgrading prior to handover of 
full operations and maintenance responsibilities to fanners 
Reference: 
International Irrigation Management Institute. 1989~.  Efficient irrigation management and system 
turnover TA 937-INO Indonesia: Final reporl, volume 3; Small-Scale Irrigation Turnover Program. 
Colombo, Sri Lanka 
phe  aufhors grafefil/y acknowledge assislance  from  Dr. Douglas Vermillion of IIMI in 
providing addirional maferial. The sfudy wasfinded asporf of a largergranf  from fhe Asian 
Developmenf Bank and fhe Ford Foundafion, Jaknrfa.] 136 
Case Study #3:  The Fayoum, Eapt 
TheFayoumDepression. southweslofCairo,  has agross  irrigatedcommand areaof 150,ooO haof which 
about 132,m'ha  are currently irrigated. The main canal diverts water from the Nile 284 kmupstream 
of the head of the system. 
Each rotational unit, ranging in size from 8 to 200 ha is scheduled to receive continuous irrigation 
deliveries, with a maximum designed supply of  7.1 mmlday. 
Water distribution in the main canal system is through a set of galed regulators with undershot gates 
ateachofthemain bifurcationsin thesystem. However,below theseregulatorgates, waterdistribution 
is achieved through overtlow weirs (each known as a nasbah) where all crest levels are the same, and 
the width of each weir is pmportional to  the area served. 
The cropping patterns, chosen annually by the Ministry of Agriculture in recognition of the limited 
operationalflexibility, determines weekly demand fortheentire year in advance, and adjustments made 
to  each of the regulators on a weekly basis. Summer demand, for rice, cotton, and vegetables is much 
higher than for winter wheat, bersim and vegetables. 
However, water allocations have had to be  adjusted in efforts  to prevent excess increases in the level 
of Lake Qarun, an internal depression from which there is no drainage. Rising lake levels cover 
productive land, a loss that cannot be tolerated in an environment where 96 percent of the total land is 
desert and annual rainfall is abut  10 mm. 
The results reported here are from the Fayoum Water and Salt Balance Model Project, a cooperative 
activity between lhe Fayoum Irrigation Depariment. the Drainage Research Institute of the Water 
Research Center of the Ministry of Irrigation, and ILRI. 
References: 
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Case Study #4:  Upper and Lower Gugera Divisions, Pakistan 
Since mid-1986. IIMI, in cooperation with the Punjab Irrigation Department, the Punjab Agriculture 
Department and the Water and Power Development Authority, has undertaken a series of studies on 
irrigation and agricultural conditions in various distributaries in the Lower Chenab Canal command in 
Punjab Province. 
The distributaries in Upper Gugera Division selected for special study were Lagar, 20 km long and 
irrigatingabout8.000hathrough23  submergedorifices. andMananwala.45 kmlongimgating27.000 
ha with 125 submerged orifice outlets. In the Lower Gugera Division, more than ZOOkm further down 
the canal system, the distributaries studied were Pir Mahal, 47.5 km long and irrigating nearly 15.000 
ha through 90 outlets, and Kbikhi. 50 km long and irrigating 33,l I9 ha through  158 outleu. 
All distribqtaries have similar designs. Below the head regulator there are no adjustable gates, and all 
water distribution is through outlets dependent on  the operating head. Although the vast majority of 
outlets are  submerged orifices of the Adjustable Proportional Module type, a few open flumes alsoexist. 
ha  few locations where minors (smalldistributaries)branch fromthedistributary somedegreeofwater 
control is achieved through the use of wooden stop logs, normally placed vertically in the canal. All 
regulation 'at Bhagat  Head  Regulator.  which controls Khikhi.  Pir Mahal  and  two other smaller 
distributaries, is through the use of such stop logs. 
Planned annual croppingintensitiesareeither 5Opercent. adesign water allocation of0.13 Ilsedha.or 
75 percent. equivalent to 0.2 Vseclha. depending on any exijting water rights prior to construction in 
the 1969s. However, actual annual cropping intensities are frequently in excess of 100 percent due M 
intense groundwater use from a combination of public deep tubewells and private shallow tubewells 
When there is sufficient water. pa~ticularly  in theupper Gugera Division, basmati rice is the preferred 
crop in the wet season. Other common crops include wheat, maize, millet, fodder. sugarcane, cotton 
and vegetables. 
Below the outlet into each watercourse water distribution between farmers is through the warabandi 
system, each farmer taking the full discharge into the watercourse for a specified period of time. 
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Case Smdy #5: Mudki and Golrwala Dhbibutaries, India 
ThedesignofthesystemsofihelndianPunjabisalmostidenticalto  thatdescribed forthepreviouscase 
study. based on the same type of submerged orifice. The description of the design is therefore not 
repeated. Design water allocations are 1.8 mnVday. about 0.2 Ilsedha. 
The only significant physical difference is that both distributaries are in a reservoir-backed irrigation 
system. This means that there is a lesser amount of sedimentation than in the Pakistan case. Maintenance 
requirements are significantly lower as a consequence, and discharges are almost always above the 
minimum of 80 percent of Full Supply Discharge that is permitted under current operational rules. 
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Case Study #6: Gal Oya L.eB  Bank,  Sri  Lunka 
The Gal Oya Left Bank is located inthe eastern coastal plains of Sri  Lanka. The system was built between 
1952 and  1960 following the construction of the Senanayake Samudra Reservoir. The designed 
irrigated area forthe  wholeGal Oya System  was 43,000 ha, of which 13,000  haexisted before the project 
commenced. The Left Bank Canal System is designed to irrigate approximately 13,000 ha, but some 
tail-end areas have never been irrigated and rely on wet-season rainfall for crop production. 
The current irrigation system was superimposedon a series of smaller reservoirs dating back to several 
hundred years. The main canal passes through several of these reservoirs, making it possible lo control 
releases at several different locations. The main and secondary anal system is controlled through a 
series of undershot regulator gates, some venical, others radial, at the major bifurcations. However. 
there were only three cross-regulators in the main canal system other than at bifurcations. 
All offtakes from main and branch canals into distributary channels are gated culvens. There is a wide 
range of command areas of  distributary channels, from 4 lo 500 ha, with each distributary channel 
irrigatingoneor more teltiaryunits. There werenomeasuringdevicesinstalledinthesystemotherthan 
at the main reservoir, although some daily water-level readings were taken. 
The system grows almost nothing other than rice. In the tail-end areas there has been  a little tobacco 
and vegetablecultivation,  but ifwaterisinsufficient  forricecultivation  thenlandisnormally left fallow. 
Annual cropping intensities were about 150 percent. Water allocations were on the basis of 1,300  mm 
of water for wet-season rice, and 1,800 mm  in the dry season. 
The studies reported in this volume are based on research activities undertaken during the Gal Oya 
Water Management Project between 1979 and 1984. The research was conducted by the Agrarian 
Research and  Training Institute. Colombo and Cornell University, together with  the  Sri Lanka 
Irrigation Department. Following this project, conditions have become very different from those 
described above. 
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Case Study #7:  Tungabhadm Pilot Irrigation Project, India 
TheTungabhadra Pilot Irrigation Project straddles  the borders of Kamataka and Andhra Pradesh States 
in India. with a total command area of  510,ooO  ha. The Left Bank Command Area, studied in a 
collaborative project between the Command Area Development Authority and ILRI supported by 
Dutch Government funding, covers 244,000 ha. 
ThemainLeftBankcanal  hasatolallengthof 227 km, withlo6 secondary  offlakes.Thecommandareas 
of these offtakes range from 50 to 35,000 ha. The main canal is lined throughout its Imgth, while all 
other canals are essentially unlined. Each secondary is controlled by a gated culvert. There are four 
cross-regulators in the main canal. In secondaries there are no gated cross-regulators, but some drop 
structures exist that help stabilize water levels. 
Water delivery into each watercourse is also through a gated culvert, typically commanding 40-60  ha 
but sometimes as large as 200 ha. There are no smclures within the watercourse dislfibution system. 
Water allocations are protective in that water is insuffcient  to meet all demand. Typically they average 
0.40 to 1.08 Usecha, depending on the season and the crop to be grown. There is also a policy of 
localization thatdeterminescroppingpatterns:  45 percentcroppingintensityinthe  wetieason(ofwhich 
only 20 percent is to  be rice), 37 percent in thedry season (none of which is supposed to be rice). plus 
18 percent of perennial crops. notably sugar and cotton. Although this should result in an annual 
cropping intensity of 100 percent over two seasons, actual cropping intensity is about 67 percent, of 
which one third is rice. 
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Case Study #8: Hakwatuna Oya, Sri Lnnka 
HakwatunaOyais a 2.  LOO-ha reservoir-backed system in northcentral Sri Lanka. The system is divided 
into two pans, each with a main canal running along the contour. A series of secondary and tertiary 
canals offtake directly from  the main canal, also of varying command areas controlled by a gated culvert. 
The Right Bank Main Canal System, approximately I3  km long, has no cross-regulation capacity and 
the head upstream of each offtake is dependent on  the discharge released directly from the reservoir. 
TheLeft Bank Maincanal Systemis  somewhatlonger, approximately20kmintotal.  but is subdivided 
into three  branches  with  a bifurcation stmcNre at  the  head  of  each  subbranch. Between.these 
bifurcations, however, there is no  cross-regulation. 
A dual stage rotational pattern is adopted in the system in the dry season as storage in the reservoir is 
normally insufficient for continuous irrigation. The entire system i5 closed for about 5 days followed 
by water issues for about 6 days. Within this 6-day period, water is issued to smaller areas in rotation. 
averaging approximately 80 ha, the rotation attempting to deliver water more or less in proportion to 
the area served, and rotating water between canals within each rotation period. 
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Case Study #9:  Lower Chenab Canal, Pakistan 
TheGugeraBranch Canal is amajorpartoftheLowerChenabCana1  Irrigation Systemconstructedfrom 
1900to 1910.  The headofthecanaLa1 SagarHeadworks. wheretheUpperGugeraBranchstarts,  serves 
a total command of at least 1.2 million ha and has 176 distributary canals totaling at least 2,800 km, 
and a Full Design Discharge of 310 mVsec. 
The totallength ofthecanal is'over250km,terminatingatBhagatHeadRegulatorintheLowerGugera 
Division. Along this length there is one major regulator at Buchiana where Burala Rranch takes off. 
Otherwise there are viilually no gated cross-regulators but there are several drop structures that serve 
to stabilize water levels. Most drop structures are associated with scouring on the downstream side. 
The high sedimentloadofthecanalmeansthatdesignvelocitiesarenormallymorethan  I.Om/sec.This 
makes it difficult to regulate flows through using stop logs, although it is undertaken on the upstream 
side of some bridges. The bed level of the canal is, in many areas, much higher than designed, and 
freeboard has had to be sacrificed to get full discharge along the canal. Breaches are not uncommon, 
particularly in the Lower Gugera Branch and require major and rapid attention when they do occur. 
Most offtakes from the Gugera Branch  are undershot  gated  structures.  There are some that  are 
proportional dividers, but with a crest level well above that of the canal bed. and some are controlled 
only by vertical stop logs. 
For most of the year the canal is operated at or near Full Supply Discharge, but is closed down for two 
or more weeks in the winter season for essential maintenance and repairs. The time involved in refilling 
the canal means that irrigation is effectively stopped for several weeks at the tail, although crop water 
requirements are very low at this time of the year. 
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Case Study #lo: Lower Tahvem  River Irrigation System, the Philippines 
The  basic design of the Lower Talavera Riverlrrigation System in Central Luzon is very similar to that 
of Gal Oya in that along the main and secondary ("lateral") canals there is very little cross-regulation 
capacity. In the wet season this does not cause particular problems because river discharge almost 
always exceeds the design capacity of the main canal, and canals can be operated at, or close to, design 
capacity. Inthedry season. however, thesituationismoredifficult becauseriverdischargesaretow  and 
less reliable. and certain areas cannot be scheduled for irrigation 
Inan action research study conducted between 1974and I976  by the National Irrigation Administration 
and the International Rice Research Institute. efforts were made to find alternative ways of operating 
the system that would result in a higher degree of water distribution equity and thus higher production 
and income for water users. 
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Case Study #II: Kalankuniyo,  Mahaweli System H,  Sri Lanka 
Kalankulliya Branch Canal of Mahaweli System H was completed during the 1970s. The main canal 
is 1 I  km long, serving 20 secondaty ofltakes. The total command area is 2,040 ha 
Discharges in lhecanal arecontrolled fromasmall reservoirsupplemented by issuesfromtheupstream 
portions ofthe  integratedMahawelinetwork.  Thisenablesplans  to be drawnup  onaseasonal  basis with 
an indenting system for bulk issues of water into the reservoir. 
There are duck-billed weirs immediately downstream of each offtake along the main canal, thereby 
ensuring stable head conditions on the upstream side of the offtakes. The offtakes themselves are  gated 
culverts, with a broad-crested weir immediately downstream to facilitate discharge measurements. 
Tertiary blocks served by a secondary canal arc simple gated culverts with no  measuring devices. They 
are designed to deliver approximately 30 I/sec, and an effort was made at the design stage to make 
tertiary blocks more or less uniform in size at 16 ha. 
In the wet season, when water is abundant, lhe entire area is under rice. There have been major efforts 
sincethe systemwascompletcdtoencouragecultivation  ofnon-ricecropsinthedlyseason,  particularly 
onlightertexturedsoils, inanefforttoavoidwatershortages.Thisstrategyhasbeenpartiallysuccessful, 
panicularly for chili cultivation. 
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Case Siudy #12:  The Vujo  Retamo System, ArgenriM 
Viejo Retamo is a secondary canal within the 74,270-ha Rio Tunuyan Irrigation System of central 
western Argentina. It irrigates 4,890 ha divided into 33 tertiary units. Average tertiary unit size is 150 
ha, ranging from 30 to over 700 ha. 
The head of the secondary canal is controlled by an overflow division structure. However, unlike most 
overflow stmctures that have fixed crest lengths, the proportion of flow between the main canal and 
secondaries is controlled by an adjustable vane. This allows for staggering of irrigation deliveries 
through the system to reduce peak demand. 
Below this headstmcture. eachtertiary  blockis convolledbyaverticalslidinggateandacross-regulator 
in the secondary. 
There is a strict irrigation schedule based on time. Each tertiary receives two turn  a month, with two 
clusters  oftwoor  three tertiariesreceiving  wateratany givenmoment  intime. Themtations' turns move 
sequentially down the canal. and aft wnmlled by a gatekeeper employed by the federated water user 
association. 
The simplicity of this system means that all farm 
how much will come in each turn. 
The relatively shallow groundwater table, normally within 2.0 m of the surface, means that irrigation 
provides only a limited proportion of total crop requirements, especially for deep rooted crops. 
know precisely when water will be delivered, and 
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Case Study #Z3:  Kirindi @a, Sri Lanka 
The Kirindi Oya System in southern Sri Lanka has a command area of  12,900 ha, including 4,500 ha 
of existing irrigated land prior to the project which started in 1986. 
TheRightBankMainCanalincludedforthefi.sttimeinSli  Lankaasignificant  increase ingatedcross- 
regulation capacity in themain canal: alongihe 24.5-km length ofthis canal, 15 gated cross-regulators 
were installed making it possible to regulate water levels upstream of  virtually all of  the offtakes along 
thelowertwothirdsofthecanal. Thecanalgradient  islow(O.3 m/lun)soihatcmss-regulatorscan  have 
a significant backwater effect over 2.0 km. 
Standard operations generally  include  rotational deliveries between  tertiary canals, because  of 
perennial and chronic  shortages of water in the reservoir that have severely restricted the irrigable area 
in several seasons. 
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Case Shdy  #14: Way Jejmra, Indonesia 
Way Jepara is a reservoir-backed system in southem Sumatra started in 1981 and designed to irrigate 
6,700  ha.By 1989onlyalmut5,500haofthecommandarea  hadbeendeveloped.andsome500ha  were 
not irrigable due to the collapse of a siphon on the smaller Right Bank Canal. 
The system conforms to the current design guidelines  of the Department of Public Works in Indonesia 
Along the main canal there are a series of wntml smctures at which combinations of secondary and 
tertiary blocksofftakefromthemain canal. At each stn~cture  there is across-regulator inthe maincanal. 
In some locations the cross-regulator consists of one or more undershot sliding gates, while in other 
locations  cross-regulation is achieved through the use of stop logs that act as  overflow weirs. Gates for 
every secondary and most tertiary canals are of Romijn type, vertically adjustable broad-crested weirs, 
although there are a few tertiaries controlled with undershot sliding gates. 
The current operational plan is simple. The entire system is irrigated in the wet season,  and all farmen 
cultivate  rice. In the dry season, approximately 50  percent of the area is scheduled for irrigation, again 
only forrice. However,thereisawell-implementedprogramwherethedry-seasonarearo~tesbetween 
the upper and lower half ofthe system  in alternate years. It is a measure of thecwperativeness of farmers 
in the upper half of the system that when they are not scheduled to receive dry-season irrigation they 
do not interfere with irrigation supplies passing down the main canal to the lower half of the system. 
Farmers not scheduled forirrigationgrowrain-fedcrops,wrmallycassavaormaize,  withgoodresults 
as rainfall is persistent well into the main dry season. 
The system was included within the Asian Development Bank-Ford Foundation grant to IIMl for 
collaborative studies within the Directorate of Irrigation I, Department of Public Works, and the 
Lampung Provincial Irrigation Service. 
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Gwe Study #IS: Maneungleung Irrigalion System, Indonesia 
The Maneungteung Irrigation System is east of Cirebon, West Java. Served by a weir in the Cisang 
GarungRiveratCikeusikandan8-kmlongmaincanal  tothe headofthe system,thetotalimgatedarea 
is 7.61 1 ha. 
The design is essentially the same as that of Way Jepara. although there are rather more sliding gates 
servingtertiary blocksduetoflaltertopgraphyin thetailendandafewsecondaries whichdonot have 
a proper headgate or measuring device. 
The tailcnd portion of the system borders on he  Java Sea. It is subject to flooding in the wet season, 
so  that much of the lowest 500  ha has either been abandoned or converted to shrimp farms. 
The western third of  the system, irrigating 2,400  ha, is dominated by sugarcane cultivation, up to 50 
perccnt of the total B~B  at any one time. The  eastern  two-thirds. however, have only about u1  percent 
of  sugar cultivation, much more wet-season rice, and extensive onion cultivation that relies on hand 
irrigation from trenches dug into rice fields  and filled by using canal water. There are many shallow 
wells in the lower third of the  system, either relying on  hand irrigation or using portable diesel pump 
sets, to supplement scarce  dry-season canal  supplies. 
The system was included within the Asian Development Bank-Ford Foundation grant to UMI for 
collaborative studies within the Directorate of Irrigation I, Department of Public Works. and the West 
Java Provincial Irrigation Service. 
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